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Enacted: June 25, 2009
BOARD OF APPEALS ORDINANCE
Section 1

Establishment

There is hereby established a board of appeals pursuant to 30-A M.R.S.A. § § 2691 and 3001.
Section 2

Appointment

2.1. Members of the board of appeals shall be appointed by the municipal officers, who shall determine
their compensation, and shall be sworn by the municipal clerk or other person authorized to administer
oaths.
2.2. The board shall consist of five (5) regular members and up to two (2) alternate members.
2.3. Regular members shall serve three (3) year staggered terms, except that the initial appointments
shall be one (1) member for one year, two (2) for two years, and two (2) for three years. Alternate board
members shall be appointed for three year terms.
2.4. When there is a permanent vacancy, the municipal officers shall appoint a person to serve for the
unexpired term. A vacancy shall occur upon the resignation or death of any member, or when a member
fails to attend four (4) consecutive regular meetings without a reasonable excuse, or when a member
ceases to be a legal resident of the municipality. The municipal officers may remove members of the
board of appeals by majority vote, after providing notice and an opportunity for a hearing.
2.5. Neither a municipal officer nor his or her spouse may serve as a member or alternate member of the
board of appeals.

Section 3

Organization, Rules, and Procedures

3.1. The board shall meet annually to elect a chairperson and a secretary from among its full voting
members and create and fill such other offices as it may determine. The term of all offices shall be one (1)
year with eligibility for reelection.
3.2. When a member is unable to act because of interest, physical incapacity, absence or any other
reason satisfactory to the chairperson, the chairperson shall designate an alternate member to sit in his or
her place.
3.3. Any question of whether a particular issue involves a conflict of interest sufficient to disqualify a
member from voting thereon shall be decided by a majority vote of the members, except the member who
is being challenged.
3.4. An alternate member may attend all meetings of the board. He/she may ask questions or offer
comments. He/she may make and second motions and vote only when he or she has been designated by
the chairperson to sit for a member.
3.5. The chairperson shall call a regular meeting when there is business to conduct. Special meetings can
be called at any time by the chairperson or by a majority of the members. Notice of regular, special and
emergency meetings shall be given in accordance with the Maine Freedom of Access Act.
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3.6. No meeting of the board shall be held without a quorum consisting of three (3) members or alternate
members authorized to vote. No action shall be taken by the board without at least three (3) concurring
votes on the issue before the board.
Section 4

Duties and Powers

4.1. The board of appeals may adopt bylaws governing board functions.
4.2. The board of appeals may adopt rules and procedures for transaction of business, and the secretary
shall keep a record of its resolutions, transactions, correspondence, findings, and determinations.
4.3. The board of appeals shall file all bylaws, rules and procedures and subsequent revisions, and
decisions with the municipal clerk.
4.4. The board of appeals shall perform such duties and exercise such powers as are provided by
ordinance and the laws of the State of Maine.
4.5. The board of appeals may obtain goods and services necessary to its proper function within the limits
of appropriations made for the purpose by the legislative body of the municipality.
Section 5

Severability Clause

Should any section or provision of this ordinance be declared by the courts to be invalid, such decision
shall not invalidate any other section or provision of this ordinance.
Section 6

Establishment; Reestablishment

The board which has been acting as a board of appeals is hereby reestablished as the appeals board.
The actions which it has taken prior to the adoption of this ordinance are hereby declared to be the acts of
the legally constituted board of appeals of the Town of West Paris.
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TOWN OF WEST PARIS
CURFEW ORDINANCE

a. It shall be unlawful for any child under the age of 18 years to be or remain upon any street, alley
or lane, or in any public place after nine o’clock in the afternoon, unless such child is
accompanied by a parent or some adult person in loco parentis, or unless such child is returning
directly home from a school function or a supervised activity for children.
b. It shall be unlawful for a parent, guardian, or person in loco parentis of a child under the age of 18
years to permit such child to be or remain upon any street, alley, lane, or in any public place after
nine in the afternoon, except under circumstances set out in paragraph (a) thereof.
Penalty: Any person upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than $25.00 and not
more than $50.00.
Curfew Ordinance was enacted as amended on March 7, 1978 (Article 61)

TOWN OF WEST PARIS
ORDINANCE PROHIBITING THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION
OF COMMERCIAL BREEDING FACILITIES OF DOGS AND CATS

An Ordinance Prohibiting the Establishment and Operation of Commercial Breeding Facilities designed
for the sale of dogs and cats directly to the public. The establishment and operation of commercial
breeding facilities of dogs and cats that maintains four (4) or more breeder female dogs or cats and sells
seven (7) or more litters of puppies or kittens per year directly to the public to avoid Animal Welfare Act
licensing and USDA inspection and enforcement of humane handling, housing and medical requirements
set forth in the Animal Welfare Act shall be prohibited within the borders of West Paris.
The following are exempt from this ordinance:
i.

Any person who maintains a total of three (3) or fewer breeding female dogs or cats and who sells
only the offspring of these dogs and/or cats, which were born and raised on the premises for pets
or exhibition.

ii.

Any person who sells less than twenty-five (25) dogs and/or cats per year, which were born and
raised on his or her premises.

iii.

Any kennel or shelter licensed by USDA and/or the State of Maine

iv.

Any non-profit rescue group that charges an adoption/donation fee.
In accordance with Title 7 M.R.S.A. Chapter 725 subpart 3950 of Maine State Law.

Enacted March 4, 2006.

Town of West Paris, Maine
Dog Control Ordinance
Section 1.

TITLE
This ordinance shall be known and may be cited at the " Dog Control
Ordinance of the Town of West Paris, Maine."

Section 2.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this ordinance is to provide regulations in addition to
those contained in Title 7, M.R.S.A., with respect to controlling dogs
throughout the Town of West Paris ("the Town") in the interest of
the health, safety and general welfare of all its residents.

Section 3.

DEFINITIONS
As used in this ordinance, unless the context indicated otherwise:
A. "Owner" - shall ·mean any person, firm, association or
corporation, owning or keeping, harboring or in possession of, or
having control of a dog.
B. "At large" - shall mean a dog that is off the premises of its owner,
and is not under the control of its owner by means of a leash, cord
or chain, or by means of auditory or visual command signals.

C. "Nuisance" - shall mean a dog that disturbs the peace by loud,
frequent, habitual barking, howling or yelping, or engages in the
destruction of property not belonging to its owner.
D. "Dangerous dog" - shall mean a dog that, for no apparent reason,
or by training, will attempt to or actually inflict bodily injury upon
a domesticated animal, or upon a person who is neither trespassing on the owner's premises, nor has acted in an
unreasonable, aggressive or hostile manner toward the dog or its
owner.

Section 4.

REGULATIONS
A. An owner shall not permit a nuisance.
B. An owner of a dangerous dog:

1. Shall maintain continuous control over said dog, either by
Means of keeping the dog in a secure enclosure, or on a
chain or leash.
2. Shall post conspicuous warning signs concerning the dog.

C. It shall be unlawful for the owner of a dog (other than a service
dog accompanying a person whose disability precludes
compliance} to fail to promptly remove and properly dispose of
any feces left by the dog on any sidewalk, street, or publicly or
privately owned property (other than that belonging to the
owner}.
Section 5. ENFORCEMENT
A. lmpoundment:
1. An animal control officer, acting with or without complaint,
will impound a licensed or unlicensed dog found running at
large.
2. An animal control officer, acting with or without complaint,
and at that officer's discretion, may impound a licensed or
unlicensed dog when the dog's welfare is in question.
3. An impounded dog will be placed in a shelter designated by
the Town, and once there, will be confined in a humane
manner for a period of not more than eight days.
4. Impounding and boarding fees will be set by the impound
facility, and will be payable, along with any incidental fees,
before the dog is released to its owner. Said incidental fees

.·

may include, but may not be limited to, per diem and
mileage costs of the officer who impounds the dog on each
occasion.
B. Interference forbidden :
No person shall interfere with, hinder or molest any animal
control officer in the performance of any duty in furtherance
of this ordinance, or seek release of any dog in the custody of
an animal control officer.
Section 6. PENALTIES

A. If not previously convicted of a violation under this ordinance, an
owner may elect, within seven business days from the date of the
citation, to pay the above specified, minimum penalty of $50.00
directly to the Town of West Paris at the Town Office . Upon
receipt of such payment by the Town Clerk, the animal control
officer that issued the citation shall cause the citation to be
dismissed.
B. Any owner convicted of violating any provisions of this ordinance
shall be subject to a fine of not less than $50.00, nor more than
$100.00, plus costs, which shall include the Town's attorney fees,
for the first violation. For subsequent violations, the fine shall be
no less than $100.00, or more than $500.00. In addition, if it
deems appropriate, a court may issue a further order regarding
such things as restraint, destruction or disposition of the offending
dog.
C. All fines and costs recovered by the Town of West Paris shall be
put to the use and benefit of the inhabitants of the Town of West
Paris in furtherance of animal control.

-.
Section 7. VALIDITY
It is the intention of the Town that each section of this ordinance shall be
deemed independent of all other sections herein. Further, it is the
intention of the Town that, if any provision within this ordinance is declared
invalid, all other sections shall remain valid and enforceable.
Section 8. EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of this ordinance is:
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Statement of Purpose and Intent

Certain areas of the Town of West Paris, Maine are subject to periodic flooding,
causing serious damages to properties within these areas. Relief is available in the
form of Federally subsidized flood damage insurance as authorized by th.e National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968.
Therefore, the Town of West Paris, Maine has chosen to become a participating
community in the National Flood Insurance Program, and agrees to comply with the
requirements of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-488, as
amended) as delineated in the attached Floodplain Management Ordinance.
It is the intent of the Town of West Paris, Maine to require the recognition and

evaluation of flood hazards in all official actions relating to land use in the
floodplain areas having special flood hazards.

)

This body has the legal authority to adopt land use and control measures to reduce
future flood losses pursuant to MRSA Title 30A,, Sections 3001-3007, 4352 and
4401-4407.
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FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE
ARTICLE IM ESTABLISHMENT
The Town of West Paris, Maine elects to comply with the requirements of the National Flood
Insurance Aet of 1968 (P.L. 90-488, as amended). The National Flood Insurance Program,
established in the aforesaid Act, provides the areas of the Town having a special flood hazard be
identi1ied by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FE"MA) and that floodplain
management measures be applied in such flood hazard areas. This Ordinance establishes a Flood
Hazard Development Permit system and review procedure for development activities in the
designated flood hazard areas of the Town of West Paris,.,Maine.
The areas of special flood hazard, Zones A, Al-30, AE, AO, and AH, identified by FEMA in a
report entitled "Flood Insurance Study - Town of West Paris, Maine, Oxford County'', dated June
3, 1988 with accompanying "Flood Insurance Rate Map" dated June 3, 1988 is hereby adopted by
reference and declared to be a part of this Ordinance.

ARTICLE II PERMIT REQUIRED
M

I

)

Before any construction or other development (as defined in Article XHI), including the
placement of manufactured homes, begins within any areas of special flood hazard established in
Article I, a Flood Hazard Development Permit shall be obtained from the Plalllling Board. This
permit shall be in addition to any other building permits which may be required pursuant to the
codes and ordinances of the Town of West Paris, Maine.

ARTICLE III~ APPLICATION FOR PERMIT
The application for a Flood :Hazard Development Permit shall be submitted to the Planning Board
and shall include:
A.

The name and address of the applicant;

B.

The address and a map indicating the location of the construction site;

C

A site plan showing location of existing and/or proposed structures, sewage disposal
facilities, water supply facilities, areas to be cut and filled, and lot dimensions;

D.

A statement of the intended use of the structure;

E.

A statement as to the type of sewage system proposed;
3

F.

Specification of dimensions of the proposed structure;

G.

The elevation in relation to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) or to a locally
established datum in Zone A only, of the:
l.

)

)

base flood at the proposed site of all new or substantially improved structures,
which is determined:
a.

in Zones Al-30, AE, AO, and AH from data contained in the "Flood
Insurance Study- Town of West Paris, Maine", as described in Article I; or

b.

in Zone A, to be the elevation of the ground at the intersection of the
floodplain boundary and a line perpendicular to the shoreline which passes
along the ground through the site of the proposed building;

2.

highest and lowest grades at the site adjacent to the walls of the proposed building;

3.

lowest floor, including basement; and whether or not such structures contain a
basement; and,

4.

level, in the case of non-residential structures only, to which the structure will be
floodproofed;

H.

A description of a base flood elevation reference point established on the site of all new or
substantially improved structures;

I.

A written certification by a registered land surveyor that the elevations shown on the
application are accurate;

l

Certification by a registered professional engineer or architect that floodproofing methods
for any non-residential structures will meet the floodproofing criteria of Articles ill G, 4;
VL G; and other applicable standards in Article Vl

K.

A description of the extent to which any water course will be altered or relocated as a
result of the proposed development; and,

L.

A statement of construction plans describing in detail how each applicable development
standard in Article VI will be met.
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ARTICLE

IV~

APPLICATION FEE AND EXPERT'S FEE

A non-refundable application fee of$10.00 for a permit to fill with gravel and $25,00 for a permit
for any building shall be paid to the Town Clerk and a copy of a receipt for the same shall
accompany the application.
An additional foe may be charged if the Planning Board and/or Board of Appeals needs the
assistance of a professional engineer or other expert. The expert's fee shall be paid in full by the
applicant within IO days after the town submits a bill to the applicanL Failure to pay the bill shall
constitute a violation of the ordinance and be grounds for the issuance ofa stop work order. An
expert shall not be hired by the municipality at the expense of an applicant until the applicant has
either consented lo such hiring in writing or been given an opportunity to be heard on the subject.
An applicant who is dissatisfied with a decision of the Planning Board may appeal that decision to
the Board of Appeals.

ARTICLE V ~REVIEW OF FLOOD HAZARD DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
APPLICATIONS
The Planning Board shall:
A.

Review all applications for the Flood Hazard Development Permit to assure that proposed
building sites are reasonable safe from flooding and to deterrnine that all pertinent
requirements of Article V1 (Development Standards) have, or will be met;

B

Utilize, in the review of all Flood Hazard Developn1ent Permit applications, the base flood
data contained in the "Flood Insurance Study - Town of West Paris, Maine", as described
in Article L In special flood hazard areas where base flood elevation data are not
provided, the Planning Board shall obtain, review and reasonably utilize any base flood
elevation and floodway data from federal, state, or other sources, including information
obtained pursuant to Article Ill. G. l .b.; Article VIJ; and Article VIII.D, in order to
administer Article VI of this Ordinance;

C.

Make inteipretations of the location of boundaries of special flood hazard areas shown on
the maps described in Article I of this Ordinance;

D.

In the review of Flood Hazard Development Permit applications, determine that all
necessazy permits have been obtained from those federal, state, and local government
agencies from which prior approval is required by federal or state law, including but not
limited to Section 404 of'the F'ederal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972,
33 U.S.C. 1334;

E.

Notify adjacent municipalities, the Department of Environmental Protection, and the
Maine Office of Community Development prior to any alteration or relocation of a water
course;
5

F.

Issue a two part Flood Hazard Development Permit for elevated structures. Part I shall
authorize the applicant to build a structure to and including the first horizontal floor only
above the base flood level. At that time the applicant shall provide the Code Enforcement
Officer with an application for Part II of the Flood Hazard Development Permit and shall
include an Elevation Certificate completed by a registered Maine surveyor for compliance
with the elevation requirements of Article VI, paragraphs F,G,H and K Following review
of the application, which review shall take place within 72 hours of the receipt of the
application, the Code Enforcement Officer shall issue Part II of the Flood Hazard
Development Permit. Part II shall authorize the applicant to complete the construction
project; and,

G.

Maintain, as a permanent record, copies of all Flood Hazard Development Permits issued
and data relevant thereto, including reports of the Board of Appeals on variances granted
under the provisions of Article IX of this Ordinance, and copies of Elevation Certificates
and Certificates of Compliance required under the provisions of Article VII of this
Ordinance.

ARTICLE VI - DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
All developments in areas of special flood hazard shall meet the following applicable standards:
A

)

New construction or substantial improvement of any structure shall:
1.

be designed or modified and adequately anchored to prevent floatation, collapse or
lateral movement of the structure resulting from hydrodynamic and hydrostatic
loads, including the effects of buoyancy;

2:

use construction materials that are resistantto flood damage;

3.

use con&iruction methods and practices that will minimize flood damage; and,

4.

use electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air conditioning equipment, and
other service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water from
entering or accumulating within the components during flooding conditions.

B.

All new and replacement water supply systems shall be designed to minimize or eliminate
infiltration of flood waters into the systems.

C.

All new and replacement sanitary sewage sys~ems shall be designed and located to
minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the system and discharges from the
system into flood waters.
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D.

On-site waste disposal systems shall be located and constructed to avoid impaim1ent to
them or contamination from them during floods.

E.

All development shall be constructed and maintained in such a manner that no reduction
occurs in the flood carrying capacity of any watercourse.

F.

New construction or substantial improvement of any residential structure located within:
I.

Zones Al-30, AE, and AH shall have the lowest floor (including basement)
elevated to at least one foot above the base flood elevation.

2,

Zones AO and AH shall have adequate drainage paths around structures on slopes,
to guide floodwater away from the proposed structures.

3.

Zone AO shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated above the
highest adjacent grade:

4.

G.

a_

at least one foot higher than the depth specified in feet on the community's
Flood Insurance Rate Map; or,

b.

at least three feet if no depth number is specified.

Zone A shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to at least one
foot above the base flood elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to
Article III.G. 1.b.; Article V.B; or Article VIl.D.

New construction or substantial improvement of any non-residential structure located
within:
1.

Zones Al- 30, AE, and AH shall have the lowest floor (including basement)
elevated to .at least one foot above the base flood elevation, or together with
attendant utility and sanitary facilities shall:
a.

be floodproofed to at least one foot above the base flood level so that
below the elevation the structure is watertight with walls substantially
impermeable to passage of water;

b.

have structural components capable ofresisting hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic loads and the effects of buoyancy; and,

c.

be certified by a registered professional en!,>ineer or architect that the
design and methods of construLi:ion are in accordance with accepted
standards of prac,i:ice for meeting the provisions of this section. Such
certification shall be provided with the application for a Flood Hazard
7

Development Permit, as required by Article Ill.J and shall inc.lude a record
of the elevation above mean sea level of the lowest floor including
basement.
2.

Zones AO and AH shall have adequate drainage paths around structures on slopes,
to guide floodwater away from them.

3,

Zone AO shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated above the
highest adjacent grade:

4.

H.

a.

at least one foot higher than the depth specified in feet on the community's
Flood Insurance Rate Map; or,

b.

at least three feet if no depth number is specified; or,

c.

together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities be floodproofed to
meet the elevation requirements ofthis section and floodproofing standards
of Article VI, paragraph G. l.

Zone A shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to at least one
foot above the base flood elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to
Article III.G. J .b.; Article V.B; or Article VIII.D.

New or substantially improved manufactured homes located within:
l.

Zones Al-30, AE, or AH shall:
a.

be elevated on a pennanent foundation so that the lowest floor is at least
one foot above the base flood elevation; and,

b.

be securely anchored to an adequately anchored foundation system to resist
floatation, collapse, or lateral movement. Methods of anchoring may
include, but are not limited to:
(1)

over-the-top ties anchored to the ground at the four comers of the
manufactured home, plus two additional ties per side at
intermediate points (homes less than 50 feet long require one
additional tie per side); or by,

(2)

frame ties at each corner of the home, plus five additional ties iilong
each side at intennediate points (homes less than 50 feet long
require four additional ties per side).
8

(3)

All components of the anchoring system described in Article VI.Ii l

shall be capable of carrying a force of 4800 pounds.
2.

Zones AO and AH shall have adequate drainage paths around structures on slopes,
to guide floodwater away from them.

3.

Zone AO shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated above the
highest adjacent grade:

4.

I.

b.

at least three feet if no depth number is specified; or,

c.

meet the requirements of Article VI.H.1.(a)(b).

Zone A shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to at least one
foot above the base flood elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to
Article IILG. l .b.; Article V.B; or Article VIII.D.

Zones Al-A30, AH, and AE shall either:
a.

Be on a site for fewer than 180 consecutive days,

b.

Be fully li.censed and ready for highway use. A recreational vehicle is ready
for highway use if it is on its wheels or jacking &ystem, is attached to
the site only by quick disconnect type utilities and security devices, and has
no permanently attached additions; or,

c.

Meet the permit requirements of elevation and anchoring requirements for
"manufactured home" in Article VI.II.a & b.

Floodways
L

/

at least one foot higher than the depth specified in feet on the community's
Flood Insurance Rate Map; and,

Recreational Vehicles located within:
I.

J

a.

In Zones Al-30 and AE encroachments, including fill, new construction,
substantial improvement, and other development shall not be permitted in riverine
areas, for which a regulatory flood way is designated on the community's "Flood
Boundary and Floodway Map," unless a technical evaluation certified by a
registered professional engineer is provided demonstrating that such
encroachments will not result in any increase in flood levels within the community
during the occurrence of the base flood discharge.
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2.

In Zones Al-30 and AE riverine areas, for which no regulatory floodway is
designated, encroachments, including fill, new constmction, substantial
improvement, and other development shall not be permitted unless a technical
evaluation certified by a registered professional engineer is provided demonstrating
that the cumulative effect of the proposed development, when combined with all
other existing development and anticipated development will not increase the
water surface elevation of the base flood more than one foot at any point within
the community; and,

3_

In Zone A riverine areas, in which the regulatory floodway is determined to be the
channel of the 1iver or other water course and the adjacent land areas to a distance
of one-half- the width of the floodplain as measured from the normal high water
mark to the upland limit of the floodplain, encroachments, including fill, new
constmction, substantial improvement, and other development shall not be
permitted unless a technical evaluation certified by a registered professional
engineer is provided meeting the requirements of Atiicle VI, paragraph J.2.

New Constmction or substantial irnprovement of any structure in Zones Al-30, AE, AO,
AH, and A that meets the development standards of Article VI, including the elevation
requirements of Article VI, paragraphs F, G, or Hand is elevated on posts, columns, piers,
piles, "stilts", or crawlspaces less than three feet in height may be enclosed below the
elevation requirements provided all the following criteria are met or exceeded:
l.

Walls, with the exception of crawlspaces less than three feet in height, shall not be
part of the stmctural support of the building; and,

2.

Enclosed areas are not "basements" as defined in Article XIII; and,

3.

Enclosed aieas shall be designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces
on exterior walls by allowing for the entry and exit of floodwater. Designs for
meeting this requirement must either:
a.

be certified by a registered professional engineer or aichitect; or,

b.

meet or exceed the following minimum criteria:
(1)

a minimum of two openings having a total net area of not less than
one square inch for every square foot of the enclosed area;

(2)

the bottom of all openings shall be no higher than one foot above
the lowest grade; and,

(3)

openings may be equipped with screens, louvers, valves, or other
coverings or devices provided that they permit the entry and exit of

I
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flood waters automatically without any external influence or control
such as human intervention, including the use of electrical and other
non-automatic mechanical means; and,
(4)

The enclosed area shall not be used forfa1man habitation; and,

(5)

The enclosed area may be used for building maintenance, access,
parking vehicles, or storing of articles and equipment used for
maintenance ·of the building.

ARTICLE VII - CERTIJi'JCATE OF COMPLIANCE
No land in a special flood hazard area shall be occupied or used and no strncture which is
constructed or substantially improved shall be occupied until a Certificate of Compliance is issued
by the Code Enforcement Officer subject to the following provisions:

A.

The applicant shall submit an Elevation Certificate completed by:
1.

a registered Maine surveyor for compliance with Article VI, paragraphs F, G, H,
or K; and,

2.

a registered professional engineer or architect, in the case of tloodproofed
non-residential structures, for compliance with Article VI G; and,

B.

The application for a Certificate of Compliance shall be submitted by the applicant in
writing along with a completed Elevation Certificate to the Code Enforcement Officer.

C.

The Code Enforcement Officer shall review the application within l 0 working days of
receipt of the application and shall issue a Certificate of Compliance, provided the building
conforms with the provisions ohhis Ordinance.

ARTICLE Vlll • REVIEW OF SUBDJVJSION AND DEVELOPMENT l'ROPOSALS
The Planning Board shall, when reviewing subdivisions and other proposed developments that
require review under other federal law, state law or local ordinances or regulations and all
projects on 5 or more acres, or in the case of manufactured home parks divided into two or more
lots, assure that:

A.

All such proposals are consbient with the need to minimize flood damage.

B.

All public utilities and facilities, such as sewer, gas, electrical and water systems are
located and constructed to minimize or eliminate flood damages.
11
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C.

Adequate drainage is provided so as to reduce exposure to flood hazards.

D.

All proposals include base flood elevation and, in a riverine floodplain, flood way data.

E.

Any proposed development plan shall include a statement that the developer will require
that structures on lots in the development be constructed in accordance with Article VI of
this ordinance and that such requirement wiJI be included in any deed, lease, or document
transferring or expressing an intent to transfer any interest in real estate or structure,
including but not limited to a time-share interest. The statement shall clearly articulate
that the municipality may enforce any violation of the construction requirement and that
fact shall also be included in the deed or any other document previously described. The
construction requirement shall also be stated on any map, plat, or plan to be signed .by the
Planning Board or local reviewing authority as part of the approval process.

ARTICLE IX - APPEALS AND VARIANCES

The Board of Appeals of the Town ofWe&'t Paris, Maine, may, upon written application of an
aggrieved party, hear and decide appeals from determinations of the Planning Board in the
administration of the provisions of this Ordinance. The Board of Appeals may grant a variance
from the requirements of this Ordinance consistent with state law and the following criteria:
A.

Variances shall not be granted within any designated regulatory floodway if any increase in
flood levels during the base flood discharge would result.

B.

Variances shall be granted only upon:
1.

a showing of good and sufficient cause; and,

2.

a determination that should a flood comparable to the base flood occur, the
granting of a variance will not result in increased flood heights, additional threats
to public safety, public expense, or create nuisances, cause fraud or victimization
of the public or conflict with existing local laws or ordinances; and,

3.

a showing that the existence of the variance will not conflict with other state,
foderal or local laws or ordinances; and,

4.

a determination that failure to grant the variance would result in "undue hardship",
which in this sub-section means:
a.

that the land in question cannot yield a reasonable return unless a variance
is granted; and,
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b.

that the need for a variance is due to the unique circumstances of the
property and not to the general conditions in the neighborhood; and,

c.

that the granting of a variance will not alter the essential character or the
locality; and,

d.

that the hardship is not the result of action taken by the applicant or a prior
owner.

C.

Variances shall only be issued upon a determination that the variance is the minimum
necessary, considering the flood hazard, to afford relief.

D.

Variances may be issued by a community for new construction, substantial improvements,
or other development for the conduct of a functionally dependent use provided that:
J.

other criteria of Article IX and Article VI·J are met; and,

2.

the structure or other development is protected by methods that minimize flood
damages during the base flood and create no additional threats to public safety.

E.

Variances may be issued by a community for the reconstruction, rehabilitation, or
restoration of structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places or a State
Inventory of Historic Places, without regard to the procedures set forth in Article IX,
paragraphs A through D.

F.

Any applicai1t who meets the criteria of Article IX, paragraphs A through E shall be
notified by the Board of Appeals in writing over the signature of the Chairman of the
Board of Appeals that:
1.

The issuance of a variance to construct a structure below the base flood level will
result in greatly increased premium rates for flood insurance up to amounts as high
as $25 per $ l 00 of insurance coverage;

2.

such construction below the base flood level increases risks to life and property;
and,

3.

the applicant agrees in writing that the applicant is fully aware of all the risks
inherent in the use ofland subject to flooding, assumes those risks and agrees to
indemnify and defend the municipality against any claims filed aga'inst it that are
related to the applicant's decision to use land located in a floodplain and that the
applicant individually releases the municipality from any claims the applicant may
have against the municipality that are related to the use ofland located in a
floodplain.
13

G.

The Board of Appeals shall submit to the Planning Board a report of all variance actions,
including justification for the granting of the variance and an authorization for the Planning
Board to issue a Flood Hazard Development Permit, which includes any conditions to be
attached to said permit.

ARTICLE X - ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES
A.

It shall be the duty of the Code Enforcement Officer to enforce the provisions of this
Ordinance pursuant to 30A MRSA 4452.

B.

The penalties contained in 30A MRSA 4452 shall apply to any violation of this
ordinance.

C.

In addition to any other actions, the Code Enforcement Officer, upon determination that a
violation exists, shall submit a declaration to the Administrator of the Federal Insurance
Administration requesting a denial of flood insurance. The valid declaration shall consist
of;

1.

the name of the property owner and address or legal description of the property
sufficient to confirm its identity or location;

2.

a clear and unequivocal declaration that the property is in violation of a cited State
or local law, or ordinance;

3.

a statement that the public body making the declaration has authority to do so and
a citation to that authority;

4.

evidence that the property owner has been provided notice of the violation and the
prospective denial of insurance; and,

5.

a clear statement that the declaration is being submitted pursuant to Section l 316
of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as wnended.

ARTICLE XI~ VALIDITY AND SEVERABJl,JTY
If any section or provision of this Ordinw1ce is declared by the courts to be invalid, such decision

shall not invalidate any other section or provision of this Ordinance.
ARTICLE XIJ - CONFLICT WITH OTJJER ORDlNANCES
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This Ordinance shall not in any way impair or remove the necessity of compliance with any other
applicable rule, ordinance, regulation, bylaw, permit, or provision oflaw. Where this Ordinance
imposes a greater restriction upon the use ofland, buildings, or structures, the provisions of this
Ordinance shall control.

ARTICLE XIII - DEFINITIONS
Unless specifically defined below, words and phrases used in this Ordinance shall have the same
meaning as they have at common law and to give this Ordinance its most reasonable application.
Words used in the present tense include the future, the singular number includes the plural, and
the plural number includes the singular. The word "may" is permissive, "shall" is mandatory and
not discretionary.

Adjacent Gr11de - means the natural elevation of the ground surface prior to construction next to
the proposed walls of a structure.
Are11 of Sh111low Flooding - means a designated AO or AH zone on a community's Flood
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) with a one percent or greater annual chance of flooding to an
average depth of one to three feet where a clearly defined channel does not exist, where the path
of flooding is unpredictable, and where velocity flow may be evident. Such flooding is
characterized by ponding or sheet flow.
Area of Speci11J Flood Hazard - means the land in the floodplain having a one percent or greater
chance of floodi:p.g in any given year, as specifically identified in the Flood Insurance Study cited
in Article I of this Ordinance.
B11se I?Jood - means the flood having a one percent chance or being equaled or exceeded in any
given year, commonly called the I 00-year flood.
B11sement - means any area of the building having its floor subgrade (below ground level) on all
sides.
Breakaway Wall - means a wall that is not part of the structural support of the building and is
intended through its design and construction to collapse under specific lateral loading forces,
without causing damage to the elevated portion of the building or supporting foundation system.
Building - see Structure
Certificate of Con1pli11nce - A document signed by the Code I\nforcement Officer stating that a
structure is in compliance with all of the provisions of this Ordinance.
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Code Enforcement Officer - any person or board responsible for performing the inspection,
licensing, mid enforcement duties required by a particular statute or ordinance.
Development - means any change caused by individuals or entities to improved or unimproved
real estate, including but not limited to the constmction of buildings or other structures; the
construction of additions or substantial improvements to buildings or other strnctures; mining,
dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation, drilling operations or storage of equipment or
materials; and the storage, deposition, or extraction of materials, public or private sewage disposal
systems or water supply facilities.
Elevated Building - means a non-basement building:
(I)

built, in the case of a building in Zones Al-30, AE, A, A99, AO, or AH, to have the top
of the elevated floor, elevated above the ground level by means of pilings, columns, post,
piers, or "stilts"; and,

(II)

adequately anchored so as not to impair the strnctural integrity of the building during a
flood or up to one foot above the magnitude of the base flood.

In the case of Zones Al-30, AE, A, A99, AO, or AH, El.evated Building also includes a building
elevated by means of fill or solid foundation perimeter walls less than three feet in height with
openings sufficient to facilitate the unimpeded movement of flood waters.

)

Elevation Certificate - An official form (FEMA Form 81-31, 05/93, as amended) that:
(I)

is used.to verify compliance with the floodplain management regulations of the National
Flood Insurance Program; and,

(II)

is required for purchasing flood insurance.

I<'lood or Flooding - means:
(a)

(b)

A general and temporary condition of partial or complete inundation of normally dry land
areas from:
(1)

The overflow ofinlmid or tidal waters.

(2)

The unusual. and rapid accumulation or rnnoff of surface waters from any source.

The collapse or subsidence of !mid along the shore of a lake or other body of water as a
result of erosion or undermining caused by waves or currents of water exceeding
miticipated cyclical levels or suddenly caused by an unusually high water level in a natural
body of water, accompanied by a severe storm, or by an unmiticipated force of nature,
16
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such as a flash flood or an abnormal surge, or by some similarly unusual and
unforseeable event which results in flooding as defined in paragraph (a) (1) of this
definition.
Flood Elevation Study - means an ex:amination, evaluation and detennination of flood hazards
and, if appropriate, corresponding water surface elevations.
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) - means an official map of a community, on which the
Ad1ninistrator of the Federal Insurance Administration has delineated both the special hazard
areas and the risk premium zones applicable to the community.
Flood Insurance Study - see Flood Elevation Stndy
Floodplain or Flood-prone Area - means any land area susceptible to being inundated by water
from any source (see flooding).
:Floodplain Management - means the operation of an overall program of corrective and
preventive measures for reducing flood damage, including but not limited to emergency
preparedness plans, flood control works, and floodplain management regulations.
Floodplain Management Regulations - means zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations,
building codes, health regulations, special purpose ordinances (such as a floodplain Ordinance,
grading ordinance, and erosion control ordinance) and other applications of police power. The
te1m describes such state or local regulations, in any combination thereof, which provide
standards for the purpose of flood damage prevention and reduction.
Floodproofing - means any combination of structural and non-structural additions, changes, or
adjustments to structures which reduce or eliminate flood damage to real estate or improved real
property, water and sanitary facilities, structures and contents.
Floodway - see Regulatory Floodway
Floodway Encroa.chment Lines - mean the lines marking the limits of flood ways on federal,
state, and local floodplain maps.
F'reeboard - means a factor of safety usually expressed in feet above a flood level for purposes of
floodplain management. Freeboard tends to compensate for the many unknown factors, such as
wave action, bridge openings, and the hydr9loi,>ical effect of urbani1.ation of the watershed, that
could contribute to flood heights greater than the height calculated for a selected size flood and
floodway conditions.
Functionally Dependent Use - means a use which cannot perfonn its intended purpose unless it
is located or carried out in close proximity to water. The tenn includes only docking facilities,
17
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port facilities that are necessary for the loading and unloading of cargo or passengers, and ship
building and ship repair facilities, but does not include long-term storage or related manufacturing
facilities.
Historic Stl'ucture - means any structure that is:

l _)

a.

Listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places (a listing maintained
by the Department oflnterior) or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the
Interior as meeting the requirements for individual listing on the National Register.

b_

Certified or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the Interior as contributing to the
historical significance of a registered historic district or a district preliminarily determined
by the Secreta1y of the Interior to qualify as a registered historic district;

c.

Individually listed on a state inventory of historic places in states with historic preservation
programs which have been approved by the Secretary of the Interior; or

d.

Individually listed on a local inventory of historic places in communities with historic
preservation programs that have been certified either:
I)

By an approved state program as determined by the Secretary of the Interior, or

2)

Directly by the Secretary of the Interior in states without approved programs.

Locally Established Datum - means, for purposes of this ordinance, and elevation established for
a specific site to which all other elevations at the site arc referenced. This elevation is generally
not referenced to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) or any other established datum
and is used in areas where Mean Sea Level data ls too far from a specific site to be practically
used.
Luwest Flool' - means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including basement). An
unfinished or flood resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or
storage in an area other than a basement area is not considered a building's lowest floor, provided
that such enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violation of the applicable nonelevation design requirements described in Article VI of this ordinance.
Manufactured Home - means a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which is build

on a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without a permanent foundation when
connec,ted to the required utilities. For floodplain management. purposes the temi manufactured
home also includes park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles placed on a site for
greaterthan 180 consecutive days.
18
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Manufactured Home Park or Subdivision - means a parcel (or contiguous parcels) ofland
divided into two or more manufactured home lots for rent or sale.
Mean Sea Level - means, for purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program, the National
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929, or other datum, to which base flood elevations shown
on a community's Hood Insurance Rate map are referenced.
New Construction - means structures for which the "start of construction" commenced on or
after the effective date of floodplain management regulations adopted by the community and
includes any subsequent improvements to such structures.
100-year Flood - see Base Flood
Recreational Vehicle - means a vehicle which is:

1)

(a)

built on a single chassis;

(b)

400 square feet or less when measured at the largest horizontal projection;

(c)

designed to be self-propelled or permanently towable by a light duty truck; and

(d)

designed primarily not for use as a permanent dwelling but as a temporary living
quarters for recreational, camping, travel, or seasonal use.

Regulatory Floodway (I)

means the channel of a river or other water course and the adjacent land areas that must be
reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water
surface elevation more than one foot, and

(Il)

in riverine areas is considered to be the channel of a river or other water course and the

adjacent land areas to a distance of one-half the width of the floodplain, as measured from
the normal high water mark to the upland limit of the floodplain.
Riverine - means relating to, formed by, or resembling a river (including tributaries), stream,
brook, etc.
Special Flood Hazard Area - see Area of Special Flood Hazard.
Start of Construction - means the date the building permit was issued, provided the. actual start
of construction, repair, reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition, placement, substantial
improvement or other improvement was within 180 days of the permit date. The actual start
means either the first placement of permanent construction of a structure on a site, such as the
19

pouring of slab or footings, the installation of piles, the construction of columns, or any work
beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a manufactured home on a foundation.
Permanent construction does not include land preparation, such as clearing, grading and filling;
nor does it include the installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does it include excavation for
basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary fonns; nor does it include
the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as garages or sheds not occupied as
dwelling units or not part of the main structure. For a substantial improvement, the actual start of
construction means the first alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor, or other structural part of a
building, whether or not that alteration affects the external dimensions of the building.
Structure - means, for floodplain management purposes, a walled and roofed building. A gas or
liquid storage tank that is principally above ground is also a structure.
Substantial Damage - means, damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the cost of
restoring the structure to its before damage condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the
market value of the structure before the damage occurred.
Substantial Improvement - means any reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition ,or other
improvement of a structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds 50 percent of the market value of
the st1ucture before the start of construction of the improvement. This term includes structures
which have incurred substantial damage, regardless of the actual repair work performed. The
term does not, however, include either:
(1)

Any project for improvement of a structure to correct existing violations of state or local
health, sanitary, or safety code specifications which have been identified by the local code
enforcement official and which are the minimum necessary to assure safe living conditions;
or

(2)

Any alteration of a historic structure, provided that the alteration will not preclude the
structure's continued designation as a historic structure.

Variance - means a grant of relief by a community from the terms of a floodplain management
regulation.
Violation - means the failure of a structure or development to comply with a co1mnunity' s
floodplain management rei;,.>ulations.
AR11CLE XIV· ABROGATION

This ordinance repeals and replaces any municipal ordinance previously enacted to comply with
the National Flood Insurance Act of l 968(P.L. 90-488, as amended).
20
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General Assistance Ordinance

_~a

The Town/City of
c; :s
.__ enacts
the following General Assistance Ordinance. This Ordinance is filed with the
Commissioner of the Department of Human Services in compliance with
Title 22 M.R.S.A. § 4305.4.
,.. '"'<'Iv
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ARTICLE I
Statement of Policy
The Town/City of~-....,.,-...
---·-·-administers a program
of general assistance available to all persons who are eligible to receive
assistance In accordance with the .standards of eligibility as provided herein
and in 22 M.R.S.A. §4301 et seq.
Every effort will be made to recognize the dignity of the applicant .and to
encourage self·rellance. The program will help each person achieve sell·
maintenance and will encourage the work incentive. When possible, it will
seek to alleviate needs other than financial through rehabilitative, preventive
and protective services. General assistance will promote strengthening the
family, especially with regard to the care .and protection of children.
The general assistance program will place. no restrictions on ·the
personal rights of the applicant or recipient, nor will there be any unlaWful
discrimination based on sex, age, .race, religion, disability or political
affiliation. The applicant or recipient will be informed of his/her rights and
responsibilities under the general assistance program.
The general assistance admi.nistrator will act promptly on .all applications for assistance and requests for fair hearings. Within 24 hours of
receiving an application, the administrator.will giveJhe applicant a .written
decision, whether or not assistance is granted, that will state the specific
reasons for the decision. The .administrator. will also. give .the .applicant
written notice that the eppllcant may appeal to the municipal fair. nearing
authority if dissatisfied with the decision .. When an applicant lsdetermined
to be eligible, assistance appropriate to the need. will be furnishe.d \YlttJin 24
hours after me completed application Is .submitted except when. the. administrator issues non-emergency assistance conditionally .on the .successful
completion of a workfare assignment (see section 5.6 of this ordinance).
The administrator will maintain complete and accuraterecordspertaining to each applicant and recipient. These records are confidential.
The administrator will post notice stating the day(s) and hours the
administrator will be available. The .administrator, or 0th.er designated
person, will be available to take .applications in the event of an emergency
at all other times. A copy of this ordinan.ce and Maine General Assistance
law will be readily available to any member of the public upon request Notlc.e
to this effect will be posted.

ARTICLE II
Definitions
Section 2.1 Common meanlng·ofwords
Unless otherwise apparent or defined, all words in this ordinance will
have their common meaning.
Section 2.2 Special definitions
Applicant. A person who has submitted, either directly or through an
authorized representative, an application for general assistance or who has,
in an emergency, requested assistance without first completing an application. In addition, all persons on whose behalf an application has been
submitted or on whose behalf benefits have been granted shall be considered applicants.
Application form. A standardized form used by the general assistance
administrator for the purpose of allowing a person to apply for general
assistance and confirming the fact that a person has made application. The
application form must be signed by the applicant to be considered complete.
Basic necessities. Food, clothing, shelter, fuel, electricity, nonelective
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medical services as recommended by a physician, nonprescription drugs,
telephone where It is necessary for medical reasons, property taxes when
a tax lien placed on the property threatens the loss of the applicant's place
of residence. and any other commodity or service determined essential by
the municipality. "Basic necessities" do not include security deposits for
rental property, except for those situations where no other permanent
lodging Is available unless a security deposit is paid. and a waiver, deferral
or installment arrangement cannot be made between the landlord and
tenant to satisfy the need for the Immediate payment of the security deposit
or payment in fulL (22 M.R.SA § 4301.1 ).
Case record. An official file containing application forms; correspondence; narrative records and all .other communications pertaining to an
applicant or recipient; written decisions regarding eligibility including reasons for those decisions as well as the types and amounts of assistance
provided; and all records concerning an applicant's requestfor fair hearing
and those fair hearing decisions.
Categorical assistance. All state and federal Income maintenance
programs,
Claimant. A person who has requested a fair hearing,
Deficit. An applicant's deficit is the appropriate overan maximum level
of assistance for the household as provided in Section 6.8 of this ordinance
less the household income as calculated pursuant to section 6.7 of this
ordinance, provided such a calculation yields a positive number. If the
household income is greater th11n the appropriate overall maximum level of
assistance, the household has no deficit
Disabled person. A person .who ispresently unable to work or maintain
a home due to a physical or mental disability that is verified by a physician.
Dwelling unit. A building or part thereof used for separate living
quarters for one or more persons living as a single housekeeping unit. (22
M.R.S.A. § 4301.2).
Eligible person. A person who is qu!llified to receive general assistance from the municipality according to the standards of eligibility set forth
In this ordinance. (22 M.R.S.A.§ 4301,3).
Emergency. Any life threatening situation or a situation beyond the
control of the individual which, if not alleviated immediately, could reasonably be expected to pose a threatto the health or safety ofa person. (22
M.R.S.A. §§ 4301.4, 4308.2, 4310).
General assistance program. A service administered by a municipality for the immediate aid of persons who are unable to provide the basic
necessities essential to maintain themselves or their families. A general
assistance program provides a specific amount and type of aid for defined
needs during a limited period of time and is not intended to be acontinuing
"grant-in-aid" or "categorical" welfare program, This definition shall not In
any way lessen the responsibility of each municipality to provide .general
assistance to a person each time that the person is ln. need and is found to
be otherwise eligible to receive general assistance. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301,5).
General assistance administrator. A municipal official designated to
receive applications, make decisions concerning an applicant's right to
receive assistance. and prepare records and communications concerning
assistance. He or she may be an elected overseer or an authorized agent
such as a town manager, welfare .director, or caseworker. (22. M.R.S.A. §
4301.12).
Household. "Household" means an individual or a group of individuals
who share a dwelling unit. When an applicant shares a dwelling unit with one
or more individuals, even when a landlord-tenant relationship may exist
between individuals residing in the dwelling unit, eligible applicants may
receive assistance for no more than their pro rata share of the actual costs
of the shared basic needs of that household according to the maximum
levels of assistance established in the municipal ordinance. The income of
household members not legally liable or otherwise responsible for support-
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Ing the household shall be considered as available to the applicant onl'!
when there is a pooling of income. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301.6).
Income, "Income" means any form of Income In cash or in kind receiv•:
by the household including net remuneration for services performed, ca''
received on either secured or unsecured credit, eny payments received as
an annuity, retirement or disability benefits, veterans' pensions, workers'
compensation, unemployment benefits, benefits under any state or federal
categorical assistance program, supplemental security income, social security and any other payments from governmental sources unless specifically
prohibited by any law or regulation, court ordered support payments, income
from pension or trust funds, and household income from any .other source,
Including relatives or unrelated household members.
The following items shall not be considered as income or assets which
must be liquidated for the purposes of deriving Income.
1) Real or personal income-producing property, tools of trade,
governmental entitlement specifically treated as exempt assets by state
or federal law;
2) Actual work-related expenses, whether itemized or by standard
deduction, such as taxes, retirement fund contributions, union dues,
transportation costs to and from work, special equipmentcosts and
child care expenses; or
3) Earned income of children below the age of rn years who are full·
time students and who are networking full time.
In determining need, the period of time used.as a basis for the calculation
shall be a 30-day period commencing on th.!) .date .oUhe application .... This
prospective calculation shall notd1$qualifyan applicant )'I.ho.has exha.usted
income to purchase basic necessities, provided thatthe income does not
exceed the income. standards established by the municipality. (22 M.R.S.A
§ 4301.7)
Just cause. A valid, verifiable reason that hinders .an individual from
complying with one o.r more conditions of eligibility. (22 M. R.SA §§ 43()1.8,
4316-A.5)
Lump sum payment, "Lump sum payment" means a one-time or
typically nonrecurring sum of money.issued . to an.applicant or recipient attar
an initial application. Lump sum Pi).yment includes, but.is .not lirnite.dJo,
retroactive or settlement portions ofsocial security bE)nefits, WQ.r.ke.rs'
compensation payments, unemploymentbenejits, ..disability.income,veterans' benefits, severance pay benefits, ormoneyrecelved from inheritances,
lottery winnings, personal injury awards, property damage claims or divorce
settlements. A lump sum payment Includes only the amount of.money
available to the applicant after payment ofJequired deductions ,has bE)en
made from the gross lump sum payment .A lump sum payment doeis not
include conversion of a nonliquid resource.to a.liquid resource if the. liquid
resource has bean used or is i.ntended to.be used to replace the converted
resource or for other necessary.expenses. The.term 'conversion ol anonliquid resource to a liquid r.esource." refers, in. general, .to a settl.ement. of .an
insurance claim filed as a resultpf damaged or destroyed property. (22
M.R.SA § 4301.S·A).
Material Fact A materialfact is fact that necessarily has some bearing
on the determination of an applicant's Gene.ralAssistance eligibility, .and
which would, if disclosed to the administrator, have some determinable
effect on the calculation of eligibility or the issuance of a grant of assistance.
Maximum levelG of aGslstance. The amount of financial assistance for
a commodity or service as established in section 6.8 of this .ordinance o.r the
actual cost of any such basic necessity, whichever is less.
Misconduct. "Misconduct" means .conduct evincing .such willful or
wanton disregard of an employer's interest as is found in deliberate violations or disregard of standards of behavior which the employer has. a right
to expect of his employee, or in careless.ness.or negligence of s.uch degree
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or recurrence as to manifest equal culpability, wrongful intent or evil design,
or to show an intentional and substantial disregard of the employer's
interests or of the employee's duties and obligations to his or her employer.
(26 M.R.SA § 1043(23)).
Municipality. Any city, town or plantation administering a general
assistance program.
Municipality of responsibility. The municipa.lity which Is liable for the
support of an eligible person at the time of application. (22 M.R.S.A.§§

4301.9, 4307).
Need. The condition whereby a person's income, money, property,
credit, assets or other resources available to provide basic necessitates for
the individual and the indiVldual's family are less than tha maximum levels
of assistance. (22 M.R.S.A. §§ 4301.10, 4308).
Net general assistance costs. Those direct costs incurred by a
municipality In providing assistance. to eligible persons according to standards established by the municipal officers. These do not include the
administrative expenses of the general assistance program. (22 M.R.S.A.

§§ 4301.11.4311).
Period of eliglblllty. The time for which a person has .been .granted
assistance. The period of eligibility. may vary depending .on the type of
assistance provided, however. in no event shall this period extend beyond
one month. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4309,t).
Pooling of Income. "Pooling of income" means .the financial re.lationship among household members who are not legally Hable for mutual
support in which there occurs any commingling otfunds or sharing of Income
or expenses. Municipalities may by ordinance establish as a rebuttable
presumption that persons sharing the same dwelling unit are pooling their
income. Applicants who are requesting that the determination of eligibility be
calculated as though one or more household members are not pooling their
income have the burden of rebutting the presumad pooling of income.
Real estate. Any land, buildings, homas, mobile homesand any other
things affixed to the land. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301.13).
Recipient. A person who has applied fo.r. and is currently recaiVing
general assistance.
Resident. A person who is pf1ysically present Ina municipality withthe
intention of remaining in that municipality .In prder to mairytain or estabHsh a
home and who has no other residence. Aperson whoapplies for assistance
in a municipality who is not a resident of .that municipality or any other
municipality Is the responsibility of .the municipality where the person first
applies. That municipalitymust take an application andgrant assistance to
the applicant if he/she is eligiblE), until he/she establishes a new residence
in another municipality (see section 4.10). (22 M.R.SA § 4307).
Resources. Resources lm::lud.e any program, service, or other sources
of support which are an alternative to or supplement for general assistance.
There are two kinds of resources; available .and potential. Potential
resources are programs, services, non-liquid assets, or trusts Which typically require people to apply In writing .and/or wait a period of time before
eligibility is determined or the potential income is released. · Potential
resources include but are not limited to any state or federal assistance
program, employment benefits, govarnmental or private pension program,
available trust funds, support from legally liable relatives, child support
payments, and jointly held resources 111here the applicant or recipient share
may be available to the individual. · (22 M.R.S.A. § 4317). Potential
resources include the TANF/AFDC programs, Food Stamps, fuel assistance
(HEAP), subsidized housing, and similar programs.
Available resources include resources which are immediately available
to the applicant or which can be conveniently secured by the applicant
without. delay, such as cash on hand or In bank accounts, assets for which
there is an immediate and available market. or support from relatives which
Is being made available at the time of application and for which the applicant
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does not have to take any unreasonable steps to secure (e.g., relocation
beyond the immediate region). Available resources also Include the services, commodities or facilities made available by private organizations
when 1) the applicant voluntarily agrees to utilize such services, 2) the
municipality has established a contractual relationship with the private
organization to provide services or commodities when requested, 3) the
municipality is able to secure the services or commodities needed by .an
applicant from the private organization for any consideration accaptable to
both the organization and the municipality, or 4)the service is available and
offered at no cost to the applicant and deemed necessary by a physician,
psychologist or other professional retraining or rehabilitation specialist.
Charities may be considered private organizations which are available
resources only if the charity places no Unreasonable requirements on the
applicant which are violative of the applicant's fundamental rights. Fjeld v.
Lewiston, Andra. Sup. Ct. CV 87-4; Bolduc v. Lewiston, Andro, Sup. Ct.CV
87-248).
30-day Need. An applicant's 30-day need is the sum of the household's
prospective 30-day costs, from the date of application, for the various basic
necessities. For the purpose of this calculation, the 30-day cost for any basic
need shall be the household's actual 30-day cost tor the basic necessity or
the maximum 30-day cost for the basic necessity as .established by this
ordinance, whichever is less.
Unmet Need. An applicant's unmet need is the household's 30-day
need as established by Section. 6.6 of the ordinance less the household
income as calculated pursuant to Section 6.7 of this ordinance, provided
such a calculation yields a positive number. If the household income is
greater than the household's 30-day need, the household does not have an
unmet need.
Work requirements. Work r~quirements are those obligations the
municipal administrator places on applicants for general assistance as
directed or authorized by 22 M.R.S.A. § .431.6-Ato the extent such obligations ensure a. continuing potential eligiblity for general .assistance when
complied with, result in dlsqualificati(ln when violated, .and a,re not merely
optional, discretionary, or advisory. Workrequirements include registering
for work, looking for work in good faith, accepting all suitable job otters,
performing workfare, and participating in training, educational, or rehabilitation programs that will assist the participant in securing employment

ARTICLE Ill
Administrative .Ruh~s·E1nd

R~gulations

The following are rules and regulations for the administration of general
assistance.
Section 3.1 Confidentiality of Information
Case records and all other information relating to .an applicant or
recipient of general assistance are confidential and will not be disclosed to
the general public, unless the applicant or recipient states in writing what
information is to be released. (22 M.R.S,A. § 4306, Janak v. D.H.S.,
Aroostook Cty #CV-89-116).
Release of information. Applicants, recipients and their legal representatives have the right to review their case. records. No record will be
released to a third party, however, unless the administrator receives a
consent form signed by the applicant expressly authorizing the release of
his/her records to the specified parties, Whenever the administrator
releases any Information, he/she will make. a notation In the applicant's file
stating to whom the record was released and the date, The administrator
may charge a reasonable fee for the reproduction of any records when
appropriate.
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Information from other sources; penalty. Information furnished to
the municipality by the Department of Human Services or any other agency
or Institution pursuant to 22 M.R.S.A. § 4314, Is confidential. The general
assistance administrator will also comply with laws relating to the confidentiality of records concerning birth, marriage and death. 22 M.R.S.A. § 2706.
Any representative of a financial institution (except national banks) or
any employer of a general assistance applicant who refuses to provide
necessary information to the administrator in order to verify an applicant's
eligibility must state In writing the reason for the refusal, Any such person
who refuses to provide information, without just cause, may be subject to a
civil penalty of not less than $25 nor more than $100. Any person, including
the applicant, who knowingly and Willfully makes a false representation of a
material fact to the administrator is committing a Class E crime (22 M.R.S.A..
§ 4314, 4315).
Misuse of Information. Misuse of any information relating to an
applicant or recipient is a punishable offense. 22 M.R.S.A. § 42(2).
Section 3.2 Maintenance of records
The general assistance administrator will keep complete and accurate
general assistance records (22 M,R.S.A. § 4306). Thes.e. racords are
necessary to:
a) provide a valid basis of accounting for municipal expenditures:
b) document and support daclslons concerning an applicant or recipient:
and
c) ensure the availability of.all relevantinlormation in the event of a fair
hearing or judicial review of a .decision by the general assistance admlnls·
trator.
CHe Records. The administrator will establish and maintain a sepa·
rate case record for each applicant .or recipient Each case reoord. wm
include ·at least the household's appHcatlons, .budget sheets.• information
concerning the types and amounts ofassistance provided, .narrative state"
ments describing the nature of the.emergency situation vvhenever.general
assistance is granted in amounts greatertha,nthe applicant's.mathematical
eligibility (i.e., deficit or unmet need, whichever is less), written.decisions,
and any requests for fair hearings and the .fair hearing authority decisio.ns,
Workfare participation will also be recorded, .aswill any cashrepay111ents to
the municipality. The record may also .include any nar.rative writi~gs documenting the need for general assistance, the results of home visits, collateral
information, referrals, changes in status, the reason(s) forth~ r.elaase of
confidential information, adjustments in aid, and suspension or termination
of eligibility. Case records will not include information or material that is
irrelevant to an applicant's or recipient's application or the administrator's
decisions.

ARTICLE IV
Application procedure
Section 4.1 Right to apply
Who may apply. Anyone may apply for general assistance. The head
of the family, any other responsible household member,.or an authorized
representative must apply in person, except in special emergency situations
as provided in section 4.9 of this ordinance or .except when the applicant is
a resident of an emergency shelter and the municipality has made an
agreement with that emergency shelter to presume shelter reside.nts to be
eligible for general assistance (22 M.R.S.A. § 4304(3)). The administrator
may require a representative to present a signed statement documenting
that he/she Is in fact authorized to apply for general assistance on behalf of
the named applicant. The applicant or representative must complete a
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written application and any other required forms so that the administrator
can determine eligibility (22 M.R.S.A. §§ 4305, 4308). With notice. all
members of the household receiving general assistance may be required to
physically present themselves to the administrator.
Application via telephone. When a person has an emergency but is
unable to apply in person due to Illness, disability, lack of child care, lack of
transportation or other good cause, and he/she cannot send an authorized
representative, the administrator will accept an application by telephone.
The telephone application process will include the administrator receiving
written verification by mall or visiting the applicant's home with his/her
permission (22 M.R.S.A. § 4304).
Written application upon each request.· Each request for assistance
will be administered in accordance with these guidelines. The administrator
will make an independent determination of eligibility for general assistance
each time a person applies. (22 M.R.S.A. §§ 4306, 4309).
Applications accepted; posted notice. Application forms will be
available during regular business hours atthe municipal office and when the
general assistance administrator is conducting interviews with applicants.
Notice will be posted stating when and where people may apply for
assistance and the name of the administrator available to take emergency
applications at all other times. In addition, the posted notice shall include the
fact that the municipality must issue a written decision on all applications
within 24 hours, and the Department of Human Services' toll free telephone
numbers for reporting alleged violatiohs or complaints. Completed applications will be accepted and Interviews given only during the regular hours
established and posted by the administrator. In an emergency, however, the
administrator will be available to accept applications for assistance whenever necessary (22 M.R.S.A. § 4304).
Section 4.2 Application intervie\N
Except when it is impractical, the general assistance administrator will
interview each applicant personally before.making a.deci.sion. The.lnte.rv;ew
will be conducted in private, although the applicant may be.accompanied by
a .legal representative, friend orfamily member,
Section 4.• 3 Corttents

ot tl'le application

At a minimum, the application \Nill. contain .thefqUowing informaticm.:
a) applicant's name, address, date of birth, Social Security n.umb.er, and
phone number;
b) names, date(s) of birth, and Sopial .S!)aurlty. number(s) of omer
household members for whom the applicant Is seeking assistance;
c) total number of individuals in the .building or apartment where the
applicant Is residing;
d) employment and employability information;
e) all household income, resources, assets, and property;
f) household expenses;
g) types of assistance being requested:
h) penalty for false representation;
I) applicant's permission to verify information:
j) signature of applicant and date.
Section 4.4 General assistance administrator's responsibilities at
the time of the application
The administrator will make every effort to Inform a.I.I applic!)nts of their
rights and responsibilities as well as .the .general program requirements
associated with applying for and recelVing general assistance ' 'eluding
application requirements, eligibility guidelines, applicant rights,
relm·
bursement obligations.
Application requirements. The administrator will help the applicant.fill
out the application form as described in the preceding se.c.tlon. The admin-
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istrator will inform the applicant of any other Information or documentation
that the applicant will have to provide in order tor the administrator to
evaluate the applicant's eligibility for assistance. The administrator will fully
explain the purpose of any release of information form or reimbursement
agreement before seeking to obtain the applicant's signature or written
authorization.
Eligibility requirements. The administrator will inform the applicant of
the eligibility requirements of the program, including
•the income standard of need;
• the applicant's ongoing use-of-Income, work-related, and resource·
related responsibilities, as described in the section Immediately below;
•the financial reduction in assistance that is the consequence of spending
household income on non-necessities; and
•the disqualification penalties associated with committing fraud, failing to
perform work-related assignments without just cause. or failing to make .a
good faith effort to secure potential resources when the requirement to
attempt to obtain those resources has been explained tothe applicant in
writing.
Applicant rights. The administrator will .inform all applicants of .their
rights to:
• review the municipal General Assistance .ordinance and .Maine General
Assistance law;
• apply for assistance;
• receive a written decision concerning .eligibility within .24 hours of
applying for assistance:
• confidentiality;
• contact the Department of Human Services:
• challenge the administrator's decision by requesting a fair hearing.
Reimbursement/Recovery. The administrator will inform the applicant
!hat he/she must reimburse the municipality tor the amount of general
assistance he/she has been granted in the event o! .a subsequent ability to
pay. In addition to seeking repaymentfrom a recipient, the municipality also
may recover the amount ofasslstance granted to a recipient during the
previous 12 months from any relative legally liable for the applicant's support
(spouses, parents of persons under the age of 25, see Article VII, Recovery
of Expenses). 22 M.R.S.A. §§ 4318.• 4319, Whe11ever applicable, th.e
administrator will explain the various liens a municipality may pla~e against
a recipient's real or personal property, such as the mortgage or capital
improvement lien, the Workers'. Qompensation lump sum payment lien, or
the SSI "Interim assistance agreement' lien, as these Hens are described in
Article VIII, Recovery of Expenses,
Section 4.5 Responsibilities of the applicant at tha time of
application
The applicant has the responsibility attha time of each application to
provide accurate, complete and current Information and verifiable docunien·
talion concerning his or her income, resources, assets. household employment, how the applicant .has spent his or her income, the names and
addresses of any relatives legally liable for the applicant's support, and any
change in this information from a previous application that would affect his
or her eligibility (22 M.R.S.A. §4309).
In addition, the applicant must accurately report and provide verifiable
documentation that shows the applicant:
a) has remained employed, If previously employed, and not quit
work without just cause or been discharged from employment for
misconduct;
b) has been seeking employment, if previously unemployed or
employed on a part-time .basis, h.as accepted any suitable offer of
employment, and has satisfactorily performed all workfare assignments
or had just cause not to perform those assignments:
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c) has made use of all available and potential resources when
directed In writing to such a program by the administrator, including, but
not limited to, other government benefit programs or the assistance of
liable relatives of sufficient means; and
d) has participated in any training, retraining, educational or rehabilitative program when appropriate and when directed in writing to such a
program by the administrator, in order to diminish the applicant's need
for general assistance (22 M.R.$.A. §§4316-A, 4317).

Section 4.6 Action on applications
Written decision. The general assistance administrator will give e
written decision to the applicant concerning his/her eligibility within 24 hours
atterthe applicant submits a written application . Assistance.will be furni.shed
to eligible applicants within that period except when the municipality is
permitted by law (and pursuant to section 5.6 of this ordinance) to issue
assistance conditionally on the successful completion of a workfare assign·
ment. (22 M.R.S.A. §§ 4305, 4316-A, 4321 ), A written decision will .be given
each time a person applies, whether assistance is granted, denied, reduced
or terminated.
Content. The written decision will contain the following Information:
a) the type and amount of aid the applicant is being .granted or the
applicant's ineligibility;
b) the period of eligibility If the.applicant is eligible for assistance;
c) the specific reasons for the decision;
d) the applicant's right to a fair hearing; and
e) the applicant's right to notify the Department of Human Services if he/
she believes the municipality has acted illegally. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4321 ).
Section 4.7 Withdrawal of an application

An applicatiO!l>iS considered withdraw.n.lf:
a) the applicant requests in writing th.at his/her application be withdrawn;
or
b) the applicant refuses to.complete.or sign the application or any other
form needed by the general assistance administrator.

Section 4.8 Temporary refusal to accept application
Under special circumstances, the general assistance administratormay
temporarily refuse to accept applic~tions for 24 hours. Such circumstances
may Include, but are not limltedto, the following:
a) when the applicant's o?nduct is abusive, disruptive, or harassing, or
when the applicant is under the Influence of drugs or alcohol. In these
situations, the applicant will be askad to leave, and If the applicant refuses
to leave, the police may be surnmoned. The applicant will be informed that
an application will be accepteq when hls/herconduct is under control;
b) when a third person applies for assistance on behalf of the applicant.
That person may be required to provide written verification that he/she has
.been duly authorized to act as a representative for the applicant (22
M.R.S.A. § 4308).

Section 4.9 Emergencies
An emergency is considered to be any tile threatening situation or a
situation beyond the control of the applicant which If not alleviated immediately could reasonably be expected to pose a threat to the health or safety
of the applicant or a member ofthe household. {22 M.R.S.A. §.4301.4).
Although they may be considered otherwise ineligible to receive .general
assistance, persons who apply for assistance to alleviate an emergency will
be granted assistance, except as provided below, if they do not have
sufficient income and resources to meet an actual emergency need and
have not had sufficient income and resources to avert the. emergency. 22
M.R.S.A. § 4308.
Disqualification. A person who is currently disqualified from receiving
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General Assistance due to a violation of sections 5.5, 5.6, 5. 7, or 6.4 of this
ordinance Is Ineligible to receive emergency assistance (22 M.R.S.A. §
4308.2(A)). Dependents of a disqualified person may be eligible for
assistance. For the purposes of this section, "dependents" are defined as:
1) a dependent minor child; 2) an elderly, ill or disabled person; or 3) a person
whose presence Is required to provide care for any child under the age of 6
years or any ill or disabled member of the household (22 M.R.S.A. § 4309 .3).
In the event one or more members of a household are disqualified and
assistance is requested for the remaining dependents, the eligibility of those
dependents will be calculated as though the household is comprised of the
dependents only, except that all household income will be considered
available to them.
A1111istance prior to verification. Whenever an applicant informs the
administrator that he/she needs assistance immediately, the administrator
will grant, pending verification, the assistance within 24 hours, provided that:
a) after interviewing the applicant the administrator has determined that
the applicant will probably be eligible for assistance after a verification of
Information is completed; and
b) the applicant submits documentation when possible, to verify his/her
need.
The administrator may contact at least one other person to confirm the
applicant's statements about needing emergency assistance. No further
assistance will be authorized until the applicant's eligibility is confirmed (22
M.R.S.A. § 4310).
Telephone applications, II. a person has an emergency need and
cannot apply in person due to illness,disablllty,.lack of transportation, lack
of child care, or other good cause, and II there is no authorized representa•
tive who can apply on behalf of the applicant, the administrator wlU.accept
an .application over the telephone.
The administrator will not .granLany assistance as the result of a
telephone application if the applicant refuses to allow the administratorto
verify the information either by visiting his/her h0111f) orby mail andthe
administrator cannot determine his/her eligibility through any. othermeans,
Limitation on emergency assistance. Applicants are not automatically eligible for emergency assistance. II applicants had Income which
could have been used to prevent all or part of .an emergency. butthey spent
that income on items which are not basic necessities, they.will not be eligible
to receive general assistance to replace that money. Applicants have the
responsibility to provide the .administrator wi.th . verifiable J:!ocumentalion
demonstrating that the applicant did not have sufficient Income.to avert the
emergency situation. According to the following criteria, the.administrator
may limit emergency assistance to .cover only the differenpe between the
amount of money necessary for the household to avoid the emergency and
the amount of income available to the household during the. applicablelime
period.
a) The applicable time period shall be the 30 days preceding th(!
application for emergency assistance, except In those cases where the
emergency was created by a negative account balance for a commodity or
service (such as rent, mortgage or utility payments), and the negative
account balance was created over a tonger period of time. In such cases,
the applicable time period shall be the consecutive length oftlme the account
balance has been in the negative.
b) The administrator shall seek from the applicant all information
pertinent to the applicant's ability to provide for his or her basic necessities
for the applicable time period, including evidence of all .inc.ome and resources received over that period of time.
c) The administrator shall calculate all costs for the household's basic
necessities during the applicable time period, per month, In accordance with
the maximum levels established by this ordinance for the specific basic
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necessities or the actual montllly cost, whichever Is less, including all costs
associated with averting the particular emergency situation for which the
applicant Is seeking assistance.
d) From the total household costs for basic necessities during the
applicable time period, the administrator shall subtract the total income an.d
lump sum payments available to the household for the applicable time period
as well as the total general assistance actually received during the appli·
cable time period.
e) The administrator may restrict the issuance ofemergency assistance
to the difference yielded by the computation in subsection (d), even w.hen
such a grant will not totally alleviate the emergency situation.
f) The administrator may waive this limitation on emergency assistance
In life threatening situations or for first time applicants; that is, persons .who
have never before applied for general assistance.
g) Nothing In these criteria may be construed as prohibiting a municipality from electing to alleviate an emergency situation in the most costeffective manner available, provided such a determination of eligibility for
emergency assistance is in conformance with general assistance law,

Section 4.10 Residence
The administrator shall provide general assistance.to all eligible persons
applying for assistance who are residents of this municipality. A residentis
a person who has no other residence and is physically present in this.
municipality and who intends to remain here.and establish a household,
The municipality also recognizes Its responsibility to provide assistance
to eligible persons who apply here and who are not residents of this
municipality or any other municipality. If.a person who is not a resident of any
municipality applies In this municipality first, the administrator will determine
his/her eliglblllty and, if eligible, will grant assistance untl.1 he/she establishes
a residence In another municipality (22 M.R.S;A. § 4307).
Movlng/reloc:atlng. The municipality will. not consi(ler moving or
transporting an applicant or recipient into another municipality. unle.ss .the
person requests assistance to relocate to .another. municipality.. .If .the.
administrator determines the applicantis .eligible .and grants financial
assistance to help with the requested relocation, this municipality will be
responsible forprovidlng assistance to the applicant for 30 days after he/she
moves provided the recipient remains eligible.
Institutions. If a resident of this municipality enters an Institution
located in another municipality (such as a group home, shelter, rehabilitation
center, nursing home, or hospital) and requests assistance while at the
institution, he/she will be the responsibility of this municipality for up to .6
months after he/she enters the Institution. The municipality thereafter
retains responsibility for an applicant in anlnstitution only if the applicant has
maintained a home in this municipality to which he/she intends to return. The
municipality also recognizes Its responsibility for applicants residing In an
institution in this municipality If such anappllcant had no residence prior to
entering the Institution. (22 M,RS.A § 4307'4).
Temporary Housing. Hotels/motels and simllarplaces of temporary
lodging are considered Institutions (see above)lf the municipality grants
financial assistance for, makes arrangements tor. or advises or encourages
an applicant to stay in temporary lodging. [Note: municipalities which
illegally deny housing assistance and, as a result of the denial. theapplloant
stays in temporary lodging are responsible for the applicantfor up to 6
months and may be subject to other penalties. (22 M.R.S.A. 4307.4).J
Disputes. When the administrator believes that an applicant is a
resident of another municipality but that municipality disputes its responsibility the administrator will notify the Department of Human Services in
Augusta (287-3654 or 1-800-442·6003). If the applicant applies in this
municipality first, the administrator will determine his/her eligibility and, If
eligible, will grant assistance until the Depanment has concluded which
11
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municipality is responsible for providing assistance. II another municipality
was responsible, the Department will recover the amount due from the other
municipality. (22 M.R.S.A. §§ 4307,5, 4307.6).

ARTICLE V
Eligibility factors
A person will be eligible for general assistance if he/she Is in need and
has complied with the eligibility requirements set forth below.
Section 5.1 Initial application
Initial application. For initial applicants, except as provided immediately below, need will be the sole condition of eligibility. The exception to this
general rule, as provided by law, applies to all applicants, including initial
applicants, who are disqualified for a defined period for quitting employment
without just cause or for being discharged from employment for misconduct
{22 M.R.S.A. § 4316·A(1 ·A). see section 5.5)). An initial applicant Is a
person who has never before applied for general assistance in any munici·
pality In Maine (22 M.R.S.A. § 4308.1),
"Need" means that the applicant's income (including pro-rated income,
where applicable). property, credit, assets or other resources are less than
the overall maximum level of assistance contained in section 6.8 of this
ordinance or the applicant's 30-day need, whichever Is less, and he/she
does not have adequate income or other resources available to provide
basic necessities.
Subsequent applicants. Persons who are not Initial applicants are
repeat applicants. Repeat applicants are people who have applied for
general assistance at anytime in the past. Repeat applicants are also people
on whose behalf a general assistance application was made at any time In
the past, provided that at such a time the applicant was not a dependent
minor in the household. For repeat applicants to be eligible for general
assistance, they must be In need and meet all other eligibility requirements.
The eligibility of repeat applicants may also be adversely affected to the
extent they have not used their income and resources to secure basic
necessities.
Section 5.2 Eligibility for categorical as.al.stance
Receipt of categorical assistance will not disqualify a person from
receiving general assistance if.the applicant is otherwise eligible. ·.Benefits
received from other assistance programs will be considered as Income when
determining need, with the exception oLFood Stamps, which will not be
counted as income or resources or otherwise taken into consideration when
determining need (7 U.S.C. § 2017 (b)). Also, any fuel assistance (HEAP/
ECIP) received by an applicant will not be consld.ered as income or a
resource; that is, the administrator will always compute the tieatlng needs of
an applicant who has received HEAP or ECIP as if that applicant paid all
costs associated with his or her fuel.<needs . .(42 U.S.C. §8624{1)). The
calculation of general assistance for heating energy needs when.an applicant has received HEAP or ECIP shall be accomplished in accordance with
subsection (c) under Types of Income at section 6.6 of this ordinance,
Applicants or recipients must apply for other program benefits within 7
days after being advised In writing to do so by. the general assistance
administrator. Persons who, without just cause. make no .good faith effort
to obtain a potential resource will be disqualified from receiving assistance
until they make a good faith effort to obtain the benefit (22 M.R,S.A. § 4317).
Section 5.3 Personal property
a) Liquid assets. No person owning assets easily convertible into cash,
Including but not limited to, bank deposits, stocks, .bonds, certificates of
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deposit and other marketable security, will be eligible for general assistance
unless and until he or she uses these assets to meet his/her basic needs. and
thereby exhausts them.
b) Tangible assets. No person owning or possessing personal property
consisting of more than one motor vehicle, or a boat, trailer. recreation
vehicle or other assets that are convertible Into cash and are non·essential
to the maintenance of the applicant's household will be eligible for general
assistance. Exceptions may be made When a person is making an initial
application or when reasonable efforts to convert assets to cash at fair
market value are unsuccessful.
Tools of a trade, livestock, farm equipment and other equipment used
for the production of income ara exempt from the above category and are not
considered available assets.
c) Automobile ownership. Ownership of one automobile per house·
hold will not make a person ineligible for assistance if such vehicle is
essential for transportation to employment, medical care, rehabilitation or
training facilities, or if it is essential to the maintenance of the applicant's
household. Recipients of general assistance who own an automobile with a
market value greater than $5000 may be required, with written, 30-day
notice, to make a good faith effort to trade that automobile in to a reputable
automobile dealer for an automobile with a market value of less than $5000.
Any income received by the applicant by virtue of such a trade down must
be used for his/her basic necessities. Failure ta liquidate ortrade down the
excess value of any automobile a<:set can n;sult indisqualilication .. (22
M.R.S.A. § 4317). The municipality VIiii neither pay nor .consider as
necessary expenses any car payment tor wh.ich the applicant is responsible.
General assistance for travel,related needs shall be computed In accordance with section 6.8(f)(6 and 7) TravetN1ork related expenses.
d) lnsuranee. Insurance 1hat is available to an applicant on a noncontributory basis or that is required .as a condition of .employment will not
be a factor in determining eligibility. for general as~i.stance. Life insurance
with a cash surrender value may be considered as a tangible asset when an
applicant has received assistanpe for 4 weeks or mare after an application
for assistance.
e) Transfer of property. Applicants who !ran sf er assets for less than
fair market value to someone else solely for the. purpose .of establishing
eligibility for general assistance wm not be granted Q!)neral assistance to
replace the uncompensated value of the transferred asset. Assistance will
be denied within a 120-day llmitup ta the .uncompensated value of the asset
which was transferred unless ttie tra~sfer of asse.t Is fraudulently misrepresented, in which case a 120·day disqualification will issue. There will be a
presumption that the applicant tra~sferred his/her assets in order to be
eligible for general assistance. whenever property ls.sold for less than the fair
market value or when the transferoccurred within 30days prior to applying
for general assistance unlessJhe applicantcand.emonstratethe existence
of an arms-length transaction.

se.ctlon 5.4 Ownership of real estate
If the applicant or dependents own real property other than that occupied
as the principal home, continued eligibility will depend on the. applicant
making a reasonable effort to:
a) dispose of the property at fair market value in order to convert .the
property into cash which can be applied toward meeting present need; or
b) obtain a loan against such property which may be used to meet
present need. Applicants who transfer their excess property to a third party
in order to become eligible for general essistence will be ineligible.
If an applicant is granted assistance in the form of a mortgage payment
or capital improvement payment, the municipality may claim a lien against
the property. The lien shall not be enforceable until the time of sale of the
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property or upon the death of the recipient (22 M.R.S.A. § 4320, see .also
section 6.8).
Section 5.5 Work requirement
All general assistance recipients are required to register for work, look
for work. work to the extent of available employment, and otherwise fulfill the
work requirements, unless the applicant is exempt from such requirements
as provided below.
Employment; rehabilitation. All unemployed applicants and mem·
bers of their households who are 16 years of age or older will be required to
accept any suitable Job offer or opportunity for rehabilitative services, except
as provided below (see Exemptions). Applicants must demonstrate to the
administrator that they are available for work and are actively seeking
employment.
A "suitable job" means any job which the applicant is mentally and
physically able to perform. "Available for work" means that applicants must
make themselves available tor work during normal business hours prevailing in the area, and show that no circumstance exists which. would prevent
them from complying with the work requlrem1:mt.
Verification. Unemployed applicants or applicants employed on a
part-lime basis will be required to provide verifiable documentation of .their
pursuit of employment at the time of each application. At a minimum, .s.uch
documentation shall consist of a list of the employers contacted, lht:).date and
time of the application contact. and thename .Of.the employer representative
contacted. "Pursuit of employment" means actually .sub!Tllttlng a written
application or applying for a job in person when reasonable, orsubmitting a
written application or letter of inquiry to employers . .Forthe duration of any
repeat applicant's period of unemployment or partial employment, .the
administrator will establish the numberof employers perweek to whom e.ach
non-exempt applicant shall be required to apply l.n order .to fulfill his or her
work search requirements. The number . of weekly ernployer contacts re·
quired by the administrator shall .be. reasonably related to t.he ·.numb.er of
potential employers in the region and .the number .of .hours .in. t.he week. the
applicant has available for work search activities after considering all time
the applicant must devote to existing employmentobligations, workfare
obligations, and required classroom or on-site participation in job trail)lng,
educational, or rehabilitation programs. Fulfillment of the.se require!T)ents
will not be expected at the time of the initial application, but will be a condition
of eligibility for subsequent assistance.
Disqualification. After being granted assistance. at the time of initial
application, applicants will be considered ineligible tor.further assistance for
120 days if they, without justcause;
a) refuse to register for employment with the. Maine Job .Service;
b) refuse to search diligently tor. employment when. the. searc~ is
reasonable and appropriate. Recipients who unreasonably seek work at the
same places repeatedly will not be considered to be performing a diligent
worksearch and will be disqualified.
c) refuse to accept a suitable job offer;
d) refuse to participate In an assigned training, education ouehabUita;
lion program that would assist the applicant in securing employment;
e) fail to be available for work;
f) refuse to participate or participate in a substandard. manner in the
municipal work program (see section 5.6).
Oisquallflcatlon for job quit or discharge for misconduct. No
applicant. whether an initial or repeat applicant, who has quit his or her full·
time or part-time job without just cause or who has been discharged .from
employment for misconduct will be eligible to receive general assistance of
any kind for a 120-day period from the date of .separation from employment
(22 M.A.S.A. §§ 4301.8, 4316-A (1-A)).
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Just Cause. Applicants will be Ineligible for assistance for 120 days if
they refuse to comply with the work requirements of this section without just
cause. With respect to any work requirement, just cause will be considered
to exist when there is reasonable and verifiable evidence that:
a) the applicant has a physical or mental illness or disability which
prevents him/her from working;
b) the work assignment pays below minimum wages;
c) the applicant was subject to sexual harassment;
d) the applicant is physically or mentally unable to perform required job
tasks. or to meet piece work standards;
r : the applicant has no means of transportation to or from work or a
trainir,q or rehabilitation program:
ne applicant Is unable to arrange tor necessary child care or care of
ill c < abled family members;
.ny reason found to be gcod cause by the Maine Department of
Laoor, or any other verifiable reason which the administrator considers
reasonable and appropriate Wiii be accepted as justcause. (22M.R.S.A. §
4316-A.5).
Applicant's burden of establishing just cause. If the administrator
finds that the applicant has violated a work-related rule without just cause,
it shall be the responsibility of the applicant to establish the presence of just
cause (22 M.R.S.A. § 4316-A).
Eligibility regained. · Per11ons who are disqualified .for 120 days
because they violated a work requirement may regain their eligibility If and
only when they become employed or otherwise satisfy the administrator that
they are complying with the work requirement by fulfilling theworkrequlrement or requirements they violated,
For the purpose of regaining aligll:inity by becoming employed, 'employment'' shall mean employmentby an employer as defined In 26M.R.S.A. §§
1043 et seq., or the performance of a service. for an employer who withholds
from the employee a social securitytaxpursuant to federal law.
The special provisions regarding the opportunity to regain eligibility after
a disqualification for workfare .violations are detailed in section. 5.6 of this
ordinance. under Eligiblity Regained.
Dependents. Failure of an other)Nlse eligible person to comply with the
work requirements shall .not affect the eligibility of any member. of.the
person's household who is not capable of working, including:
a) a dependent minor.child;
b) an elderly, ill, or disabled person; and
c) a person whose presence isrequired in ordert6provide care for any
child under 6 years of age or for any ill or disabled member of the household
(22 M.R.S.A. § 4309.3), lnthe.event one (or more) member(s) of a
household is disqualified and assli;tance is requested for those remaining
members of the household. who are dependents, the eligibility ofthose
dependents will be calculate.das though the .hou~ehold is colTlposed of the
dependents only, except that .all.household income will be considered as
available to them.
Exemptions. The aboveworkrequirements .do not apply to any person
who is elderly, physically or mentallyjll, or disabled, Any person whose
presence is required to carefor any pre:school age child orfor any Ill or
disabled member of the household is .also exempt from these requirements.
The requirements of this section will not be Imposed so as to interfere
with an applicant's existing employment, ability to pursue a bona .fide job
offer. ability to attend an Interview for possible employment, classroom
participation in a primary or secondary educational program intended to lead
to a high school diploma, classroom or on site participation in a training
program which is either approved by the Department of Labor or determined
by the Department of Labor to be expected to assist the applicant In securing
employment, or classroom participation in a degree·granting program
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operated under the control of the Department of Human Se1vices or
Department of Labor.
Section 5.6 Municipal Work Program
Each applicant and any member of the household who ts capable of
working may be required to perform work tor the municipality, including work
for a. non-profit organization. as a condition of receiving assistance (22
M.R.S.A. § 4316-A,2). As part of the municipal work program, the municl·
pality can require recipients to participate in training, education, or rehabilitative programs thatwill assist the recipient In securing employment. The
work requirement provisions found in section 5.5 regarding just cause,
dependents, and axBmptions also apply to the municipal workfare program.
Con!ilent. Persons assigned to the work program are required to sign
a form stating that they understand the requirements of general assistance
and the work program, Prior to signing the form, the administrator will read
It to the applicants or the applicants will read it themselves. The form will at.so
state the number of hours the applicants must work and .the hourly rate by
means of which the duration of the work assignment Is calculated. In
addition, the consent form shall describe the consequences of !ailing to
adequately perform part or all of the workfare or workfare·first assignment.
Limitations, The work requirement Is subject to the following limita·
lions. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4316·A.3).
1) No person shall, asa condition of eligibility, .be .required}o do any
amount of work that exceeds the value of the net general assista.ncethat. th.e
person receives under municipal general assistance.standards. Any.person
performing work under this subsection shall.be provided with netg~neral
assistance, the value of which Is calculated at a rate of at least the prevailipg
minimum wage under state or federal law. (Note: The .federal mini111um
wage is $4. 75fhour as of October 1, 1996, and shall .be .increased to $5. 15/
hour on September 1, 1g97.)
2) No workfare participant shall be. required towork for a nonprofit
organization .if .that work would·.• viol<1te .the. participant's. basic.· religious
beliefs;
3) In no case shall eligible persons pertorming work under this subsec·
ti on replace· regular municipal employees.
4) In no casB will work performed under this subsection interfere with.Im
eligible person's:
a) existing employment
b) ability to follow up on a bona fide Job ofter;
c) attendance at an interview for possible employment;
d) classroom participation in a primary or secondary educational
program intended to .lead to a. high school diploma; or
e) classroom or on site participation in a training program Vll'licti is
approved by the Department of Laboror.determinedby the Department
of Labor to be reasonably expected to assist!he. Pe.rson in securing
employment, or classroom participation in .a dagraa,granting prpgrani
operated under the control of the Department of Human Services or the
Department of Labor.
5) In no case may an eligible person be required to .wor.k mor~ .than 40
hours per weak. An eligible person who has full or part-time employment
shall be exempt from the work requirement to the extent I.hat. the .work
requirement in combination wilh his/her regutar.amptoy111ent would result in
the person working more than 40 hours per week.
6) In no case will an eligible person be required to perform work beyond
his/her capabilities. However, when an illness or disability is claimed, an
eligible person may be required as a condition of receiving assistance· to
present a doctor's statement detailing the extent of Iha. disability .or illn.ess
(22 M.R.S.A. § 4309).
If the administrator requires a doctor's statement to verify an applicant's
illness or disability, the municipality will pay for the doctor's evaluation If the
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applicant has no means to pay for the exam, however in such a case the
administrator will choose the doctor. The administrator will not require
verification of medical conditions which are apparent or which are of such
short duration that a reasonable person would not ordinarily seek medical
attention (22 M.R.S.A. § 4316.5).
7) In no case may an eligible person with an immediate need (I.e., a
person in an emergency situation who has not been disqualified from
receiving assistance for committing a program violation) be required to
perform work under this subsection prior to receiving general assistance.
The administrator shall meet immediate needs upon receiving written
assurance from the eligible person that he/she is willing to work to maintain
eligibility for general assistance. When the recipient has no immediate need,
workfare participation may be required prior to receiving general assistance
in accordance with the following "workfare first" policy.
"Workfare firllt" policy. Under the authority of 22 M.R.S.A. § 4316·
A(2)(0), the administrator may, in accordance with the following guidelines,
require a recipient of general assistance to perform a workfare assignment
prior to the actual issuance of the general assistance benefit conditionally
granted.
1) In no circumstance will emergency general assistance forwhich an
applicant is eligible be withheld pending the satisfactory performance of
workfare.
2) All workfare participants under this policy will be provided .a written
decision, as otherwise required by law, within 24 hours of submitting an
application for general assistance and prior to performing any workfare for
the municipality associated with that request for assistance. That written
decision must include:
a) a specific description of the amount of general assistance being
conditionally granted to the household, and for which basic needs:
b) the period of eligibility forwhich the general assistance grant is
being Issued (in days or weeks, but not to exoeed.30 days);
c) the rate, at a dollar-per·hour basis (but not .less than .the. prevailing
minimum wage), upon which the duration of the workfare assignment is
calculated;
d) the actual duration of the workfare assignment that must be
pertormed, in hours, before the general assistance grant will.be actually
Issued;
e) the specifics ofthe workfare assignment(s), including the general
nature of the type of work being assigned, location(s) of work·site,
date(s) and time(s) of assigned workfare,wtirkfare supervisors' names
and contact telephone numbers, and
f) any other pertinent information related to the workfare
assignment(s) the recipient Will be expected to perform.
3) As previously provided in this section, all workfare participants un.der
this policy must sign a consent form that informs the participant of his or her
workfare-related rights and responsibilities, including the consequences of
failing to perform all or part of the workfare assigned without just cause.
4) Jn addition to any disqualification penalty 1hat may apply, the consequences of refusing to perform or completely falling to pertorm the workfare
assignment, without just cause, or performing the entire workfare assign,
ment below the average standards that Job without just cause, will be the
termination of the entire general assistance .grant ·Notice of the .grant
termination will be provided the workfare participant .in. accordance. with
section 6.9 of this ordinance.
5) If some Of the workfare-first assignment is satisfactorily performed but
there has been a failure to perform the remainder of the assignment, without
just cause, the administrator shall issue a grant of general assistance In the
amount of the number of workfare hours satisfactorily performed times the
hourly rate used to calculate the duration of the workfare assignment. In
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addition to any disqualification penalty that may apply, the remaining value
of the conditionally Issued general assistance grant shall be terminated, and
notice of the partial termination, and the reasons therefore, will be issued to
the workfare participant in accordance with section 6.9 of this ordinance.
6) Any amount of the workfare assignment that is riot performed
because the workfare participant was temporarily unable to perform the
assignment for just cause reasons shall be reassigned.
Work·related expenses. A participant's expenses related to work
performed under this section will be added to the amount of net general
assistance to be provided to the person (22 M.R.SA § 4316.2(E)). The
municipality will provide any special clothes or equipment the recipient
needs to perform his/her work assignment.
Olsquelificatlon. Any person who willfully fails to perform or willfully
performs below average standards the work assigned by the municipality,
without just cause, will be Ineligible for assistance for 120days. (22 M.R.S.A.
§ 4316·A.1 ). As soon as the administrator knows that a recipient failed to
fulfill the work assignment. the administrator will notify the. recipient in writing
that he/she is disqualified tor 120 days unless the recipient can show just
cause. The burden of demonstrating a just cause failure to perform a
workfare assignment falls· on the workfare participant.
Eligibility regained. Recipients who are disqualified from receiving
assistance because they have violated the requirements of the municipal
work program may regain their eligibility under the following conditions.
Recipients who fail to complete the first municipal work assignment they
have been given will be disqualified from receiving assistance during the
next 120 days, although dependents in the household may be eligible (see
Sec. 5.5, Dependents).
If during the 120-day disqualification period the recipient requests an
opportunity to perform the work assignment which he or she, without just
cause, failed to perform, the disqualified recipient will be given an opportunity to regain eligibility. The administrator will give the recipient a work
assignment as soon as possible. If under such a set of circumstances the
recipient has an emergency need and the administrator is <unable to
schedule a work assignment in time to alleviate the emergency, the ad min·
istrator will provide sufficient assistance to the recipient to avert the emergency, but the provision of such>emergancy assistance willnot bar the
administrator from subsequently enforcing the 120-day disqualification if the
recipient fails to regain eligibility by satisfactorily. performing the work
assignment. The amount of emergency assistance granted will be considered in the computation of the total number of hours the recipient must work.
Recipients who have asked to regain their eligibility during a 120 day
disqualification period and who agreed to fulllll the assignment which they
previously failed to perform and who, without just cause, fail to fulfill their
municipal work assignment will be considered to have acted in bad faith. In
such a circumstance, the administrator will enforce the 120,day disqualification for the term of its initial duration.
If a workfare participant regains eligibility under this section but is
subsequently disqualified within the initial 120·day period of disqualification
for failing to comply with the municipal work program, that participant will be
ineligible for a new 120-day period beginning with the new disqualification
date, but with no opportunity to requality.
Any recipient who intentionally causes damage to property or harms
other employees by his/her actions and Is discharged by the work supervisor
will not be entitled to regain eligibility by returning to the work program.
Eligibility may be regained by otherwise becoming employed and meeting
the definition of need.
Reports. The administrator will itemize the assistance that has been
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provided to persons who work for the municipality in reports to the Department of Human Services (22 M.RS.A. § 4316-A.2).
Section 5.7 Use of resources
Each applicant has the responsibility to make a good faith effort to utilize
every available or potential resource which may reduce his/her need for
general assistance (see definition of Resources}. People who refuse or fail
to make a good faith effort to secure a potential .resource attar receiving
written notice to do so are disqualified from receiving assistance until they
make an effort to secure the resource. Applicants are required to provethat
they have made a good faith effort.to secure the resour.ce. (22 M.RS.A, §
4317).
Minors. A minor under the age oU 6 who. has never married and Is
applying Independently for general assistance .and who is pregnant .or. h.as
a dependent child or children will be eligible to receive general .assistance
only if the minor is residing In the home . of his or her parent, legal guardian
or other adult relative, in which case the entire household wiUbe evalua.ted
for eligibility. Exceptions to this limitation on eligibility will be made when:
1) the minor is residing in a foster home, maternity home, or other adultsupervised supportive living arrangement; or
2) the minor has no living parent or the whereabouts of the bot.h parents
are unknown; or
3) no parent will permit the minor to live in the .parent's home; or
4) the minor has lived apart from both parentsforaOeast oneyearbafore
the birth of any dependent child; or
5) the Department of Human Services determines !hat !he physical. or
emotional health or safety of the minor.or .Jhe. minor's dependentchitd or
children would. be jeopardii::edJf the minor .and his or her. child or children
lived with a parent: or
6) the Department of Human Services determines, in acco;dance wi.th
its regulation, that there is good cause to waive.thislirnitation on.eligibility.
(22 M.R.S.A. § 4309.4).
Any person under the age of 25 who is applying independently from his/
her parents for general assistance will be Informed .that unlll . he ..or she
reaches the age of 25, the applicant's parents are.stilUegally liabl<il for his/
her support. and the municipality hasthe ..right to seek recoveryjrom the
parents of the cost of all assistance grantedto such areciplenttothe extent
his/her parents are financially capable ofrepaying. the municipality. (22
M,R.S.A. §4319). With regard to any such application, the municip;>lity may
seek verification of the applicant's need forgeneral assistance.by contacting
his/her parents. If the applicant's parents .declare a willingness to.provi~e
the applicant With his/her basic needs directly, and.there is no convincing
evidence that the· applicant would be·· jeopardized by relying on his/her
parents for basic needs, the administrator may find the applicant to be. in no
need for general assistance for the reason thalhis/her.needs are pelng
provided by a legally liable relative.
Mental or physical disability. Any applicant who has a mental or
physical disability must make a good faith effort to utilize any medical or
rehabilitative services which have been recommended by a physician,
psychologist or other professional retraining or rehabilitation specialist when
.the services are available to the applicant and would not constitute .. a
financial burden or create a physical risk to the Individual.
Written notice; dlsquailflcation, The administrator .. will give each
applicant written notice whenever the .applicant isrequired l? utilize any
specific potential resources. Any applicant who refu.ses to utilize such
potential resources, without just cause, attar receiving written 7·day notice
will be Ineligible for further assistance until he/she has made a good faith
effort to utilize the resources.
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General assistance will not be withheld from the applicant pending
receipt of a resource if the applicant has made, or is in the process of making,
a good faith effort to obtain the resource.
Forfeiture of benefits. Any applicant who forfeits receipt of or causes
a reduction In benefits from another public assistance program due to fraud,
misrepresentation, a knowing or Intentional violation of program rules or a
refusal to comply with that program's rules without just cause will be
ineligible to receive general assistance to replace the forfeited benefits. To
the extent the forfeited benefits can be oonsid.ered income under general
assistance law, the worth of the forfeited benefits will be considered income
that is available to the applicant for the duration of the forfeiture. To the extent
the forfeited benefits were provided not in the. form of income but, rather, in
the form of a specific, regularly lss.uad resource of a calculable value, that
resource, up to Its forfeited value, need not be replaced with general
assistance for a period of 120 days.fro.m the date of the forfeiture unless the
municipality is prohibited by federal or state law from considering the
forfeited resource as available .. with respect to local public assistance
programs (22 M.R.S.A. §4317),
Section 5.8 Period of Disquallflcation
No one will have his/herassistance terminated, reduced; or suspended
prior to being given written notice and an opportunity for a fair hearing (22
M.R.S.A. §§ 4321-4322), .Each person will be notified in writing otthe
reasons for his/her ineliglblllty, and any person disqualified for not complying
with the ordinance will be informed in writing of the period of disqualification.
Work requirement. People who do not comply with a work requirement
are disqualified from receiving assistance for.a period of 120days (unless
they regain their eligibility; llee sections 5.5, 5.6). Recipients who do not
comply with the work requirement associated with their grant of assistance
and are disqualified beforEi the period covered by the grant of assistance
expires shall be disqualified for 120 days following the end of the period
covered by the assistance grant.. People who do not comply with a work
requirement and are disqualified after the period Mvered by the grant of
assistance expires will be .disqualified for 120 days from the date ofJhe
written notice of disqualilication.·The administrator shall.give recipients
written notice that they are disqualified as soon as the administratorh:,is
sufficient knowledge and information to render a decision of disqualification.
Fraud. People who commit fraud are disqualified from receiving
assistance for a period of 120 days/ (see section 6.4,.Fraud). The
administrator shall give recipients written notice that they are disqualified as
soon as the administrator h.as s\lfficientknowledge and information to render
a decision. If a disqualification for fraud is issued beforett1e expiration.of a
grant of assistanca, the pariod ofdisqualiflcation shall commence. on the day
following the end of the period covered by the grant of assistance, II fraud
is discovered after the period covered by the grant of assistance has expired,
the period of ineligibility will commence on the day of the written notice of
disqualification.

ARTICLE VI
Determination of Eligibility
Section 6.1 Recognition of dignity and rights
Any determination or investigation into an applicant's eligibility will be
conducted in a manner that will not violate the applicant's privacy or personal
dignity or violate his/her individual rights.
Section 6.2 Determination; redetermination
The administrator will make an individual, factual determination of
eligiblllty each time a person applies or reapplies for general assistance.
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The administrator will make a redetermination of eligibility at least monthly
but may do so as often as necessary to administer the program efficiently
and meet the needs of the applicants. Upon any application, the administrator will determine the applicant's eligibility on the basis of a 30-day
prospective analysis, but may elect to disburse that applicant's assistance
periodically, e.g., weekly, throughout a 30-day period of eligibility pursuant
to that initial eligibility determination.
The administrator may redetermine a person's eligibility at any time
during the period he/she is receiving assistance If the administrator is
notified of any change in the recipient's .circumstances that may alter the
amount of assistance the recipient may .receive. Once a recipient has been
granted assistance. the administrator.may notreduce or re.scind the grant
without giving prior written notice to the recipient explaining the reasons tor
the decision and offering the recipient an opportunity to appeal the decision
to the fair hearing authority (22 M.R.$.A. § 4309).
Section 6.3 Verification
Applicant's responsibility, Each applicant and recipient has the
responsibility at the time of application and continuing thereatterto provide
complete, accurate and current Information and documentation concerning
his/her need, income, use of income, expenses, and any changes In
information previously reported on the application. The administrator will
require documentation of the applicant's income, use of income.assets and
resources plus actual bills and receipts for rent, utilities, fuel, telephone,
medical services and other basic .necessities that are reasonably obtainable. The recipient is responsible Jor .notifying the administrator of any
changes in his/her household or Income that may affect his/her eligibility.
When determining an applicant's eligibility ,the administrator will seek all
necessary information first from the applicant. Information needed from
other sources, with the exception of public records,will be gathered only with
the knowledge and consent of the applicant (22 M.RS:A. § 4309.1-8).
Decision •. If an applicant does not have the neces$ary information at the
time of application, the admlnistratorwill give the applicant the opportunity
to provide the information prior to the expiration of the 24 hour period within
which the administrator must act on the application. Except when assls,
lance is conditionally granted pursuant to this municipality's workfare-first
policy (see section 5.6), !Lall the necessary information has been provided
and the applicant is eligible, assistance will be granted. l!the applicant does
not provide the required information needed within the 24 hour period, and
the administrator cannot determine the applicant's eligibility, the applicant
will be denied assistance for that reason (22 M.RS.A. § 4309.1·8).
Denial of assistance. The administrator will not grant assistance to any
applicant who refuses to supply necessary information and documentation
concerning his/her needs, income. and other resources, or who refuses to
grant permission for the administrator to contact other persons to verify the
information. If the administrator has. attempted to verify the information but
is unable to determine If the applicant Is eligible because the applicant has
refused to provide or allow .the administrator to verify the necessary
information, the applicant will be denied assistance until the necessary
verification has been accomplished (22 M.R.S.A. § 4309,1-8).
Right to verify. It is the administrator'sresponsibllity to determine and
verity the eligibility of each applicant. The administrator may seek and verify
information from all appropriate sources Including, but not limited to: the
Department of Human Services and any other department of the state
having information that has a bearing on an applicant's eligibility, financial
institutions, employers, landlords, physicians, and legally liable relatives.
The administrator will request the applicant's written consent authorizing the
administrator to receive the necessary information (22 M.R.S.A. § 4314).
Penalty for refusing to release information, Any person governed by
22 M.R.S.A. § 4314 who refuses to provide necessary information to the
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administrator after it has been requested must state in writing the reasons
for the refusal within 3 days of receiving the request. Any such person who
refuses to provide the information, without just cause, commits a civil
violation and may be subject to a fine of not less than $25 nor more than $100
which may be adjudged in any court of competent jurisdiction. Any person
who willfully renders ta Isa information to the administrator is guilty Of a Class
E crime (22 M.R.S.A. §§ 4314.5, 4314.6, 4315).

Section 6.4 Fraud
It Is tmlawllil tor a person to make. knowingly and willfully a false
representation of a material fact to the administrator .In order to receive
general assistance or cause someone else to receive general assistance.
(22 M.R.S.A. § 4315). False representation shall. consist of any individual
knowingly and willfully:
a) making a false statement to the general assistance administrator,
either orally or In writing, in order to obtain assistance to which the applicant
or the applicant's household is not entitled;
b) concealing information from the general assistance administrator in
order to obtain assistance to which the applicant or applicant'$ household is
not entitled; or
c) using general assistance benefits for a purpose .other than that for
which they were intended.
No person may be denied assistance .solely for making a false representation prior to being given an opportunity for a fair hearing.
Period of Ineligibility. When .the general assistance.administrator
finds that a parson has knowingly and willfully misrepresented material facts
for the purpose of making himself or herselfeligible .for general assistance,
the administrator shall notify that applicant in writing that he or she has been
disqualified from receiving assistance for 120 days. For the purpose of this
section, a material misrepresentation is a false statement about an eligibility
factor in the absence of which some or all of the assistance would not be or
would not have been granted. The notification of disqualification issued by
the administrator shall Inform the applicant of his/he.r right .to appeaUhe
administrator's decision to the fair hearing authority within 5 working days of
receipt. The period of ineligibility shall commence on the dayJollowing the
.end of the period covered by the grant of .assistance fraudulently .received
or upon the date of notification of dlsquallflcation, whichever Is later.
Right to a fair hearing. Any applicant who Is denied assistance for
making a false representation will be afforded the opportunity to appeal the
decision to the fair hearing authority In acc.ordance with .Article VII ofthls
ordinance. No recipient shall have his/harassistance reducedorrevoke.d
during the period of eligibility before being notified and given the opportunity
to appeal the decision. Any person who.ls dissatisfied with the decision .of
the fair hearing authority may appeal that decision to the Superior Court
pursuant to Rule 80-B ot the Maine Rules of Civil Procedure(22 M.R.S.A.
§ 4309.3).
Reimbursement. If a recipient does not appeal the decision or.it the fair
hearing authority determines that a recipient did make a talse representation, the recipient will be required to reimburseJhe municipality for any
assistance received to which he/she was not entitled.
Dependents. In no event will the disqualification of a person .under this
section serve to disqualify any eligible dependent in that household (22
M.R.SA § 4309.3). In the event one or more members of a household are
disqualified and assistance is requested for the remaining dependents .. the
eligibility of those dependents will be calculated as though the household is
comprised of the dependents only, except that Jhe entire househol.d income
will be considered available to them.

Section 6.5 Period of eligibUlly
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The administrator will grant assistance to all eligible persons for a period
that is sufficient to meet their need but in no event may a grant of assistance
cover a period in excess of one month (22 M.R.S.A. § 4309). Upon any
application the administrator will determine the applicant's eligibility on the
basis of a 30·day prospective analysis. For reasons of administrative
efficiency, however, the administrator may elect to disburse that applicant's
assistance for shorter periods of time, such as weekly, throughout the 30·
day period of eligibility. When the administrator elects to disburse general
assistance for a period of time less than 30 days, subsequent grants of
assistance during that 30-day period may be issued pursuant to the initial
determination of need unless the applicant's financial situation changes
substantially enough to warrant a redetermination of eligibility.
Section 6.6 Determination of need
The period of time used to calculate need will be.the next 30·day period
from the date of application (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301.7). The administratorwill
calculate applicants' expenses according to .the actual .expense of the basic
necessity or the maximum levels for the specific necessities allowed in
section 6.8, whichever is less. The sum of these expenses, as calculated for
a prospective 30-day period, is the applicant's 30·day need. Applicants will
··oc.;\ be considered eligible If their Income and other resources exceed this
1:culation except in an emergency (see section 4.9, 22 M.R.S.A. § 4308.2).
Applicants will also not be considered in need of general assistance if
,,;r income, property, credit, assets or.other resouroesavailable lo provide
sic necessities for their household are greaterthan the applicable overall
axlmum level of assistance set forth in the beginning of section .6.8. (22
A.RS.A. §§ 4301.1 o, 4305.3-B), The difference .between the applicant's
income end the overall maximum. levels oLassistanca .established by. this
ordinance is the applicant's deficit. Once an applicant's deflol(has been
determined, the specific maximum levels of assistance for. each basic
necessity listed in section 6.8 shall be. used by the adr11inistratorto guide the
distribution of assistance for whlchJhe applica!"ll Is. eligible. The specific
maximum levels of assistance for each basic necessity are .intended to. be
reasonable and sufficient to help recipients main.lain a standartj of health
and decency (22 M.R.S.A. § 4305.3~A).
Income for basic necessities. ·Applicants. are required to use their
income tor basic necessities. Except tor initial applicants, no applicant is
eligible to receive assistance to replace .income that was spent within th.e 30,
day period prior to an application for. assistance on goods and se.rvicas that
are not basic necessities. All income spenton goods.and servlces.thatare
not basic necessities will be considered available to. the applical'lt an.d
combined with the applicant's prospective 30-day income for.the purposes
of computing eligibility (22 M.R.S.A.. § 4315-A) .. Applicants who have
sufficient income to provide their basic necessities but who use .that income
to purchase goods or services which are not basic necessities .will not be
considered eligible for assistance. Persons who exhau.st their.income on
basic necessities and who still need assistam::e with .other basic necessities
will be eligible, provided that.their.income does.not.exceed .the.overall
maximum level of assistance.
Use·of·income requirements. The administrator may require that
anyone applying for general assistance must document his/her use of
income to the administrator. This documentation can take .the .form of
cancelled checks and/or receipts which demonstrate that the applicant has
exhausted all household income received over the last 30-day .period. Any
repeat applicant may be required to verify that such an expenditure of
income was for basic necessities.
Allowable expenditures include reasonable shelter costs. (rent/mart·
gage); the cost of heating fuel, electricity, and food up to the ordinance
maximums; telephone costs at the base rate If the household needs a
telephone for medical reasons. the cost of nonelective medical services as
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recommended by a physician which are not otherwise covered by medical
entitlement or insurance; the reasonable cost of essential clothing and nonprescription drugs, and the costs of any other commodity or service determined essential by the administrator.
Cable television, cigarettes/alcohol, gifts purchased, costs of trips or
vacations, court fines paid, repayments of unsecured loans, credit card debt,
costs associated with pet care, etc., are not considered basic necessities
and will not be included in the budget computation.
The municipality reserves the right to apply specific use-of-income
requirements to any applicant, other than an Initial applicant, who falls to use
his/her income for basic necessities or falls to reasonably document his/her
use of income (22 M.R.S.A. § 4315-A). Those additional requirements will
be applied in the following manner:
1) The administrator may require the applicant to use some or all of his/
her Income, at the time It becomesavailable, toward. specific basic necessities, The administrator may prioritize such required expenditures so that
most or all of the applicant's income is applied to housing (i.e., rent/
mortgage), energy {i.e., heating fuel, electricity), or other specified basic
necessities.
2) The administrator will notify applicants in writing of the specific useof-income requirements placed on them.
3) If upon subsequent application It cannot be determined how the
applicant's income was spent, or it is determined that some or all of the
applicant's income was not spent as di.reeled and was also not spent on
basic necessities, the applicant will not be eligible to receive either regular
or emergency general assistance to replace that income.
4) If the applicant does not spend his/her income asdirected, but can
show with verifiable documentation that all Income was spent on basic
necessities up to allowed amounts, the applicant will remain eligible to the
extent of the applicant's eligibility and need.
Calculation of Income and expenses; When determining eligibility,
the administrator will subtract the applicant's net Income from the overall
maximum level of assistance found at thebeglrming of section 6.8. ·If Income
is greater than the overall maximum level ofassistance, the applicant will not
be eligiblee11Cept in an emergency (see Sec. 4.9). If income is less than the
overall maximum level of assistance, the applicant has .a del.iclt.
The municipality will provide assistance in an amount up to the deficll!o
the extent the applicant also has an unmet need and is in need of basic
necessities. The municipality will not grantasslstance In excess of the
maximum amounts allowed In section 6.8 of this ordinance for specific basic
necessities except in an emergency or when the administrator elects to
consolidate the applicant's deficit. as provided immediately below.
Consolidation of deficit. ·As a general rule and to the extent of their
deficit, applicants will be eligible for assistance for any basic necessity up to,
but not exceeding, the maximum amount allowed for that necessity In this
ordinance or the actual 30-day cost of the necessity, whichever Is less.
Under certain circumstances. however, and In accordance with the following
conditions, the administrator may consolidate the applicant's deficit and
apply it toward a basic necessity in an amount greater than the ordinance
maximum for that necessity.
1) The practice of consolidatlngthe deficit and applying it toward a basic
necessity in amounts greater than the ordinance maximum shall be the
exception rather than the rule;
2) The total general assistance grant cannot exceed the total deficit
unless the applicant is In an emergency situation; and
3) The need for the application of the recipient's consolidated deficit
toward a basic necessity was not created by the recipient misspending his
or her income or resources in violation of the use-of-income requirements of
this ordinance.
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Section 6. 7 Income
Income standards. Applicants whose income exceeds the overall
maximum level of assistance provided in section 6.8 shall not be eligible for
general assistance except In an emergency. The administrator will conduct
an individual factual inquiry into the applicant's income and expenses each
time an applicant applies.
Calculation of income. To determine whether applicants are in need,
the administrator will calculate the Income they will receive during the next
30-day period commencing on the date of application, and identify any
assets or resources that would alleviate their need. For all applicants other
than initial applicants. the administrator will also consider as ·available
income any Income that was not spent during the previous 30-day period on
basic necessities, as well as any Income that was spanton basic nece$Sities
in unreasonable excess of the ordinance maximums for specific basic
necessities. If a household's income exceeds the amount of the household's
need for basic necessities, up to themaximum levels contained in section
6.8, applicants will not be cons.idered In need. Exceptions will be made In
emergency situations which may necessitate that the maximum levels be
exceeded (22 M.R.S.A. [ 4308: see section 4.9). To calculate weekly Income
end expenses, the administrator will divide the applicants' monthly income
and expenses by 4.3.
Types of Income. Income that.will be considered in determining an
applicant's need Includes:
a) Earned Income. Income .in c;osh .or in kind earned by the applicant
through wages, salary, commissions, orproflt,whetherself-employed or as
an employee, is considered earned income. If a person Is self·employed,
total income will be computed by subtracting reasonable and actual .business expanses from gross Income. When income consists of wages, the
amount computed will be the income available after taxes, social security
and other payroll deductions required by state, federal, and local law. Rental
income and profit from produce that is sold is considered earned income.
Income that is held in trust and unav;oilable to the apPli~ant or the applicant's
dependents will not be considered as earned income.
NOTE.: Actual work"flBlated expenses such as union dues, transportatiofl liD and from work, special equipment or work clothes, and child care
costs will not be considered. available income and will be deducted .(22
M.R.S.A. § 4301,7).
b) Income from other assistance or social services programs.
State/federal categorlcal assistance benefits,· SSI payments, Social Security payments, VA benefits, unemployment insurance benefits, and payments from other government sources will be considered as income, unless
expressly prohibited by federal law.or regulation. Federal law prohibits Food
Stamps and fuel assistance payments made by the Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP and EPIC) from being considered income; The value
of the food stamps or fuel assistance will not be used to reduce the amount
of general assistance the applicant is eligible to receive, although applicants
may have only a limited or reduced need tor general assistance for heating
fuel or electricity If a recently received HEAP/ECIP benefit has sufficiently
credited their account or otherwise obviated an actual fuel-related cost over
the prospective 30-day period. Jhe <1dmlnistrator's obligation is to always
compute the heating needs of an applicant who has received HEAP or EC IP ·' '
as if that applicant paid for his/her total fuel costs. Accordingly, in.such cases,
the administrator will budget tor the ·household's heating energy needs
according to actual usage, up to the .ordinance maximums, but the administrator may, with written notice to the applicant, holdin reserve the heating
energy portion of the applicant's deficit until such a time during the period of
eligibility that the applicant has a .demonstrable need for the disbursement
of heating energy assistance: that is, the applicant's fuel tank can accept a
minimum fuel delivery or the applicant no longer has a positive credit balance
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with his/her utility company, The municipality is not obligated to divert any
recipient's heating energy allowance toward non·heatlng purposes solely on
the basis of the recipient's receipt of HEAP/ECIP.
c) Court-ordered support payments. Alimony and child support
payments will be considered income only if actually received by the appli·
cant. The general assistance administrator will refer cases where support
payments are not actually received to the State Department of. Human
Services' Support Enforcement Location Unit.
d) Income from other sources. Payments from pensions and trust
funds will be considered income. Payments from boarders or lodgers will be
considered income as will cash or in·kind contributions provided to the
household from any other source, including relatives (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301.7).
e) Earnings of a son or daughter. Earned income rec.eived by sons
and daughters below the age of 18 who are full-time students and who are.
not working full-time will not be considered income. The unearned income
of a minor In the household will be considered available.to the household.
f) Income from household members. . Income from household
members will be considered available to the applicant, whether or not the
household member is legally obligated tor the support of the applicant, if the
household members pool or share their income and expenses as a family or
intermingle their funds so as to provide support to one another.
g) The pooling or non·poollng of .income. .When .two or more
Individuals share the same dwelling unit but not all members of the household are applying for general assistance, theadmlnistrator shall make a
finding under a rebuttable presumption that the entirehouse!Jold is pooling
income (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301.12·A) .. One or more applicants for assistance
can successfully rebut the presumption that all household income i.s being
pooled by providing the administratorwithveriliable.documentation.affirma,
lively demonstrating a pattern of non,poollng forthe durat.ion of the shared
living arrangement. Such documentation would. include evidence of the
entire household expenses aswellas bankstatements, cancelled checks,
receipts, landlord stateme.nts orothervendoraocountsclearly supporting a
claim that the applicant has been and is presently .solely and .entirely
responsible for his or her pro-rata share.of.household costs. Jf the applicant
is unable to successfully rebut. the municipality's presumption that. !Ill
household income is being pooled, eligibility.of th.e anti.re .household will.be
determined based on total household income. If the applicant successfully
rebuts the municipality's presumption thatall hous.ehold Income is being
pooled, the applicant's eligibility will be determined on the basis of his/her
Income and his/her pro·rata share of actual household .expenses.
h) Lump sum Income. <A. lump . sum .payment as. defined In th.is
ordinance and received by a household prior to the .date of application for
general assistance will be considered.as Income available to the household,
with the exception of any requifed payments (i.e., any third.party payment
which is required as a condition of receiving the lump sum payment, or any
payments of bills earmarked. for the purpose for.Which the lump sum
payment was made) and any amount of the. lump sum payment which the
applicant can document was spent on basic necessities, as .described
below.
In the case where a lump sum payment was received by a household at
any time prior to the date of application for.general assistance, the admin·
istrator will assess the need forprorating an applicant's eligibility for general
assistance according to the following criteria (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301,7).
1) Identify the date the lump sum payment was received;
2) subtract from the lump sum payment.ail required payments;
3) subtract from the lump sum any amount the applicant can demon·
strate was spent on basic necessities, including all bas.ic necessities
provided by general assistance in reasonable conformance with the specific
maximum levels of assistance, per month, provided in th.is ordinance; any
reasonable payment of funeral or burial expenses for a family member; any
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reasonable travel costs related to the illness or death of a family memb~ir;
repair or replacement of essentials lost due to lire. flood or other natural
disaster; repair or purchase of a motor vehicle essential for employment.
education, training or other day-to-day living necessities (22 M.R.S.A. §

4301.7).
4) Add to the remainder all Income received by the household between
the dete of receipt of the lump sum payment and the date of application for
general assistance.
5) divide the sum created by subsection (4) by the aggregate maximum
monthly allocation of general assistance available to the household pursu·
ant to 22 M.R.S.A. §4305.3-6 (Appendix A).
The dividend remaining after following the above guidelines represents
the number of months from the. r1:1celpt of the lump sum payment during
which an income level equivalenLto the maximum monthly allocation of
general assistance for the household will be. deemed available lo that
household. No proration of lump sum income can extend longerthan 12
months from the date of application. Applicants who have been declared
tnellgible for reasons of lump sum proration will not be eligible for emergency
general assistance during the period of proration.
Section 6.8 Basic necessities; Maximum levels. of assistance
Overall maximum levels of assistance. Notwithstanding any ofthe
maximum levels al assistance for specific basic necessities listed in this
section, an applicant's eligibility for general assistance will be first deter·
mined by subtracting his/her income from the overall maximum level of
assistance designated immediately below for the applicable household size
(22 M.R.S.A. § 4305.3-6). The difference yielded by this calculation shall be
the applicant's deficit. Applicants will be eligible for general assistance up to
the calculated deficit to the extent the applicant is unable to otherwise
provide the basic necessities essential to maintain themselves or their
families. Applicants with no deficit shall be found ineligible for general
assistance unless they are in an emergency, In which case eligibility for
emergency general assistance wHlbe.determ.ined according to section 4.9
of this ordinance.
No. in Household

Weekly

Month.ly

1

2
3

4

(The applicable figures from
Appendix A should be ins.erted
here.)

5

6
$75.00

Additional persons

Maximum levels of assistance for specific basic necessities, The
municipality will grant assistance to eligible applicants for basic necessities
according to the maximum levels for specific types of assistance set .forth
below. The administrator, in consultation with the applicant, may 9pply the
amount of the applicant's deficit toward assistance with any one or combi·
nation of necessities not to exceed the total deficit. These maximum levels
will be strictly adhered to unless the administrator determines that there are
exceptional circumstances and an .emergency is shown to exist, in which
case these absolute levels will be waived in order to meet.Immediate needs.
In all cases either the actual expenses the applicant incurs Jar .basic
necessities or the maximum amount allowed in each category, wh.icheveris
less. will be used in determining need.
In roommate situations, the applicant's need for common living ex·
penses for rent, fuel, electricity, etc., will be presumed to be reduced by an
amount equal to the other household members' proportionate fair share of
the common living expenses. No applicant will be allowed to claim a need
for any expense which has been or will be paid by another person. In
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addition. as a general rule the municipality will not provide a benefit toward
a basic need by paying a bill that is issued to a person not living with the
applicant's household or that has otherwise been incurred by a person who
has not been found eligible to receive assistance. Temporary exceptions to
this general rule may be made by the administrator in the following circumstances: (1) a recent. unplanned separation has occurred In the household
resulting in the sustained or permanent absence of a former .household
member in whose name the bill was customarily issued; (2) the applicant and
members of the applicant's household were or will be the sole recipients of
the commodities or services covered by any bill to be paid or partially paid
with general assistance: and (3) the applicant will make a good faith effort
to direct the vendor to issue future bills in the name of the applicant or.other
responsible person residing in the household,
a) Food. The administrator will provide food assistance .to eligible
persons up to the allowed maximum amounts designated by the U.S.D.A.
Thrifty Food Plan for the appropriate household .size. For this purpose, the
municipality hereby incorporates by reference the U.S.D.A. .Thrifty Food
Plan, as distributed by the Maine Department of Human Services on or about
October of each year. In determining need for food the administrator will not
consider the value of the food stamps an applicant receives as income· (22
M.R.S.A. § 4301.7(A); 7 U.S.C. §2017{b)). The municipality will authorize
vouchers to be used solely for approved food products.
The maximum amounts allowed for .food are:
No. In Household
Weekly
Monthly
$
1
$

2
3

See Appendix Bfor figures to be inserted here.

4

5
6
7

8
The administrator will exceed the above maximums when necessary for
households having members with special dietary needs. The administrator
may require a doctor's statement verifying there is a special dietary need
requiring an expenditure for food that is greater than the ordinance maxi·
mums.
b) Housing. The administrator will provide assistance with rent or
mortgage payments that are reasonable and within the allowed maximum
levels below. It is the applicant's responsibility to find suitable housing,
although the administrator may help .the applicant find housing when
appropriate. The administrator will inform the applicant of the allowed
housing maximums to assist the applicant in his/her search for housing. The
allowed maximum for any applicant will be the categorical housing maximum
representing the minimum dwelling unit space necessary to adequately
shelter the applicant household. Applicants requesting assistance for
housing that contains more bedrooms than are necessary for the number of
household members will be provided assistance according to the maximum
level for the number of rooms actually needed.
Rental payments to relatives. The municipality may elect to not issue
any rental payment to an applicant's relatives unless the rental relationship
has existed tor at least three months and the applicant's relative{s) rely on
the rental payment for their basic needs. For the purpose of this section, a
"relative" is defined as the applicant's parents, grandparents. children,
grandchildren, siblings. parent's siblings, or any of those relatlve's children
(22 M.R.SA § 4319.2).
Rental payments to private homes. When applicants are living in
private homes or sharing dwelling units with other people who are not
requesting general assistance, the amount allowed as the applicant's
shelter expense will be the applicant's prorata share of the actual, total
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shelter cost, up to the ordinance maximum (22 M.R.S.A. § 4301.6).
Any housing assistance issued to a recipient in such a circumstance will
be issued, whenever reasonably possible, to the landlord or property owner
with the most superior interest in the property: i.e., to a landlord before a
tenant. or to a mortgagee before a mortgagor.
When the municipality issues in aggregate more than $600 In rental
payments to any landlord in any calendar year, a 1099 form declaring the
total amount of rental payments issued during the calendar year will be
forwarded to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) pursuant to IRS regulation.
See section 6041 (a) of Internal Revenue Code.
Any landlord wishing to regularly receive rental payments from the
municipality on behalf of applicants renting rooms from the landlord's own
residence must, at a minimum, make a good faith effort to obtain a lodging
license from the Department of Human Services, Division of Health Engineering, pursuant to 10·144A Code of Maine Regulations, Chapter 201, as
a condition of that landlord receiving future general assistance payments on
behalf of his or her tenants.
Mortgage payments, In the case of a request tor assistance with a
mortgage payment, the general assistance administrator will make an
individual factual determination of whether the applicant has an immediate
need for such aid. In making this determination, the administrator will
consider the extent and liquidity of the applicant's proprietary Interest in the
housing. Factors to consider in making this determination include:
( 1) the marketability of the shelter's equity,
(2) the amount of equity,
(3) the availability of the equity Interest in the shelter to provide the
applicant an opportunity to secure a short-term loan In order to meat
immediate needs,
(4) the extent to which liquidation may aid lhe applicant's financial
rehabilitation,
(5) a comparison between the amount of mortgage obligations and
the anticipated rental charges the applicant would be responsible for If
he/she were to be dislocated to rental housing,
(6) the imminence of the applicant's dislocation from owned housing
because of his/her lnabilityto meet the mortgage payments,
(7) the likelihood that the provision of housing assistance will
prevent such dislocation, and
(8) the applicant's age; health, and social situation.
These factors shall be consideredwhen determining whether the equity in
the shelter is an available asset which may be substituted for the assistance
the municipality would otherwise be required to provide .. tf afterreviewing
the above criteria the administr~tor determines that: (1) the monthly mort·
gage obligation is in accordance with the maximum levels of.assistance
available for housing appropriate to the applicant's household size: (2) there
is no capacity in the accumulated equity in the property, when considered In
the context of the applicant's borrowing capacity with the mortgagee or the
general lending community, to suspend the mortgage obligation temporarily
or reamortize the mortgage In such a way as to suspend or reduce the
mortgage obligation; and (3) the failure to provide a mortgage payment in a
timely manner could jeopardize the applicant's continued right Of possession
of the property, then the administrator shall consider issuing a benefit In
response to the applicant's request for mortgage assistance to the extent
the applicant is otherwise eligible for general assistance.
If a mortgage payment is necessary, the administrator will pay the actual
amount due, up to the amount allowed according to the maximum levels
listed below. After an initial application, assistance with such payments will
be given only after the applicant has made all reasonable efforts to borrow
against the equity of his/her home. If there is not sufficient equity In the home
with which to secure a loan, and If the monthly mortgage payments are not
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realistically in line with the rental rates for similar housing in the area that
could meet the applicant's needs, the administrator will Inform the applicant
that he/she is responsible tor finding alternative housing within his/her ability
to pay and will be obligated to make all reasonable efforts to secure such
housing.
I.lam;. The municipality may place a lien on the property in order to
recover its costs of granting assistance with mortgage payments .(22
M.R.S.A. § 4320). No lien may be enforced against a recipient except upon
his/her death or the transfer of the property. Further, no lien may be enforced
against a person who is currently receiving any form ot public assistance, or
who would again become eligible for general assistance If the .lien were
enforced.
tt the municipality determines that it is appropriate to place a lien on a
person's property to recover its costs of providing general assistance for a
mortgage payment It must file a notice of the lien with the county registry of
deeds where the property is located within 30 days of making the mortgage
payment That filing shall secure the municipality's or the state's interest in
an amount equal to the sum of that mortgage payment and all subsequent
mortgage payments made on behalf of the .same eligible person, plus
Interest and costs. Not less than 10 days prior to filing the lien In the registry,
the municipal officers must send notice to the owner of the real estate, the
general assistance recipient, and any record holder of the. mortgage by
certified mail, return receipt requested, that a lien on the property is going to
be filed with the registry. This notice must clearly inform the recipient of .the
limitations upon enforcement plus the name, title, a.ddress and telephone
number of the person who granted the assistance. The municipal officers
must also give written notice to the recipient each time the arno.unt secu.red
by the lien is increased because of an additional mortgage payment or the
imposition of Interest. This notice must include the same lnformationthat
appeared on the original intent·to-flle notice sent to the recipient.
The municipality will charge interest on the amount of money secured.by
the lien. The municipal officers will establish.the intere.st rate not to exceed
the maximum rate of Interest allowed by the State Treasurer to.be charged
against delinquent taxes, The .interest will accrue fromthe.date the lien.ls
filed,
Property taxes. In the event an applicant requests assistance with his/.
her property taxes, the administrator wlll Inform the applicant that there .are
two procedures on the local level to request that relief:the poverty abate'.
ment process (36 M.S,RA § 841(2)) and .Genera!Assistance. Uthe
applicant chooses to seek property tax assistance through General Assistance, or if the applicant is denied a poverty tax abatement, the administrator
may consider using general assistance to meet this. need .only .If:
a) the property tax in question Is for the applicant's place of residence;
b) there is a tax lien on the property which is due to mature with.in 60 days
of the date of application;
c) as a matter of municipal policy or pnlctice, or on .the .basis .of
information obtained from the applicant's mortgagee, if any, Jtis reasonably
certain that a tax lien foreclosure will result in subsequent eviction from the
residential property; and
d) the applicant, with sufficient notice, applies for property tax relief
through the Maine Resident Property Tax Program, when available.
Housing maximums. The maximum levels of housing assistance
contained in this ordinance have been derived either from e tocally.accom,
pllshed fair market rental survey or the fair market rental values developed
by the United States Department of Housing and urban Development
(HUD). II the maximum levels of housing are derived from the HUD values
made effective as of every October 1, and adjusted to disregard the current
and averaged utility allowances as developed by the Maine State Housing
Authority, those levels are hereby incorporated by reference. If and when
the maximum levels of housing contained in this ordinance are derived from
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a locally developed fair market rental survey, a record of that survey will be
submitted to the Department of Human Services, General Assistance Unit,
and the maximum levels of housing assistance will be incorporated into this
ordinance pursuant to the ordinance adoption and amendment procedures
found at 22 M.R.$.A. § 4305.
The maximum amounts allowed for housing are;
No. of Bedrooms

0
1
2

Unheated
Weekly
Monthly

$

$

Heated
weekly
Monthly

$

$

(See Appendix Cfor figures to insert here)

3
4
c) Utilities. Expenses for lights, cooking, and hot water will be budgeted
separately if they are not included .in the rent. Applicants are responsible for
making arrangements with the utility company regarding service, including
entering into a special payment arrangement if necessary.
Assistance will be granted to eligible applicants on the basis of their most
recent bill. The municipality is not obligated to pay back bills or utility security
deposits. Exceptions may be made in emergency situations pursuant to
section 4.9. Disconnection of Utility service will not be considered an
emergency in all cases. The administrator will make an individual, factual
analysis to determine If the termination of utility .service constitutes an
emergency. The administrator will consider the household composition, the
time of year, the age and health of the household members, and other
appropriate factors in reaching a .decision, .Applicants who had sufficient
income, money, assets or other resources to pay their utility bill when .it was
received, but who spent ell or part of their income on Items .which we.re not
basic necessities, will not be eligible to receive general assistanoeto replace
those funds. Applicants have the burden of providing evidence of!heir
income and use of income for the applicable time period (22.M,RS.A .. §
4308.2, see section 4.9). The administrator will notify applicants in writing
that they must give the edmlnlstratorpromptnotlce if their utility.servlcEI is to
be terminated or if their fuel supply is low, It .Is the applicant's responsibility
to attempt to make arrangements with the utility company to maintain their
service and to notify the administrator if assistance is needed with a utility bill
prior to service being terminated.
Electricity Maximums for Households Without Electric Hot Water.
The maximum amounts allowedJor utllltles for Hghts, cooking, .and other
electric uses, excluding electric hotwater are;
No. lo Household
1
2
3
4
5
6

weekly

M()nthfy

$14.00
$ 60.00
1570
67.50
17.45
75.00
19.20
82.50
21 .00
90.00
22.70
97.50
Addition.al members, add .$7 .50/month

Electricity Maximums for Households that use Electrically Heated
Hot Water. The maximum amount allowed for electric utilities for dwelling
units that have electrically heated hot water shall be $70. par month for the
first member of the household. with an additional $10 per month for each
additional household member.
No. In Household
1
2

3

Weekly

!i/lonthly

$16.30
18,60
21,00

$ 70.00
80.00

90.00
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100.00
110.00
120.00

23.30
25.60
.27.90

4

5

6
Note: For electrically heated households, the maximum amount
allowed for electrical utilities per month shall be the sum of the appropriate
maximum amount under this subsection and the appropriate maximum
amount for fuel as provided below.
In accordance with the following conditions, the administrator may allow
as a budgetabte expense the amount of an applicant's summer-loaded
special payment arrangement (SPA) or budget payment arrangement
(BPA), as calculated by the electric utility and entered into by the applicant,
even when the arranged payment amount exceeds the above maximums or
actual usage:

1) The SPA or BPA, when annualized, does not exceed the above
monthly maximums, when annualized, for non,electrically heated. dwelling units.
2) The SPA or BPA, when annualized, does not exceed the above
monthly maximums and the fuel assistance maximums, wh.en annual·
tzed, for electrically heated dwelling units.
3) The administrator determines, in consultation with the utility, that the
payment arrangement does not include in any part the installment
payment of past debt unless the municipality guaranteed to the utility the
allowance of such an arrangement as a condition of averting a
disconnection.
Pursuant to the use-of-income requirements in section 6.6 of this
ordinance, whenever the administrator budgets for SPA's orBPA's under
this section, the recipient will be required to pay the SPA or BPAhim or
herself to the extent of the income capacity of the household.
Non·electrlc Utilities. The allowed.amount for water. and sewer utility
service will be budgeted at the actual 30-day costfor those servtcas.
d) Fuel. Expenses for ho!Tle heatingwtllbe budgeted according to the
actual need for fuel during the heating season (September through May)
provided such expenses are reasonable, and at other times during the year
when the administrator determines the request for fuel assistance is reasonable and appropriate.
Assistance will be granted to eligible applicants on the basis of their most
recent bill. The municipality is notresponsiblefor back.bills.except lnan
emergency as provided in section 4,9. Applicants are resporslble for
monitoring their fuel supply and requesting assistance prior to depleting their
fuel supply, When applicants who have be.en informed of this responsibility
run out of fuel nonetheless, and can show no just cause for falling to give the
administrator timely notice of their need for fuel, the administrator.shall find
that the emergency was not beyond theapplicants' control, and process the
emergency request accordingly, pursuant to section 4.9 of this ordinance,
When considering requests for healing fuel, eligible applicants will be
granted assistance with the actual amount necessary up to the following
maximums:

month
September
October
November
December

gallons
50
100
200
200

gallons

month

225
225

January
February
March
April
May

125

125
50

When the dwelling unit is heated electrically, the maximum amount
allowed for heating purposes will be calculated by multiplying the number of
gallons of fuel allowed for that month by the current price per gallon.
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When fuels such as wood, coal and/or natural gas are used for heating
purposes, they will be budgeted at actual rates, if they are reasonable. No
eligible applicant shall be considered to need more than 7 tons of coal per
year, 8 cords of wood per year. 126,000 cubic feet of natural gas per year,
or 1000 gallons of propane.
e) Personal Care and Household Supplies. Expenses for ordinary
personal and household supplies will be budgeted and allowed according tc
the applicant's actual need for these items, up to the maximums below.
Personal and household supplies include: hand soap, toothpaste, shampoo, shaving cream, deodorant, dish detergent, laundry supplies and costs,
household cleaning supplies, razors, paper products such as toilet paper,
tissues, paper towels, garbage/trash bags, and lightbulbs.
No. in Household

1-2
3-4
5-6
7 -8

Weekly Amount

Monthly Amount

$ 8.20
9.30
10.50
11 .60

$35.00
40.00
45.00
50.00
Additional persons in the household will be budgeted at $1.25 perweek
or $5 a month.
When an applicant can verify expenditures for .the following items, a
special supplement will be budgeted as necessary Jor households .with
children under 5 years of age for items such as cioth or disposable diapers,
laundry powder, oil, shempoo, and ointment up to the.following.amounts:
No. of Children

1
2
3
4

Weekly

Monthly

$10.50
15.10

$45
65
00
110

~M

25.60

f) Other B.asic Necessities. Expenses falling under this sectionwlll be
granted when they are deemed essential to an applicant's or recipient's
health and safety by the general assistance administrator and, .in some
cases, upon verification by a physician. Assistance will be. granted .(lryly
when .these necessities cannot .be obtained through )he ·Utilization of
available resources.
1) Clothing. The municipality• may ..assist a household .with. the
purchase of adequate clothing.< Before assistance will be grantedJor
clothing, the general assistance administrator must.be satisfied .that the
applicant has utilized all available resources .to .secure .the necessary
clothing. In some .circumstances, clothing will be .a postponable item.
Exceptions to this would be,forexample, iUire, flood or unusually cold
weather makes extra clothing an immediate necessity, special.clothing is
necessary for the applicant's employment, or a household member is
without adequate clothing.
2) Medical. The municipality will pay toressentia.1 med.ical expenses,
other than hospital bills (see below), provided!hatthernunicipality is.n(ltified
and approves the expenses and services prior to their being made or
delivered. Medical expenses include prescriptions, devices, treatments, or
services that are determined to be medically .necessary.by a licensed
physician. The municipality will grantassistance .for medical services only
when assistance cannot be obtained from any .other ;source and ..the
applicant would not be able to receive necessary medical care wi.thout the
municipality's assistance. The applicant Is required to utilize any resource,
including any federal or state program, that will .diminish. his/her need to seek
general assistance for medical expenses. The municipality will grant
assistance for non-emergency medical services only if a physician verifies
that the services are essential. Provided there is no cost to Iha applicant, the
administrator may require a second medical opinion from a physician
designated by the municipality to verity the necessity of the services.
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Generally, the municipality will issue general assistance at the established Medicaid rates for all medical services. prescriptions, or other medical
commodities. Before authorizing general assistance tor any medical expenses, the administrator will inform the pharmacy or medical service
provider of the municipality's intention to pay for the medical service at the
Medicaid rate, and ask to be billed accordingly.
Ordinary medical supplies/non-prescription drugs will be budgeted at
the actual amount when the applicant can demonstrate a need for such
items. Allowable supplies include bandages, aspirin, cough syrup, and other
generic brand, non-prescription medicines. In addition, the basic monthly
rate for telephone service will be budgeted when a telephone is essential to
the health and safety of the household. In order for telephone service to be
considered an allowable expense the applicant must provide. a written
statement from a physician certifying that the telephone is essential.
3) Hospital bills. In the event of an emergency admission to the
hospital, the hospital must notify the administrator within 5 business days of
the admission. Notification must be by telephone, confirmed by certified
mail, or by certified mail only. If a hospital falls to give timely notice to the
administrator, the municipality will have no obligation to pay the bill.
Any person who cannot pay his/her hospital bill must apply to the
hospital for consideration under the hospital's charity care program as
provided in Title 22 M.R.S.A. § 396-F(1 ), ·.Anyone who is not eligible for the
hospital's charity care program may apply for general assistance.Applicants
must apply for assistance within 30 days of being discharged from the
hospital and provide a notice from the hospital certifying thaUhey re not
eligible for the hospital's charity care program.
Before the administrator will conside.r whether to allow a llospital bill as
a necessary expense, the applicant must enter into a reasonable payment
arrangement with the hospital. The payment arrangementwrn be based
upon the Medicaid rate. In determining an applicant's eligibility, the
municipality will budget the monthly payment to the hospital .the applicant
has agreed to pay. The applicant's need for assistance with a hospital bill
will be considered each time he/she applies by Including the amount of.the
.bill in the applicant's monthly budget, but the recipient will bEI responsible for
making any necessary payments to the hospital pursuant to the use,of·
income requirements found at .section 6.6 of this ordinance.
4) Dental. The municipality will pay for medically necessary dental
services only. As is the case with medical services generally, themunicipal·
ity will issue general assistance for dental services at the established
Medicaid rates tor those services, and before authorizing the general
assistance benefit for dental services, the administrator will inform .the
dentist or dental surgeon of the municipality's intention to pay attt)e Medicaid
rate. If full mouth extractions are necessary, the municipality will pay for
dentures provided the applicant has no other resources to pay for the
dentures. The applicant will be referred to a dental clinic in the area
whenever possible. The admlnistratorwill expactthe applicant to bear a ·
reasonable part of the cost fordental services, including extractions and
dentures, taking into account the applicant's ability to pay.
5) Eye Care. In order to be eligible to receive general assistance for
eyeglasses, an applicant must have his/hermedical need ·Certified by a
person licensed to practice optometry. The general assistance administrator will provide assistance for eyeglasses to eligible persons only after the
applicant has exhausted all other available resources.
6) Work-related expenses. In determining need, reasonable and
actual work·relatad expenses will be deducted from earned income, These
expenses include transportation at the actual costs not to exceed $.28 per
mile. child care costs, work clothes and supplies. The applicant Is required
to provide documentation substantiating the costs and that the expenses
were necessary.
7) Travel expenses. In determining need, necessary travel which is not
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work-related will be budgeted if the applicant can satisfy the adminlslrator
that the prospective need for travel is necessary. For applicants in rural
areas, weekly transportation to a supermarket will be considered, as will any
medically necessary travel. The rate at which such necessary travel will be
budgeted Is $.28/mile, and this rate shall be construed to subsidize all costs
associated with automobile ownership and operation, including gas/oil,
tires, maintenance, insurance, financing, licensing/registration, excise tax,
etc.
8) Burials, Cremations. Under the circumstances and in accordance
with the procedures and limitations described below, the municipality
recognizes its responsibility to pay for the burial or cremation of eligible
persons.
Funeral Director must give timely notice; In order forthe municipality
to be liable for a burial or cremation expense, the funeral director must notify
the administrator prior to the burial or cremation or by the end of the next
business day following the funeral director' receipt of the body, whichever.is
earlier (22 M.R.$.A. §4313.2). This contact by the funeral director shall
begin the process of developing an application for burial/cremation assistance on behalf of the deceased. It is the funeral director's responsibility to
make"' good-faith effort to determine if the family or any other persons.are
goin.g to pay all or part of the burial expenses. If family members or others
are unable to pay the expenses, and the funeral director wants the munici·
pality to pay all or part of the expenses.the funeral director must make timely
contact to the municipal administrator. In addition, the funeral director may
refer legally liable relatives to the administrator so that a timely determination
of financial capacity may be accomplished.
Application for assistance shall be created on behalf of the de·
ceased: For the purposes of determining residency, calculating eligibility
and issuing general assistance for burial or cremation purposes. an applica,
tion for .assistance shall be created by the administrator on behalf .of the
deceased.
With regard to residency, the municipality of responsibility for .burial
expenses shall be the municipality in which the eligible deceased person
was a resident at the time of death as residency is determined under section
4.10 of this ordinance.
Although legally liable relatives may· be asked to provide information
regarding their income, assets, and basic living expenses, that information
will not be construed as an application for general assistance inasmuch as
living persons are not eligible for burial assistance. To clarify this point of
law, although legally llablerelatives have a financial responslbllityto pay for
the burial or cremation of their relatives, tharfinancial responsibility only
exists to the extent the legally liable relatives have a financial capacity to do
so. Therefore, legally liable relatives who are eligible for general assistance,
by virtue of their eligibility, have no legal obligation to pay for the burial or
cremation of their relatives. Forthesereasons, all general assistance issued
for burial or cremation purposes shall be issued on behalf of, and in the name
of, the deceased.
The financial responsibility of certain family members: Grandparents, parents, siblings, children and grandchildren of the deceased, who live
in Maine or own property in Maine. areJinancially responsible !orthe burial
or cremation of the deceased to 1he extent those relatives, individually or as
a group, have a financial capacity to pay for the burial or cremation either in
lump sum or by means of a budgeted payment arrangementwlth theJuneral
home, Accordingly, at the request of the administrator, all legally liable
relatives must provide t.he municipal administrator with any reasonably
requested information regarding their income, assets, and basic living
expenses.
Consideration of the financial responsibility of family members.
Generally, when the administrator can make a finding that one or more of the
deceased's legally liable relatives have an obvious and demonstrable
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financial capacity to pay for the burial or cremation, by lump sum payment
or by means of a reasonable payment arrangement, the municipality will not
grant the requested burial or cremation assistance. When the administrator
is unable to make such a finding, the following proration of familial responsibility will be implemented.
Proration of familial responsibility. A proration of familial financial
responsibility will be used when no legally liable relative possesses an
obvious and demonstrable capacity to pay for the burial or cremation, but
one or more of the financially liable relatives Is found to have a financial
capacity to make a partial financial contribution, or the administrator is
unable to determine the financial capacity of one or more of said relatives.
Under these circumstances, each legally liable relative is considered to be
responsible for his or herprorata share of the total municipal contribution that
would exist if no legally liable relatives had a financial capacity to contribute,
Furthermore, and as long as all other eligibility factors have been satisfied,
the municipality will provide as a burial or cremation benefit the aggregate
of all prorate shares less the share of any legally liable relative who refuses
to cooperate with the administrator by providing information or documenta·
lion reasonably necessary to determine that relative's financial capacity, and
less any share or part of a share attributable to a legally liable relative who
can financially contribute or partially contribute toward the burial or cremation to the extent of that ralative's share.
Ten days to determine eligibility: The administrator may take up .to
1O days from the date of contact by the funeral director to issue a written
decision regarding the amount ofthe municipal contribution toward the burial
or cremation. The 10·day eligibility determination period from the date of
contact by the funeral director shall be used as necessary to make third-party
collateral contacts, verify the listing of legally liable family members an.d
determine their respective .financial capacities to contribute to the burial.or
cremation, contact the personal representative Of the deceased'J> estate, If
any, and other related administrative tasks. The administrator shall not use
this 10-day period allowed by law to unreasonably delay the municipality's
decision.
The municipal obligation to pay when legally liable relatives or
others can contribute: The figures provided In this section are the
maximum benefits provided by the municipality when .no. contributions
toward the burial or cremation are available from any other source .. To the
extent any legally liable relatives of the deceased have a financial capacity
to pay tor the burial or cremation, that financial capacity shall be deducted
from the maximum burial costs allowed by this section.· In addition. any other
.benefits or resources that are av.ailable, such as Social Security .burial
benefits, veterans' burial benefits, or contributions.from other.persons, will
be deducted from the maximum amount the municlpality will .pay, except
there will be no deduction from the municipal benefit level with respect to any
contribution provided for the purpose of publishing an obituary notice up .to
an aggregate contribution limit for this purpose of $75 when a paid receipt
demonstrating the purchase of an obituary notice is provided to the administrator.
Burial expanses. The administratorwill respect the wishes of family
members with regard to whether the deceased is interred by means of burial
or cremated. The maximum amount of general assistance granted tort.he
purpose of burial Is $1,125, with additional payments, Where there is.an
actual cost, for: ( 1) the wholesale cost of a cement liner If the cemetery bylaws require one; (2) the opening and closing of.the grave site; and {3) a lot
in the least expensive section of the cemetery; If the municipality Is able to
provide a cemetery lot In a municipally-owned cemetery or in a cemetery
under municipal control, the cost of the cemetery lot in any other cemetery
will not be paid by the municipality.
The municipality's obligation to provide funds for burial purposes is
limited to a reasonable calculation of the funeral director's direct costs, not
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to exceed the maximum amounts of assistance described in this. section.
Allowable burial expenses are limited to: removal of the body from a local
residence or institution: a secured death certificate or obituary; embalming;
a minimum casket: a reasonable cost for necessary transportation; and
other reasonable and necessary specified direct costs, as itemized by the
funeral director and approved by the municipal administrator,
Cremation expenses. In the absence of any objection by any family
members of the deceased, or when neither the administrator nor the funeral
director can locate any family members, the administrator will Issue general
assistance for cremation services. The maximum amount of assistance
granted fora cremation shall be $785, with additional payments, where there
is an actual cost, tor a cremation lot .in .the least expansive sect.Ion of the
cemetery. a reasonable cost tor a burial urn not to exceed $50,, and
transportation costs borne by the funeral director at a reasonable rate pet
mile for transporting the remains to and from the cremation facility.
9) Capital Improvements. The costs associated with capital improvements/repairs (e.g .• heating/water/septic system repair) will generally not be
budgeted as a basic necessity, Exceptions can be made only when the
capital improvemenVrepair .has been pre,approved by the administrator .as
a necessary expense and the monthly cost of th.a capital improvemenVrepair
has been reduced as far as reasonably possible; for example, by means of
the applicant entering into an installment payment arrangement with the
contractor. The administrator may grant general assistance for .capital
improvements when; 1) the failure to do sowould.placethe.applicant(s).in
emergency circumstances; 2) there.. are no otherresources avallable to
effect the capital repair; and 3) there is no more cost,effective alter.native
available to the applicant or municipality to alleviate an emergency situati9n.
In some cases, the entire immediate cost of the capital improvement can be
mitigated by the applicant entering into an Installment payment .arrangement
with a contractor. The municipality reserves the right to placea lien on any
property pursuant to 22 M.RSA § 4320when general assistancehas be.en
used to effect a capital improvement. The lien process .shallbe accomplished in the same manner as for mortgage payments, as described .in
subsection (b), above.

fl

Section 6.9 Notice of decision
Written decision. The adminlstratorwill give a written decision to.each
applicant after making a determination of eligibility each time a person
applies. The decision will be given I? theapplicant wlthin24 hours of
receiving an application (22 M,RS,A. §.4305.3;SeeArtlcle IV, section 4.6).
In order to ensure that applicants understand their rights, it is the
responsibility ot the general assist~nce .administrator.to explain the appli·
cants' right to a fair hearing inthe written notice of decision.
Contents. After an application has been completed, applicants will be
given written notice of any decision ooncernlngtheirellgibllity for assistance.
In addition to the contents of a written decision listed in section 4.6 of this
ordinance, the notice will state that applicants:
a) have the right to a fair hearing .and. the. method by which they rna.y
obtain a fair hearing and;
b) have the right to contact the Department of HumafrServlces If they
believe the municipality has violated the law. The decision will state the
method for notifying the department.
Disbursement of general assistance. Except when determined
impractical by the administrator. all general assistance will be provided .in the.
form of a voucher or purchase order payable to a vendor or through direct
municipal payment to a provider of goods .or services. General assistance
will not be issued in the form of a cash payment to an applicant unless there
is no alternative to making such a cash payment, In which case the
administrator shall document the circumstances for issuing general assistance in the form of cash. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4305.6),
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ARTICLE VII
The Fair Hearing
Section 7 .1 Right to

a fair hearing

Within 5 working days of receiving a written notice of denial, reduction
or termination of assistance, or within 1oworking days after any other act or
failure to act, the applicant or his/har authorized representative has the right
to request a fair hearing (22 M.R.S.A. § 4322). The right to review a decision
of the general assistance administrator is a basic right of the applicant to a
full evidantiary hearing and is not limited solely to a review of the decision
[Carson v. Oakland, 42A.2d170 (Me, 1982); Thibodeauv. Lewiston, Andro.
Sup. Ct. CV# 78-388].
Section 7.2 Method of obtaining a fair hearing
Upon receiving notification of the decision of the general assistance
administrator, all claimants will be informed of the method of obtaining a fair
hearing. All complaints that are not clear requests for a fair hearing will be
answered by a personal interview or In writing by the general assistance
administrator. If the client Is satisfied with the adjustment or explanation. the
administrator will make an entry .in the case record and file any correspondence involved.
Written request. To obtaina fair hearing, the claimant, or his/her
authorized representative.·must make.a written request within 5working
days of receiving the administrator's decision.to grant, deny, reduce or
terminate assistance, or within 10 working days after any other act or failure
to act. The administrator will make .available a prlnteo form for requesting
a fair hearing and will assist the .claimant in completing it if necessary. On
the printed form, the claimant wHI give the following information:
a) the decision on which revlewls sought;
b) the reason(s) for the cla.imant's dissatisfaction and why the claimant
believes he/she is eligible to receive assistance; and
c) .the relief sought by the claimant.
The administrator cannot deny or dismiss a request for a hearing unless
it has been withdrawn by the claimant.
Scheduling the fair hearing. Upon receipt of the completed written
request the fair hearing authority must meet .and .hold .the hearing within 5
working days. The administrator will notify the claimant in writing When and
where the hearing will be held (22 M..R.$.A. § 4322). In addition to the date,
time and place of the hearing, the notice of fair hearing .sent to the .claimant
shall include, at a minimum, the claimant's rights to:
a) be his or her own spokesperson at the fair hearing, orbe represented
by legal counsel or other spokesperson at the hearing, at the claimant's own
expense;
b) confront and cross-examine any witnesses presented at the hearing
against the claimant;
c) present witnesses on his orher own behalf.
Arrangements for the date, time, and place of the hearing will take Into
consideration the convenience of the clalmantand hearing authority. The
claimant will be given timely notice .to allow for preparation .and will also be
given adequate preliminary information about the hearing procedure JO
allow for ef'fectlve preparation of his/her case.
Section 7 .3 The fair hearing authority
The municipal officers will appoint a fair hearing authority that will review
decisions of the general assistance administrator when requested by any
claimant or the claimant's authorized representative. The authority Is
charged with the responsibility of ensuring that general assistance is
administered In accordance with the state law and local ordinance.
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The fair hearing authority may consist of the municipal officers, one or
more persons appointed by the municipal officers to act as the hearing
authority, or, if designated, the board of appeals created under 30·A
M.RS.A § 2691. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4322). In determining the organization of
the fair hearing authority, the municipal officers will use the following criteria.
The person(s) serving as lair hearing authority must:
a) not have participated in the decision which is the. subject of the
appeal;
b) be Impartial;
c) be sufficiently skilled in interviewing techniques to be able to obtain
evidence and the facts necessary to make a fair determination;
d) be capable of evaluating all evidence fairly and realistically, explain·
ing to the claimant the laws and regulations under which the administrator
operated, and interpreting to the administrator any evidence of unsound,
unclear, or inadequate policies, practices or actions.
Section 7.4 Fair hearing procedure
When a claimant requesting a fair hearing is notified of the date, time,
and place of the hearing in writing, .he/she will also ba given adequate
preliminary Information about the hearing procedure to allow for effective
preparation of his/her case. The claimant shall be permitted to review his/
har file prior to the hearing. At a minimum, the claimant will be told Iha
following information, Which will govern all fair hearings.All fair hearings will:
a) be conducted privately, and willbe open only to the claimant,
witnesses, legal counsel, or othe.rswhom the claimant wantspresent, and
the general assistance administrator. his/her agents, counsel and witnesses;
b) be opened with .a presentation of the issue by the fair hearing
authority;
c) be conducted informally, withourtechnicalrules of evidence, but
subject to the.requirements of due process;
d) allow the claimant and the administrator the option to present their
positions for themselves or wlththe aid .of others, including legal counsel;
e) give all participants an opportunity.lo present oral or written testimony
or documentary evidence, offer rebuttal; questlonwltnesses presented at
the hearing; and examine all evi.dence presented at the hearing;
f) result in a decision, based exclusively on evidence or testimony
presented at the hearing: and
g) be tapa recorded, and result In awrittan decision that Is given to the
claimant and filed with evidence. introduced at tha hearing. Tha lair hearing
authority will allow the claimant to establish all pertinent facts and circum·
stances, and to advance any arguments without undue interference. Information that tha claimant does not have an opportunity to hear or see will not
be used in the fair hearing decision or made part of tha hearing record. Any
material reviewed by the fair hearing authority must be made available to the
claimant or his/her representative .. · The claimant will be responsible for
preparing a written transcript If he/she wishes to pursue court action.
The fair hearing 'authority shall admit all evidence ii it is the kind of
evidence upon which reasonable parsons are .accustomed to rely in the
conduct of serious affairs. (22M.R.S,A. §4322).
Section 7,5 The fair hearing decision
The decision of the fair hearing authority will be binding on the general
assistance administrator, and will be communicated in writing to the claimant
within 5 working days after completion of the hearing. Written notice of the
decision will contain the following:
a) a statement of the issue;
b) relevant facts brought out at the hearing;
c) pertinent provisions in the law or general assistance ordinance
related to the decision;
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d) the decision and the reasons for it.
A copy of the notice of the decision will be given to the claimant. The
hearing record and the case record will be maintained by the .general
assistance administrator.
The written notice of the decision will state that if the claimant is
dissatisfied with the fair hearing decision, he/she has a further legal right to
appeal the decision pursuant to the Maine Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule
SOB. To take advantage of this right, the claimant must file a petition for
review with the Superior Court within 30 days of receipt of the fair hearing
decision.
When the decision by the fair hearing authority or court authorizes
assistance to the claimant, the assistance will be provided within 24 hours.

ARTICLE VIII
Recovery of Expenses
Recipients. The municipality may recover the full amount of assistance
granted to a person from either tha recipient or from any person liable for the
recipient, or his/her executors or administrators in a olvll action. Prior to
taking a recipient to court to recover the amount of assistance, the municipality will seek voluntary repayment from the recipient by notifying him/her
in writing and discussing It with the recipient. The municipality shall .not
attempt to recover such costs If, as a result of the repayment, the person
would again become eligible for general assistance (22 M.R.S.A § 4318).
Recipients anticipating workers' compensation benefits. The mu,
nicipality shall claim a lien for the value of all general assistance payments
made to a recipient on any lump sum payment made to that recipient un.der
the Workers' Compensation Act or similar law of any other state (22
M.R.SA. § 4318, 39-A M.R.S.A. § 106). After Issuing any general assistance
on behalf of a recipient .who has applied for or is receiving Workers'
Compensation, the municipality shall file a notice of tile municipalJlen with
the general assistance recipient and the Office .. of Secretary. of State,
Uniform Commercial Code diVlsion. The.notice of.lien shall l:leflled on.a
UCC-1 form which must be signed by the recipient of general assistance who
has applied for or is receiving Workers' Compensation. Any general assistance applicant who has applied for orwhojs.receiVing Workers' Compensation benefits and who refuses to sign a properly prepared UCC· 1 form wil.1
be found ineligible to receive general assistance.until he or she provides the
required signature. The municipality shall also $end a photocopy of that
filing to the recipient's Worker's Compensation attorrn:iy, if krown, th!')
applicant's employer or the employer's insurance.company, snd, atthe
administrator's discretion, to the Workers' Compensation.Bosrcl. The lien
shall be enforced at the time any lump sum Workers'. Comperisation benefit
is issued.
Recipients of SSI. All applicants who receive .general assistance whHe
receipt of their Supplemental Security Income (SSI) assista11ce is pending
or suspended, and which therefore may be retroactively Issued to.the
applicant at a later date, will be required to.sign a statement on an Interim
Assistance Agreement form distributed by the Department of Human Services that authorizes the Social Security Administration to direct a portion of
any retroactive SSI payment to the municipality and/or the state in repayment for the general assistance granted. Any general assistance applicant
who has applied for or who may be applying for SSI, or who may be required
to apply for SSI pursuant to 22 M.R.S.A. §4317, and who refuses to sign the
Interim Agreement SSI authorization form will be found ineligible to receive
general assistance until he or she provides the required signature (22
M.RSA §4318).
Relatives. The spouse ot an applicant, and the parents of any applicant
under the age of 25, are liable tor the support of the applicant (22 M.R.S.A.
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§4319). In addition, grandchildren, children. siblings, parents and grand par·
ents are liable for the bLJrial costs of each other. The municipality considers
these relatives to be available resources and liable for the support of their
relatives in proportion to their respective ability. The municipality may
complain to any court of competent jurisdiction to recover any expenses
made on the behalf of a recipient if the relatives fail to fulfill their responsibility. (22 M.R.S.A. § 4319).

ARTICLE IX
Severability
Should any section or provision of this ordinance be declared by the
courts to be invalid, such decision shall not Invalidate any other section or
provision of the ordinance.
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APPENDIX A

Effective date; 1011196
Effective until: 1011197

Total Monthly Allowed GA Maximums at 11 Oo/o of HUD
(with averaged rates for metropolitan areas)
Persons In Household

COUNTY

1

2

3

4

5

6

•Androscoggin SMSA

338

417

546

682

764

839

$75/person

*Androscoggin (Non-SMSA)

341

420

559

699

782

857

$75/person

"Aroostook

341

399

513

653

751

826

$75/person

'Cumberland SMSA

452

516

683

891

1,011 1,086

$75/person

·cumberland (Non-SMSA)

498

530

677

921

1,056 1, 131

$75/person

•Franklin

348

399

513

653

751

826

$75/person

*Hancock

367

450

557

702

779

854

$75/person

•Kennebec

354

442

532

667

751

826

$75/person

•Knox

341

439

570

759

800

875

$75/person

Additional persons

municipalities
Auburn
Greene
Lewiston
Lisbon
Mechanic Falls
Poland
Sabattus
Turner
Wales

municipalities
Brunswick
Cape Elizabeth
Casco
Cumberland
Falmouth
Freeport
Gorham
Gray
No. Yarmouth
Portland
Raymond
Scarborough
So.Portland
Standish
Westbrook
Windham
Yarmouth

COUNTY
*Lincoln
•oxford

5
443

493

(34f ""399
.. -·---··-,-,,,.,, _____ ~,.----'"'"

Additional persons
996
$75/person

6

561

780

921

513

653

751-- "82i3''\

--·"·--·----··--m,.•~~·•n-

$75/person

... ,~--•----- -- - ' -

*Penobscot SMSA
municipalities
Bangor
Brewer
Eddington
Glenburn
Hampden
Hermon
Holden
Kenduskeag
Milford
Old Town
Orono
Orrington
Penobscot Indian Township
Veazie

357

427

548

707

784

859

$75/person

'Penobscot (Non-SMSA)

341

399

513

653

751

826

$75/person

'Piscataquis

341

399

513

653

751

826

$75/person

'Sagadahoc

480

549

677

901 1, 111 1, 186

$75/person

'Somerset

356

407

513

653

770

845

$75/person

Waldo SMSA

357

427

548

707

784

859

$75/person

'Waldo (Non-SMSA)

341

399

513

653

751

826

$75/person

'Washington

341

399

513

653

751

826

$75/person

'York SMSA
municipalities
Berwick
Biddeford
Buxton
Eliot
Hollis
Kittery
Limington
Old Orchard Beach
Saco
Sanford
So.Berwick
York

443

553

682

864 1,016 1,091

$75/person

'York (Non-SMSA)

420

548

646

807

$75/person

municipalities
Winterport

903

978

APPENDIX B
Effective date: 1011196
Effective until: 1011197
The maximum amounts allowed for food are established in accordance with
the U.S.D.A. Thrifty Food Plan. Thr°.:t;itober 1997, those amounts are:

No. In Household
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Weekly

$ 27.90
51.20
73.30
93.00
110.50
132.60
146.50
167.40

Additional members, add $90/month.

Monthly
$120
220
315
400
475
570
630
720

Appendix C
Effective date: 1011196
Effective until: 1011197

Maximum Levels -- Housing

No. of
Bedrooms

0
1
2
3
4

Androscoggin County
Unheated
Weekly
Monthly

$53
65
87
109
116

$229
278
372
467
499

Heated
Monthly
Weekly

$ 61
75
101
127
140

$263
324
436
548
600

Aroostook County
No. of
Bedrooms

0
1

2
3
4

Unheated
Monthly
Weekly

$52
58
73
94
104

$222
249
315
406
446

Heated
Weekly
Monthly

$62
72
93
119
135

$267
310
400
513
580

Cumberland County
No. of
Bedrooms

0
1
2
3
4

Unheated
Weekly
Monthly

$87
88
111
155
174

$373
378
479
668
750

Heated
Weekly
Monthly

$ 95
99
126
174
198

$407
424
543
749
850

Franklin County
No. of
Bedrooms

Weekly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 53
58
73
94
104

Unheated
Monthly

$227
251
314
406
447

Weekly

$ 63
72
92
119
134

Heated
Monthly

$272
311
397
511
578

Hancock County
No. of
Bedrooms

Unheated
Weekly

Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 58
71
85
109
115

$251
303
367
467
493

Heated
Monthly
weekly

$67
81
100
127
138

$286
350
431
546
592

Kennebec County
No. of
Bedrooms

Weekly

Unheated
Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 56
69
81
102
110

$241
298
348
438
471

Heated
Monthly
Weekly

$ 64
80
96
121
133

$275
344
412
519
572

Knox County
No. of
Bedrooms

Weekly

Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 54
69
89
121
122

$230
295
382
521
525

Unheated

Heated
Weekly
Monthly

$ 61
79
104
140
144

$264
341
446
602
617

Lincoln County
No. Of
Bedrooms

0
1

2
3

4

Unheated
Weekly

Monthly

$ 75
80
87
126
146

$323
344
374
540
627

Heated
Monthly
Weekly

$ 83
91
192
144
169

$357
390
438
621
727

'
Oxford County
No. Of
Bedrooms
0

1
2
3
4

nheated
Weekly·

Monthly

$ 53
60
77
99
110

$229
259
330
426
471

Heated
Monthly
Weekly

$ 61
71
92
118
133

$263
305
394
507
572

Penobscot County
No. of
Bedrooms

Weekly

Unheated
Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 51
58
73
95
105

$220
248
315
408
450

Heated
Monthly
Weekly

$ 61
71

91
117
132

$263
305
392
504
569

Piscataquis County
No. of
Bedrooms

0
1

2
3
4

Unheated
Weekly

Monthly

$ 51
58
73
93
105

$221
249
315
400
450

Heated
Weekly
Monthly

$ 61
71
91
117
133

$264
306
392
504
570

Sagadhoc County
No. Of
Bedrooms

Weekly

Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 83
92
111
151
186

$356
395
479
650
800

Unheated

Heated
Weekly
Monthly

$ 91
103
126
170
209

$390
441
543
731
900

Somerset County
No. Of
Bedrooms

Unheated
Weekly

Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 55
60
73
94
108

$235
258
314
406
464

Heated
Monthly
Weekly

$65
74
92
119
138

$280
318
397
511
595

Waldo County
No. Of
Bedrooms

Weekly

Unheated
Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$53
60
77
99
110

$229
259
330
426
471

Heated
Monthly
Weekly

$ 61
71
92
118
133

$263
305
394
507
572

Washington County
No. of
Bedrooms

Weekly

Unheated
Monthly

0
1
2
3
4

$ 53
60
76
98
109

$227
257
327
423
468

Heated
Monthly
Weekly
$ 61

71
91
117
132

$262
304
391
502
567

York County
No. of
Bedrooms

Weekly

0
1
2
3
4

$70
92
105
131
142

Unheated
Monthly

$302
394
451
565
611

Weekly

$ 78
102
120
150
165

Heated
Monthly

$336
440
515
646
711

Municipalities in SMSA's (i.e., Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas· areas where
a municipality or a core of municipalities have a population of at least 50,000) should
consider the following figures. Refer to Appendix A to determine if your municipality
falls within a SMSA.
Androscoggin County
No. of
Bedrooms

0
1
2
3
4

Weekly

$ 52
63
,81
102
108

Unheated
M!>nthly

$224
272
348
437
466

Weekly

Heated
Monthly

$258
318
412
518
567

$ 60
74
96
121
132

Cumberland County
No. Of
Bedrooms

0
1
2
3
4

Weekly

$67
87
114
143
155

Unheated
Monthly

$289
372
490
614
668

Weekly

Heated
Monthly

$ 75
97
129
162
179

$323
418
554
695
768

Penobscot County
No. of
Bedrooms

0
1
2
3
4

Unheated
Weekly
Monthly

$ 58
70
88
118
119

$249
299
379
506
510

Heated
Weekly
Monthly

$ 68
83
106
140
146

$292
356
456
602
629

York County
No. of
Bedrooms

0
1
2
3
4

Unheated
Monthly
Weekly

$ 80
94
120
155
190

$344
404
517
667
816

Heated
Weekly
Monthly
1;

$ 88
105
135
174
213

$378
450
581
748
916

NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO BUILD OR REMODEL
TOWN OF WEST PARIS, MAINE
Section 1.

Purpose

To provide a means of notifying the Town of construction, alteration, placement, remodeling,
e:>..'}lansion or replacement of structures, decks and patios for assessment and tax purposes and to
assure the proposed activity complies with the provisions of the Town of West Paris land use
ordinances.

Section 2.
A

Authority and Administration
Authority
1.

This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Title 30-A, M.R.S.A., Section
3001.

2.

This Ordinance shall be lmowu as the "Notification oflutent to Build or
Remodel. Town of West Paris, Maine" adopted and effective by vote of
the Town Meeting on
pdc> I .

3./3

B.

Administration
1.

The Code Enforcement Officer shall administer and enforce the provisions of
this ordinance.

Section 3.

Notification

A

Notification
Before the construction, relocation, placement, expansion, remodeling or alteration of
any building is commenced, the owner or the owner's agent shall obtain and complete a
"Notification of Intentto Build or Remodel Form" which will be returned to the Town
Office and reviewed by the C.E.O. Within five (5) working days of the date of receipt
the C.E.O. will approve or disapprove the application.

B.

Life of Notification
The approval of a "Notification of Intent to Build or Remodel Form" shall become void
unless construction or foundation thereunder is commenced within one (1) year from the
date of approval. After one (1) year a new Notification ofintent to Build or Remodel
will have to be submitted.

C.

Plumbing
All plumbing and sewage disposal shall be in strict conformance with the State of
Maine Laws and the State Plumbing Code. Before approving any Notification the
owner or the owner's authorized agent shall show proof to the Code Enforcement
Officer that valid permits have been obtained for all interior plumbing and subsurface
sewage disposal systems.
·

Section 4.

Amendment to Ordinance
This Ordinance may be amended by a majority vote of the Legislative Body.

Section 5.

Enforcement

This Ordinance shall be enforced pursuant to Title 30-A. M.R.S.A. Section 4452
and all penalties and remedies contained within that statute, as amended, shall apply
to any violation of this Ordinance.
Section 6.

Conflicting provisions

Whenever the provisions of this Ordinance conflict or differ from those described
by any Federal or State Statute, Ordinance, or other regulation, that provision
which imposes the greater restriction for tl1e higher standard shall govern.
Section 7.

Validity

If any section clause, provision, portion of phrase of this Ordinance shall be held

invalid or unconstitutional by any court of competent authority, such holding shall
not affect, impair or invalidate any other section, clause, provision, portion or
phrase of this Ordinance.
Section 8.

Appeals

The Board of Appeals, may, upon written application of an aggrieved party and
after public notice, hear appeals from the determinations of Code Enforcement
Officer in the administration of this Ordinance. Such appeal shall be taken within
thirty (30) days from the date of the decision. Such hearings shall be held in
accordance with State laws. Following the hearing, the Board of Appeals may
reverse the decision of the Code Enforcement Officer upon finding that the decision ·
is clearly ccintrary to specific provisions of this Ordinance.
Section 9.

Definitions

Alteration:

Structural changes; rearrangement, change of location, addition;
including decks and patios.

Building:

Any structure having a roof or partial roof supported by columns or
walls used for shelter or enclosure of persons, animals, goods, or
property of ahy kind. The tenu shall also include a foundation.

Foundation:

The supporting substructure of.a building including but not limited
to basements, slabs, sills, posts or frost walls.

Relocation:

The moving of a building from one location or position to another.

Remodel:

The improvement to the exterior or interior of a building exclusive
of normal maintenance.

Expansion:

Addition of floor area to a building.

Deck:

A structure attached or detached from the principal structure that
may have railings or access to the ground.

Patio:

A level, landscaped, and/or surface area directly adjacent to the
principal structure and not covered by a pennanent roof.

TOWN OF WEST PARIS
LOITERING ORDINANCE

a. It shall be unlawful for any person to loiter, loaf, wander, stand or remain idle either alone and/or
in consort with others in a public place in such manner so as to:
1) Obstruct any public street, public highway, public sidewalk or any other public place or
building by hindering or impeding or tend to hinder or impede the free and uninterrupted
passage of vehicles, traffic or pedestrians.
2) Commit in or upon any public street, public place or building any act or thing which is an
obstruction or interference to the free and uninterrupted use of property or with any
business lawfully conducted by anyone in or upon or facing or fronting on any public
street, public highway, public sidewalk or any other public place or building, all of which
prevents the free and uninterrupted ingress, egress and regress, therein, thereon and
thereto.
Penalty: Any person upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than $25.00 and not
more than $100.00.
Loitering Ordinance was enacted on March 7, 1978 (Article 62).

MINIMUM LOT SIZE
ORDINANCE

For the
TOWN OF WEST PARIS

ENACTED:

CERTIFIED BY:

Town Cler](
Title

Affix Seal

TOWN OF WEST P AIUS
MINIMUM LOT SIZE ORDINANCE

SECTION I.

Purposes
The purposes of this Ordinance are to establish minimum lot sizes and setbacks in the Town of
West Paris in order to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the residents of West Paris.

SECTION II.

Authority and Administration

A

This Ordinance is adopted and hereafter amended pursuant to and consistent with Article VIII-A
of the State of Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, M.R.S.A., Section 3001.

B.

This Ordinance shall be administered and enforced by a Code Enforcement Officer appointed or
re-appointed annually by the Selectmen.

SECTION III.

Applicability
This Ordinance applies to all lots in the Town of West Paris, except those lots governed by the
Town of West Paris Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, upon which residential dwellings, multifamily strnctures, commercial, industrial and institutional buildings and their accessory
strnctures are to be located.

SECTION IV.

Amendments, Validity, Effective Date, Repeal of Existing Lot Size Standards

A. Amendments

1. Initiation of Amendments: An amendment to this Ordinance may be initiated by:
a.

The Planning Board, provided a majority of the Board has so voted;

b.

Request of the municipal officers; or

c.

Written petition of a number of voters equal to at least 10% of the number of
votes cast in the municipality at the last gubernatorial election.

2. Ti1e Planning Board shall hold a public hearing on the proposed amendment at least 14 days
prior to the meeting of the Governing Body. Notice of the public hearing shall be posted at the
town office at least 14 days prior to the public hearing. Notice of the hearing shall be published
at least two times in a newspaper of general circulation in the area. The date of the first notice
shall be at least 14 days before the hearing the date of the second notice shall be at least 7 days
before the hearing.
3. Adoption of Amendment: An amendment to this Ordinance may be adopted by a majority
vote of the Town Meeting.
B. Validity and Sever ability
Should any section or provision of this Ordinance be declared by any court to be invalid, such
decision shal1 not invalidate any other section or provision.
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C. Cont1ict With Other Ordinances
Th:is Ordinance shall not be construed to repeal any existing bylaws or ordinances, except as set
forth in Section IV. D., or to impair the provisions of private restrictions placed upon property,
provided, however, that where this Ordinance imposes greater restrictions, its provisions shall
control.

D. Effective Date
The effective date of this Ordinance is the elate of adoption by the town meeting. Adoption of
this Ordinance shall repeal any and all Minimmn Lot Size Ordinances previously adopted.

SECTION V.
A.

Enforcement
Nuisances
Any violation of this Ordinance shall be deemed to be a nuisance.

B.

Code Enforcement Officer
It shall be the duty of the Code Enforcement Officer to enforce the provisions of this Ordinance.

If the Code Enforcement Officer finds that any provision of this Ordinance is being violated, he
shall notify in writing the person responsible for such violation, indicating the nature of the
violation and ordering the action necessary to correct it . A copy of such notices shall be
maintained as a permanent record.

C.

Legal Actions
When the above action does not result in the correction or abatement of the violation or nuisance
condition, the Municipal Officers, upon notice from the Code Enforcement Officer, are liereby
authorized and directed to institute any and all actions and proceedings, either legal or equitable,
including seeking injunctions of violations and the imposition of fines, that may be appropriate
or necessary to enforce the provisions of this Ordinance in the name of the municipality.

D.

Fines
Any person, including but not limited to landowner, a landowner's agent or a contractor who
orders or conducts any activity in violation of this Ordinance shall be penalized in accordance
with Title 30-A M.R.S.A. Section 4452. Each day the violation exists shall be considered a
separate violation. Such persons shall also be liable for court costs and attorney fees incmred by
the mmucipality.

SECTION VI.
A.

Non conforming Lots
Vacant Non conforming Lots
A vacant and unimproved legally non conforming lot may be built upon provided the lot is in
separate ownership and not contiguous with any other lot in the same ownerslup and that all
provisions of this Ordinance can be met except road frontage and lot size. Variance of setback or
other requirements not involving lot area or width may be obtained only by action of the Board of
Appeals.
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B.

Non conforming Lots with Stmcture
A strncture which was built or placed on a legally non conforming lot prior to the time when the
lot became non conforming may be rebuilt, repaired, improved or replaced in conformity with the
dimensional requirements imposed by this Ordinance other than lot area and lot frontage.

C.

Contiguous Vacant Lots
If two or more vacant and unimproved contiguous lots were in the same ownership of record at
the time of adoption or amendment of this Ordinance, and , if all or part, of these lots does not
meet the dimensional requirements imposed by this Ordinance, the lots shall be combined to the
e;...1ent necessary to meet these standards and no division of the parcel made up of the combined
lots shall be made which creates any dimension or area which is less than the requirements
established by this Ordinance.

D.

Contiguous Built and Vacant Lots
If two or more contiguous lots or parcels are in single or joint ownership of record at the time of
or since adoption or amendment of this Ordinance, if any of these lots do not individually meet
the dimensional requirements of this Ordinance or subsequent amendments, and if one or more
are vacant or contain no principal structure the lots shall be combined to the e:x.1ent necessary to
meet the dimensional requirements.

E.

Transfer of Ownership
Ownership of legally non conforming lots together with the rights of use created by this section
may be transferred to subsequent owners.

F.

Illegal Reduction in Dimensions
No lot shall be reduced in any manner that violated the requirements of this Ordinance. Ifland is
subdivided, conveyed, divided or otherwise transferred in violation of this ordinance, no building
permit or other municipal permit shall be issued with reference to any of the land or lots so
reduced until all such land or lots fulfill the dimensional regulations.

SECTION Vll. Dimensional Requirements
A.

Single-Family Dwellings
For each single family dwelling and accessory strnctures (including manufactured housing not
located in a mobile home park) constrncted or placed, there shall be provided lot area road
frontage and setbacks as follows:
1.

30,000 sq. ft. minimum lot area (rights-of-way shall not be used in the calculation oflot
size);

2.

125 ft. minimum frontage along a public road;

3.

Minimum setbacks for Principal and Accessory Stmctures
a.

25 feet road/street measured from the road right-of-vmy;
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b.
c.
4.

B.

15 feet side yard; and
15 feet rear yard.

If more than one dwelling is constmcted on a single lot, all dimensional requirements
including frontage shall be met separately for each such dwelling, not withstanding
other provisions of this Ordinance.

Multi-Family Dwellings
For each multi-family dwelling unit, there shall be provided a minimum lot area, road frontage
and setbacks as follows:
1.

30,000 sq. ft. for the first dwelling unit, and 20,000 sq. ft. per unit for each additional
unit. Rights-of-way shall not be used in the calculation of lot size.

2.

125 ft. minimum frontage along a public road.

3.

Minimum setbacks for Principal and Accessory Stmctures
a.
b.
c.

C.

25 feet road/street measured from the road right-of-way;
15 feet side yard; and
15 feet rear yard.

4.

Lots of multi-family dwellings shall not exceed a ratio oflength (depth) to width
(frontage) of 3 to 1 with respect to the area required to satisfy Section VII B. 1.

5.

Strnctures existing on the effective date of this ordinance may be converted to multifamily dwellings without regards to lot size provided a permit is issued by the planning
board. Before issuing a permit the planning board shall find that off-street parking is
provided at a rate of two (2) per unit or one (1) per bedroom; the subsurface sewage
disposal system complies with Subsurface Waste water Disposal Rules and can be
e)qJanded or replaced; and all applicable local, State and Federal laws and mles are met.

Commercial/Industrial/Institutional
For each commercial/industrial/institutional building or complex, there shall be provided lot
areas as follows:
1.

30,000 sq. ft. minimum lot area

2.

125 ft. minimum frontage along a public road;

3.

Minimum setbacks for Principal and Accessory Strnctures
a.

b.
c.

25 feet road/street measured from the road right-of-way;
15 feet side yard; and
15 feet rear yard.
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SECTION VITI. Back Lots
A

Back lots may be developed for use if they are or can be provided with a right-of-way, it may be
used if the following conditions are met:

If a back lot is accessible only by a legally enforceable right-of-way, it may be used if the
following conditions are met:
1. The right-of-way must be a minimum of fifty (50) feet in width.
2. Creation of the 50 foot right-of-way to serve the back lot shall not create a non conforming
front lot by reducing such lot's required road frontage below the minimum, or, if the front lot is
already non conforming, reduce its road frontage at all. Where the right-of-way is conveyed by
easement or irrevocable license, or some grant less than a fee interest, the land over which such
servitude is places may not be counted toward meeting road frontage requirements for the front
lot.
3. If the right-of-way is bro1.lght up to subdivision road standards as set forth in the Town of
West Paris Subdivision Regulations further dwellings may be constrncted on a back lot with
Planning Board approval. For purposes of such approval, the construction of an additional
dwelling or dwellings along the right-of-way shall be considered in the same manner and under
the same restrictions and requirements as if such construction were a subdivision.

SECTION IX. Appeals
A.

Variance Ap11eals
The Board of Appeals may, upon written application of the affected landowner, grant a variance
from the strict application of the Ordinance under the following conditions.
I.

2.

The strict application of the terms of this Ordinance would result in undue hardship to
the applicant. The term "undue hardship" shall mean:
a.

that the land in question cannot yield a reasonable return unless a variance is
granted;

b.

that the need for variance is due to the unique circtunstances of the property
and not to the general conditions in the neighborhood;

c.

that the granting of a variance will not alter the essential character of the
locality; and

d.

that the hardship is not the result of action taken by the applicant or a prior
owner.

The Board of Appeals may grant a variance to an owner of a dwelling for the purpose of
maldng that dwelling accessible to a person with a disability who is living in the
dwelling or regularly uses the dwelling. The Board shall restrict any variance granted
under this subsection solely to the installation of equipment or the construction of
strnctmes necessary for access or egress from the dwelling by the person with the
disability. The Board may impose conditions on the variance including limiting the
variance to the duration of the disability or to the time that person with the disability
lives in the dwelling. The term "structures necessary for access and egress from the
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property'' shall include railing, wall or roof systems necessary for the safety or
effectiveness of the structure.
3.

Setback Reduction Variance
The Board of Appeals may grant a setback reduction variance provided that the variance
request meets the requirements below. A setback reduction variance shall not be
considered as a variance to relieve tmdue hardship as defined in Section IX A. l above.
Upon granting a setback reduction variance which complies with the standards a. l.
below, the Board of Appeals may attach reasonable conditions which it finds necessary
to protect the privacy of the abutting property owners and neighbors. These conditions
are limited to specifications for landscaping, fencing, parking, and construction
materials. The Board shall grant a setback reduction variance as provided herein if the
Board finds that the applicant has proved that the reduction, if granted, will meet the
following criteria:

B.

a.

The strncture is a single family dwelling that is the primary year-round
residence of the petitioner:

b.

Any variance granted will not exceed 20 percent of the setback requirement
unless the petitioner has obtained written consent from all affected abutting
property owners:

c.

The variance will cause the dwelling to exceed the maximtun allowable lot
coverage:

d.

The need for the variance is due to the unique circumstances of the property
and not the general conditions of the neighborhood;

f.

The granting of the variance will not alter the essential character of the locality;

g.

The hardship is not the result of action taken by the applicant or prior owner;

h.

The granting of the variance will not substantially reduce or impair the use of
abutting property; and

i.

The granting of the variance is based upon demonstrated need, not
inconvenience or no other feasible alternative is available.

Aclministrative Appeals
The Board of Appeals, may, upon written application of an aggrieved party and after public
notice, hear appeals from detenninations of the Planning Board or Code Enforcement Officer in
the administration of this Ordinance. Such hearings shall be held in accordance with State laws.
Following such hearing, the Board of Appeals may reverse the decision of the Code Enforcement
Officer or Planning Board only upon a finding that the decision is clearly contrary to specific
provisions of this Ordinance.

C.

Meetings
The Board of Appeals shall conduct its meetings in accordance with the provisions of 30-A
M.R.S.A. Section 2691 as the same may be amended.
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D.

Appeal to Superior Court
An appeal may be taken within forty-five (45) days after any decision is rendered by the Board of
Appeals, by any party to Superior Court in accordance with State laws.

E.

Filing of Variances
The applicant for a variance shall record any variance granted by the Board of Appeals in the
Oxford County Registry of Deeds within 30 days of the Board's decision. If such certification of
variance is not filed within 30 days, the variance shall become invalid.

SECTION X. Definitions
In general, words and terms used in this Ordinance shall have their customary dictionary
meanings. More specifically, certain words and terms used herein are defined as follows:
1.

Back lot: Any lot or parcel ofland which does not have frontage on a road or lacks the
minimum frontage as required.

2.

Commercial: Provisions of services on the premises, or sale of goods to the general
public on a regular basis for a charge or fee and rooms to let.

3.

Contiguous Lots: Lots which adjoin at any line or point, or are separated at any point
by a body of water less than 15 feet wide.

4.

Disability: Any disability, infirmity, malformation, disfigurement, congenital defect, or
mental condition caused by bodily injury, accident, disease, birth defect, environmental
conditions or illness; and also includes the physical or mental condition of a person
which constitutes a substantial handicap as determined by a physician or in the case of
mental handicap, by a psychiatrist or psychologist, as well as any other or sensory
impairment which requires special education, vocational rehabilitation or related
services.

5.

Industrial: Any activity which includes the fabrication, servicing, manufacturing,
storage, processing or shipping of products.

6.

Institutional: The use ofland or strnctures by a governinental, educational, religious,
medical, charitable, or non-profit organization, either public or private.

7.

Legally Enforceable Right-of -Way: A right-of-way the description of which is by
metes and bounds.

8.

Lot A contiguous parcel of land in single or joint ownership described on a deed, plot,
plan or similar legal document.

9.

Lot of Record: A parcel of land in single or joint ownership described on a deed plot or
plan and registered at the Oxford County Registry of Deeds on or before the effective
date of this Ordinance.

10.

Multi-Family Dwelling: A building containing two or more dwelling units. The term
also includes apartments located in commercial structures containing commercial space
as the principal use.
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11.

Manufactured Housing: Structural unit or mlits designed for occupancy, and
constructed in a manufacturing facility and then transported by the use of its own
chassis, or placed on an independent chassis, to a building site. The term inclndes any
type of building which is constrncted at a manufacturing facility and then transported to
a building site where it is utilized for housing. They are:
(a)

Those units commonly called "newer mobile homes", which the manufacturer
certifies are constructed in compliance with the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development standards, or certification exists as required
by the Secretary of the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development and complies with the standards established under the National
Manufactured Housing Constrnction and Safety Standards Act of 1974, United
States Code, Title 42, Section 5401, et. seq.; and

(b)

Those units commonly called "modular homes", which the manufacturer
certifies are constructed in compliance with the state's Manufactured Housing
Act and regulations, meaning stmctures, transportable in one or more sections,
which are not constrncted on a permanent chassis and are designed to be used
as dwellings on foundations when connected to require utilities, including the
plumbing, heating, air-conditioning or electrical systems contained therein.

12.

Mobile Home: Structures, transportable in one or more sections, which, in the
traveling mode, are 14 body feet in width and are 750 or more square feet, and which ,
are built on a permanent chassis or designed to be used as dwellings, with or without
permanent foundations, when connected to the required utilities, including the
phunbing, heating, air conditioning and electrical systems contained therein; except that
the term shall include any structure which meets all the requirements of this paragraph,
except the size requirements and with respect to which the manufacturer voluntarily
files a certification required by the Secretary of the United States Department of Housing
and Urban Development and complies with the standards established under the National
Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974, United States
Code, Title 42, Section 5401, et. seq. or complies with safety standards contained in the
1987 edition of the BOCA National Building Code.

13.

Non conforming Lot of Record: A lot shown on a plan or deed recorded in Oxford
County Registry of Deeds prior to the effective date of this Ordinance or amendment
thereto which was legal prior to the adoption of the Ordinance or amendment but which
became non conforming with respect to area, frontage, width, or depth requirements as a
result of the adoption of this Ordinance or amendment.

14.

Dwelling Unit: A room or suite of rooms used as a habitation which is separate from
other such rooms or suites of rooms, and which contains independent living, cooking,
sleeping, bathing and sanitary facilities: includes single-family houses, seasonal
residences, manufactured housing, and units in a duplex, apartment house, multi-family
dwellings, and residential condominiums.

15.

Road: A public way that has been accepted as such and maintained by the Town of
West Paris, the State of Maine or the County of Oxford.

16.

Tract or Parcel of Land: All contiguous land in the same ownership, whether or not
the tract is separated at any point by an intermittent or non-navigable stream, or a
private road established by the abutting landowners.
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WEST PARIS
MOBILE HOME PARK ORDINANCE
SECTION I.
A.

To promote the orderly development of mobile home
parks to insure the health, safety, and general
welfare of the residents of the park and the Town of
West Paris.

SECTION II.

A.

Purpose

Legislative Authority

Authority
1.

This ordinance is adopted pursuant to Home Rule
Powers as provided for in Article VII-A of the
Maine Constitution and Title 30, M.R.S.A.,
Section 1917.

2.

This ordinance shall be known as the Mobile Home
Park Ordinance of the Town of West Paris,

:=~~~~~ ~~d ~~e
(month)

B.

o~ ~~~own
~

Administration
1.

The Planning Board of the Town of West Paris
shall administer this ordinance.

2.

shall construct, develop, establish,
operate a mobile home park without
ermit from the Plannin
gran e
or a per o
year.
If construction is not
initiated within the one (1) year period, the
permit expires and the applicant must reapply to
the Planning Board for another permit.
Each
permit shall be issued only for the site
designated in the plans accompanying the
application and shall not be transferable or
assignable to any other site.

SECTION III
A.

by voi'
(day)

Validity and Severability

Validity and Severability
1.

Should any section or provision of this
ordinance be declared by any court to be
invalid, such decision shall not affect the
validity of any other section or provision of
the ordinance.

~1-

SECTION IV
A.

Applicability

This ordinance shall apply to all development
proposals for new construction of mible home par~s
and to any expansion of existing mobile home parks.

SECTION V
A.

Application Procedure and Site Plan Content
The Mobile Home Park Application shall consist of an
application form and a subdivision plan, (items with
an X shall be required in all instances; items
without an X may be required at the discretion of
the Planning Board).
The application form shall be
provided by the Planning Board and contain the
following information:
1.

Information on the Applicant

x
x

x

a.
b.
c.

x

d.

x

e.

x

f.

x

g.

x

h.

x

1.

2.

Information on the Parcel to be Developed

x

a.

x

b.

x

c.

x
x

d.
e.

Name of Owner.
Name of Applicant (if other than owner).
If Applicant is a corporation, state whether
the corporation is licensed to do business
in Maine, and attach a copy of Secretary of
State's Registration.
Name of Applicant's authorized
representative.
Name, address, and number of Registered
Professional Engineer, Land Surveyor or
Planner who prepared the plan.
Address to which all correspondence from the
Planning Board should be sent.
What interest does the Applicant have in the
parcel to be developed (option, land
purchase contract, record ownership, etc.)?
What interest does the applicant have in any
property abutting the parcel to be
developed?
State whether the development covers the
entire or contiguous holdings of applicant
or not.

Location of property: Book and page (from
Register or Deeds).
Location of property: Map and lot (from
Assessor's Office).
Map survey of tract to be developed,
certified by a Registered Land Surveyor,
tied to established reference points
(attached to application form).
Current zoning of property.
Acreage of parcel to be developed.
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B.

,-·

(

x

f.

x

g.

A soils report prepard by a Licensed Site
Evaluator, identifying soil types and
location of soil test areas. Based on soil
test results, certain modifications of the
subdivision may be required (attach a copy
of the soils report to the application). :
There shall be at least one soils test per
lot.
Names of property owners abutting the parcel
to be developed, and on the opposite side of
the road from the parcel to be developed
(show on plat) .

The Site Plan shall be a map survey of the tract to
be developed, certified by a Registered Land
Surveyor and tied to established reference points.
The plan shall not be less than 18" by 24" and shall
be drawn to a scale not greater than 1" equals 100'
nor less than 1" equals 400' with contour lines at
intervals specified by the Planning Board.
At. least
an original transparency and three copies of the
plan shall be provided one each for the Applicant,
Planning Board, and Selectmen with the original t0
be filed in the County Registry of Deed.
1.

Information on the Site Plan

x
x
~

a.
b.
c.

x

d.

X

e.

X

f.

~

g.

Proposed name of mobile home park.
Lot numbers.
Date, north point, graphic map scale (show
on plat).
Proposed lot lines with approximate
dimensions and suggested locations of
buildings, subsurface sewage disposal
systems, and wells (show on plat).
Location of permanent or temporary markers
adequately located to enable the Planning
Board to locate lots readily and appraise
the basic layout in the field (show on
plat) .
Location of all parcels to be dedicated to
public use, the conditions of such
dedication, and the location of all natural
features or site elements to be preserved
(show on plat).
A location map , consisting of a U.S.G.S.
Topographical Map, showing the relation of
the proposed mobile home park to adjacent
properties and to the general surrounding
area. The location map shall show all the
area within 2,000 feet of any property line
of the proposed mobile home park (attach to
plan).
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l

.

j.

k.

l.

m.

n .

Locat10G and sl=e of existing buildings,
watercourses, and other essential existing
physical features (show on plat).
Location and size of any existing sewers and
water mains, and culverts and drains, (show
on plat).
Location names and widths of eY.isting and
proposed streets, highways, easements,
building lines, rights-of-way, parks, and
other public open spaces; and lengths of all
straight lines, the deflection of angles,
radii, length of curves, and central angle
of all curves,and tangent distances and
bearings of all streets or other public ways
proposed by the developer, (show on plat).
Contour lines at intervals of either 5, 10,
or 20 feet in elevation, as specified by the
Planning board, (show on plat).
Typical cross-sections of proposed grading
for roadways, sidewelks, and storm drainage
facilities (attach to plan).
A soil erosion and sediment control plan for
construction and for permanent control,
(attach to plan).
Suitable space to record on the approved
plat plan the date and conditions of
approval, if any.
This space shall be
similar to the following example:

Town of

Approved
Signed

Planning Board
Chairman
(space for all
members to sign)

Date
Conditions

C.

Accompanying Documents

-- x . --1.
2.

3.

St~tement

of financial and tec~iiTca~- capabilities.
Statement from the Fire Chief as to the
availability of fire hydrants and/or fire
ponds.
Statement from the Sewer and/or Water
District or company that they will permit
connection into the sewer or water district
system.
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4.

D.

Other information not indicated above, as
specified by the Planning Board on the
application.

Application Procedures
1.

Submission of Application
a.

2.

Applications for mobile home park permits
shall be submitted to the Chairman of the
Planning Board who shall issue to the
applicant a dated receipt.
Within thirty
(30) days from the date of receipt, the
Planning Board shall notify the applicant in
writing either that the application is
complete or, if the application is
incomplete, the specific additional material
needed to make a complete application.
Determination by the Planning Board that the
application is complete in no way commits or
binds the Planning Board as to the adequacy
of the application to meet the criteria of
Title 30, M.R.S.A., Section 4956 or of these
regulations.
The Planning Board shall make
a determination as to the completeness of
the application.
The applicant assumes all
responsibility as to its completeness.

Public Hearing
a.

In the event that the Planning Board
determines to hold a public heari~g ·on the
proposed mobile home park, it shall hold
such public hearing within 30 days of having
notifed the applicant in writing that a
complete application has been received and
shall cause notice of the date, time and
place of such hearing to be given to the
applicant, all property owners within one
thousand (1,000) feet of the boundaries of
the mobile home park and published in a
newspaper of general circulation in the
municipality in which the mobile home park
is proposed to be located at least two
times; the date of the first publication
shall be at least seven (7) days prior to
the hearing. The decision to hold a public
hearing is discretionary, and in making its
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decision, tne Planning Board may consider
the size and type of mobile home park, the
community impact, and whether any written
requests for such a hearing have been
received. Public hearings shall be conducted
in accordance with the procedures in Title
30, M.R.S.A., Section 2411, Subsection 3(a),
( b)

3.

SECTION VI
A.

I

(

c)

I

(

d)

I

(

e).

Planning Board Decision on the Mobile Home Park
a.

The Planning Board shall, within 30 days of
a public hearing, or within 60 days of
having received a complete application, ir
no hearing is held, or within such other
time limit as may be mutually agreed to,
issue an order denying or granitng approval
of the proposed mobile home park, or
granting approval on such terms and
conditions as it may deem advisable to
satisfy the criteria contained in these
regulations and in Title 30, M.R.S.A.
Section 4956, and to preserve the public's
health, safety, and general welfare~
tn all
instances,the burden of proof shall b~ upon
the applicant. In issuing its decision, the
Planning Board shall make a written finding
of fact establishing that the proposed
mobile home park does or does not meet the
provisions of these regulations and Title
30, M.R.S.A., Section 4956.

b.

Upon approval of the mobile home park, a
majority of the Board shall sign all four
copies of the development plan.
The
original shall be filed by the applicant
with the County Registry of Deeds.
One copy
shall be retained by the applicant, one copy
shall be retained by the Planning Board, and
one copy shall be filed with the Selectmen.
The Planning Board shall maintain a
permanent record of their action on the
mobile home park plan.

Minimun Design and Performance Standards

Lot Size and Dimension Requirements
1.

Each individual mobile home lot in a mobile home
park connected to a municipal sewer or a
centralized private sewer system shall contain a
square feet.
minimum of
12,000
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B.

C.

-

r

D.

2.

Each individual mobile home lot in a mobile home park not connected to
to a municipal sewer or a centralized private sewer system shall
contain a minimum of 20,000 square feet.

3.

No mobile home lot shall be less than 100 feet in width nor 120 feet
in depth.

Setback requirements
1.

No mobile home shall be located less than 15 feet from the side and rear
lot lines of an individual mobile home lot and there shall be a minimum
side and end clearance of 30 feet between adjacent mobile homes.

2.

No mobile home shall be located closer than 25 feet to the right-of-way
line of a street within the park.

3.

A mobile home lot which abutts a lake, pond, river, stream or brook shall
have a minimum setback of 100 feet.

Mobile Horne Stand/Pad
1.

Each mobile home lot in a mobile home park shall be provided with ,a
pad or foundation of suitable construction as to prevent heaving,shifting
or settling due to frost action.

2.

All individual mobile homes shall be equipped with suitable skirting.

Streets
1.

If the municipality is to be petitioned to
accept streets within a proposed mobile home
park such streets shall conform to existing
design standards for town roads and street.

2.

Where streets in a proposed mobile home park are
to be maintained by the mobile home park owner,
they shall meet the following minimum standards.
a.

All mobile home parks shall be provided with
safe and convenient vehicular access from
abutting public streets or raods to each
lot.
Alignment and gradient shall be
properly adapted to the sites topography.

b.

Access to mobile home parks shall be
designed to minimize congestion and hazards
at the entrances or e~its and allow for free
movement of traffic on adjacent streets.
All street intersections shall be at angles
as close to ninety (90) degrees as possible.
In no instances shall street intersections
be at an angle less than sixty (60) degrees.
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c.

d.

E.

All streets in a mobile home park sha~l have
a minimum right-of-way of fifty (50) reet.

e.

All streets in a mobile home park shall be
paved with hot bituminous pavement or
Cut-Back Asphalt.

f.

Minimum pavement widths in mobile home parks shall
be twenty (20) feet.

g.

Reaso~able shoulders shall be graded on both sides
of every street in a mobile home park.

h.

Adequate provisions shall be made for disposal of all
surface water and underground water through ditches,
culverts and/or storm water system.

i.

All streets in a mobile home park shall be so designed
to discourage through traffic.

J·

All streets to be maintained by park owner.

Illumination of Park Streets
1.

F.

Except where topographic or other conditions
make a greater length unavoidable,
cul-de-sacs or dead-end streets shall not be
greater in length than 1,000 feet.
T~ey
shall be provided at the closed ~nd with a
turn-around, having a property line diameter
of at least 100 feet and a traveled way
radius of at least 35 feet.
The_use of a
T-shaped turnaround will be permitted as an
alternative.
In the latter case, the
.
turn-around shall be at least 24 feet wide,
40 feet long and shall be located between 50
and 100 feet from the end of the street.
All dimensions cited for the T-shaped
turnaround are for the traveled way.

Mobile home park streets shall be illuminated to provide for
safe vehicular and pedestrian movement during dark hours.

Off 3treet Parking
l

Each mobile home lot in a mobile home park shall be furnished with
space for off-street parking for two (2) automobiles.

2. An area of 240 square feet shall be considered as 2 off-street parking
space.
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G.

H.

Water Supply
1.

An accessible, adequate, safe and potable supply
of water shall be provided in each mobile home
park.

2.

Where a public supply of water of satisfactory
quantity, quality, and pressure is available,
connection shall be made there too and its
supply used exclusively.

3.

When, a public water supply is not available, a
private water supply shall be developed and used
subject to approval by the local plumbing
inspector and the Department of Human Services.

4.

The water supply shall be capable of delivering
a minimum of 20Dgallons per day to each mobile
home with a minimum of 30 pounds per square inch
pressure at all time.

5.

All elements of the water system shall be
designed and constructed in a manner that
underground or surface contamination shall not
reach the water supply.

6.

All elements of the water system shall be so
designed and constructed to prevent freezing and
heaving.

Sewage Disposal
1.

All water carried sewage shall be disposed of by
means of one of the following:
a.

Any mobile home park located within 500 feet
of an existing public sewer shall connect to
that existing public sewer if the municipal
system has the capacity to accept the volume
of sewage to be produced by the mobile home
park.

b.

Each mobile home lot in a mobile no~e-park
shall be served by a centralized private
sewer system approved by the Department of
Human Services.

)
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c.
I.

J.

K.

Electrical Distribution System
1.

Every mobile home park and each lot within a
mobile home park shall be served by an
electrical wiring system which shall be
installed and maintained in accordance with all
applicable State of Maine laws and local codes
and regulations governing such system.

2.

All electrical and telephone distribution
facilities shall be located underground.

Fuel Supply and Storage
1.

Natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas systems
shall comply with all applicable codes and
regulations.
Installation of systems shall be
subject to inspection and apprpval by the
Code Enforcement Officer.

2.

All fuel oil supply systems shall be constructed
and installed underground in each mobile home
lot in accordance with all applicable codes and
regulations. Installation of the system shall be
subject to insnection and approval of the
Code Enforcement Officer.

Refuse Disposal
1.

L.

Individual subsurface sewage system meeting
the requirements of the State Plumbing Code.

The storage, collection and disposal of refuse
in the mobile home park shall be so conducted as
to create no health hazards, rodent harborage,
insect breeding areas, accident or fire hazards,
or air pollution.

Fire Protection
1.

The mobile home park shall be subject to any and
all existing and future Town fire prevention
regulations.

2.

Each lot shall be legibly marked for
identification, and easily accessible to
emergency vehicles (permitting fire apparatus to
approach within 100 feet).
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M.

General Requirements
1.

Ditches, Catch Basins - The Planning Board may
require the installation of ditches, catch
basins, piping systems, and other appurtenances
for the conveyance, control, or disposal of
surface waters.
Adequate drainage shall be
provided so as to reduce the danger of flooding
and erosion.

2.

Basement Drainaoe - If lots are being created to
accommodate structures with basements, the
subdivider shall show that the basement can be
drained by gravity to the ground surface, or
storm sewers, if they are required to be
installed or that the seasonal high water table
is below the level of the basement.

3.

Open Space Provisions - The Planning Board may
require that a proposed mobile home park design
include a landscape plan that will show the
prese~vation of existing trees, the replacement
of trees and vegetation, graded contours,
streams, and the preservation 0£ scenic,
historic, or environmentally desireable areas.

4.

Buffer Strip - The Planning Board may require a
buffer strip, such as natural vegetation, when
the proposed subdivision will be located
adjacent to a use where separation is desirable.

5.

Construction Prohibited - No utility
installations, no ditching, grading, or
construction of roads, no grading of land or
lots, and no construction of buildings shall be
done on any part of the mobile home park until
the application has been prepared, submitted,
reviewed, approved, and endorsed as provided for
by these regulations, nor until an attested copy
of the plan so approved and endorsed has been
recorded by the subdivider in the Registry of
Deeds.
Plans for road construction, grading and
ditching should be reviewed by the Road
Commissioners for recommendations prior to
Planning Board Approval.

6.

Conformance with other Laws, Regulations - The
proposed mobile home park shall be in
conformance with all pertinent local, State, and
Federal ordinances, statutes, laws, and
regulations.
If the proposed mobile home park
meets the definition of a subdivision as defined
in the Site Location Act, Title 38, M.R.S.A.,
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Section 482, the developer must secure the
concurrent approval of the Board of
Environmental Protection and the Town Planning
Board before any construction activity may begin
in the subdivision.
·
7.

SECTION VII
A.
-

General Provisions

Where the Planning Boa~d _finds that extraordinary
and_unnecessary hardships may result from··strict
compliance with these regulations, or where there
are special circumstances of a particular plan, it
may waive any of these regulations provided that
such waiver will not have the effect of nullifying
the purpose of these regulations, the Comprehensve
Plan, the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, or any other
ordinance.

SECTION VIII
·A.

Plan Revisions After Approval - No changes,
erasures, modifications, or revisions shall
bemade in any mobile home park plan after
approval has been given by the Planning Board
and endorsed in writing on the plan, unless the
plan is first re-submitted and the Planning
Board approves any modifications. In the event
that the mobile home park plan is recorded
without complying with this requirement, the
plan shall be considered null and void, and the
Planning Board shall institute proceedings to
have the plan stricken from the records of the
Selectmen and the Registry of D~~~J.

Violation,

Enforcement and Fines

Violation and Enforcement:
The Planning Board, the
Selectmen or the appropriate municipal official,
upon a finding that any provision of this ordinance
or the condition(s) of a permit issued under this
ordinance is being violated, are authorized to
institute legal proceedings to enjoin violations of
this ordinance.
person who violates the provisions of this
or the condition(s) of a permit shall be
guilty of a civil violation, and on conviction shall
be fined not less than $100 nor more than $2,500 for
each day such violation continues. The violator
shall also be liable for court costs and reasonable
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SECTION IX
A.

If the Planning Board disapproves an application or
grants approval with conditions that are
objectionable to the applicant or any abutting
landowner or any aggrieved party, or when it is
claimed that the provisions of the ordinance do not
apply, or that the true intent and meaning of the
ordinance has been misconstrued or wrongfully
interpreted, the applicant, an abutting landowner,
__or aggrieved party may ·appeal the decis-ion._ to the
We.st- P·aris Board of Appeals within thirty (~io)- days
from the Planning Board's final decision in
accordance with Title 30 1 M.R.S.A. Section 2411.

SECTION X
A.

Amendments

This ordinance may be amended by a majority vote of
the Town Meeting.
Amendments may be initiated by a
majority vote of the Planning Board or by request of
the Board of Selectmen to the Planning Board or on
petition of 10% of the votes cast in the last
gubernatorial election in the Town.
The Planning
Board shall conduct a public hearing on any proposed
amendment.

SECTION XI

A.

Appeals

Definitions

Mobile Home
1.

Those units constructed after June 15, 1976, commonly
called "newer mobile homes," which the manufacturer
certifies are constructed in compliance with the
United States Department of Housing and Urban Oevelopmen t standards, meaning structures, transportable in
one or more sections, which, in the traveling mode
are 12 body feet, or more in width and are 650 or
more square feet, and which are built on a
permanent chassis and designed to be used as dwellings
with or without permanent foundations, when connected
to the required utilities, including the plumbing
heating, air conditioning and electrical systems
contained therein; except that the term shall include
any structure which meets all the requirements of this
paragraph,

)
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except the size rPquirements and with respect •bo
which the manufac~urer volunt~rily files
a certification required by the Secretary of :the
United Stated Department of Housing and Urban
Development and complies with the standards
established under the National Manufactured
Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act of
1974, United States Code, Title 42, Section
5401, et. seq.
parcel or adjoining
parcel of land under single ownership, which has
been planned ~na imp~oved for the placement of 3 and not more
than 30 mol;Ule homes per parcel, for non transient
use.
C.

Mobile Home Lot is defined as a parcel of land for
the placement of· a single mobile home and the
exclusive use of its occupants.

D.

Mobile Home Stand/Pad is defined as that part of an
individual lot that has been reserved for the
placement of the mobile home.

E.

Planning Board shall mean the West Paris Planning
Board.

F.

Person shall mean any individual, group of
individuals, firm, corporation, associa~ion,
partnership or private or public entity, including a
district, county, city, town or other governmental
unit or agent thereof; and, in the case of a
corporation, any individual having active and
general supervision of the properties of such
corporation.

ATTEST: a true copy of an ordinance entitled
"West Paris Mobile Home Park Ordinance" as
certified to me by the Municipal Officers of West Paris on
the 1 th davTo£ E~bruary, 1986.
A ' u
opy, A TE 8 I~

a
t&:.7.
J
Gwendol~rigwood
rl
/W;r

_ 'J ,1n

I ;J

CJ.erk

we 8 t Paris, Maine

v/~/p~
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TOWN OF WEST PARIS
PARKING ORDINANCE

No person shall park or leave standing, any vehicle, whether attended or unattended, upon the paved or
improved or main traveled portion of any street or way in the Town of West Paris.
The Municipal Officers, with respect to highways under their jurisdiction may place signs prohibiting or
restricting the stopping, standing or parking or vehicles on any highway within the Town of West Paris.
Such signs shall be official signs and no person shall stop, stand or park any vehicle in violation of the
restriction stated on such signs.
An officer may cause any vehicle so parked on any way so as to interfere with or hinder the removal of
snow or the normal movement of traffic to be removed from the way and placed in a suitable parking
place, at the expense of the owner of such vehicle. Neither the Municipal Officers or the officer shall be
liable for any damage that may be caused by such removal.
There shall be no all night parking on any street or public way in the Town of West Paris, during the
period November 15th each year to April 15th of each year.
No person shall henceforth park any vehicle on:
A. The southerly side of Park Street.
B. The northerly side of Main Street from the intersection of Church Street to the easterly side end
of the High School lot.
C. The westerly side of Church Street from its intersection with Main Street to the northerly corner
of the homestead premises of Maynard Chase.
D. The westerly side of Maple Street from its intersection with Main Street to Bell Minerals
Company.
Park Street Extension shall have one-way traffic from East to West.
Adopted by the Municipal Officers – January 27, 1966

Enacted: March 1973
Amended: March 1995
ESTABLISHMENT OF WEST PARIS PLANNING BOARD ORDINANCE
1. Establishment. Pursuant to M.R.S.A. Const. Art. VIII-A and 30
M.R.S.A. 1917, the town of West Paris hereby establishes the Planning
Board.
2. Appointment.
a. Appointments to the board shall be made by the municipal officers.
b. The board shall consist of 5 members and 2 associate members.
c. The term of office of each member and associate member shall be 3
years.
d. When there is a permanent vacancy, the municipal officers shall
within 60 days of its occurrence appoint a person to serve for the
unexpired term.
e. Not more than 1 municipal officer may serve as a member or associate
member.
f. Not more than 2 non-residents of the Town of West Paris may serve as
a member or associate member.
3. Organization and Rules.
a. The board shall elect a chairman and a secretary from among its
members and create and fill such other offices as it may determine.
The term of all offices shall be 1 year with eligibility for reelection.
b. When a member is unable to act because of interest, physical
incapacity, absence or any other reason satisfactory to the
chairman, the chairman shall designate an associate member to sit in
his stead.
c. An associate member may attend all meetings of the board and
participate in its proceedings, but may vote only when he has been
designated by the chairman to sit for a member.
d. Any question of whether a member shall be disqualified from voting
on a particular matter shall be decided by a majority vote of the
members except the member who is being challenged.
e. No meeting of the board shall be held without a quorum consisting of
4 members or associate members authorized to vote.
f. The board shall adopt rules for transaction of business and the
secretary shall keep a record of its resolutions, transactions,
correspondence, findings and determinations. All records shall be
deemed public and may be inspected at reasonable time.
4. Duties/powers.
a. The board shall prepare a Comprehensive Plan as defined by 30
M.R.S.A. 4961. A comprehensive plan that is adopted by the board
shall control until superseded by provisions adopted by the town
legislative body.
b. The board shall perform such duties and exercise such powers as are
provided by town ordinance and the laws of the State of Maine.
c. The board may obtain goods and services necessary to its proper
function within the limits of appropriations made for the purpose.

TOWN OF WEST PARIS SPECIAL AMUSEMENT ORDINANCE
ARTICLE 1

Title, Purpose & Definitions
Section 101.

TITLE

This Ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the Special Amusement Ordinance of the
Town of West Paris, Maine.
Section 102.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this ordinance is to control the issuance of special permits for music, dancing or
entertainment in facilities licensed by the State of Maine to sell liquor as required by 28 M.R.S.A. section

702.
Section 103.
103.1

DEFINITIONS
Entertainment

For the purposes of this Ordinance, "entertainment" shall include any amusement,
performance, exhibition or diversion for patrons or customers of the licensed premises whether
provided by amateur or professional entertainers or by full-time or part-time employees of the licensed
premises whose incidental duties include activities with an entertainment value.
103.2

Licensee.

For the purposes of this Section, " licensee" shall include the holder of a license issued
under the Alcoho lic Beverages Statutes of the State of Maine, or any person, individual, partnership,
firm, association, corporation, or other legal entity, or any agent, or employee of any such licensee.
ARTICLE 11
General
Section 201.

Permit Required

No licenses for the sale of liquor to be consumed on his licensed premises shall permit,
on his licensed premises, any music, except radio or other mechanical device, any dancing or
entertainment of any sort unless the licensee shall have first obtained from the municipality in which
the licensed premises are situated a special Amusement Permit signed by at least a majority of the
Municipal Officers.
Applications for all Special Amusement Permits shall be made in writing to the Municipal
Officers and shall state the name of the applicant; his residence address; the name of the business to be
conducted; his business address; the nature of his business; the location to be used; whether the
applicant has ever had a license to conduct the business therein described either denied or revoked and
if so, the applicant shall describe those circumstances specifically; whether the applicant, including all

Partners or Corporate Officers, has ever been convicted of a felony and, if so, the applicant shall
describe specifically those circumstances; and any additional information as may be needed by the
Municipal Officers in the issuing of the Permit, including but not limited to a copy of the applicant's
current liquor license.
No Permit shall be issued for any thing, or act, or premises, if the premises and building
to be used for the purposes do not fully comply with all Ordinances, Articles, Bylaws, or Rules and
Regulations of the Municipality or State.
The fee for a Special Amusement Permit sha ll be ·$~$25.00.
The Municipal Officers shall, prior to granting a permit and after reasonable notice to
the Municipality and the applicant, hold a public hearing within 30 days of the date of the request was
received, at which the testimony of the applicant and that of any interested members of the public shall
be received.
The Municipal Officers shall grant a Permit unless they find that issuance of the Permit
will be detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare, or would violate Municipal Ordinances, or
Rules and Regulations, Articles or Bylaws.
A Permit shall be valid only for the license year of the applicant' s existing liquor license.
Section 202.

INSPECTIONS

Whenever inspections of the premises used for or in connection with the operation of a licensed
business which has obtained a Special Amusement Permit are provided for or required by Ordinance or
State Law, or are reasonably necessary to secure compliance with any Ordinance provision or State Law
it shall be the duty of the licensee, or the person in charge of the premises to be inspected, to admit any
Officer, Official, or Employee of the Municipality requesting the same sufficient samples of the material
or commodity for analysis.
In addition to any other penalty which may be provided, the Municipal Officers may revoke the
Special amusement Permit of any licensee in the Municipality who refuses to permit any such Officer,
Official, or Employee to make an inspection or take sufficient samples for analysis, or who interferes
with such Officer, Official, or Employee while in the performance of his duty. Provided, that no license of
Special Amusement Permit shall be revoked unless written demand for the inspection or sample is made
upon the licensee or person in charge of the premises, at the time it is sought to make the inspection.
Section 203 .

SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF A PERMIT

The Municipal Officers may, after a Public Hearing preceded by notice to interested parties,
suspend, or revoke any Special Amusement Permits which have been issued under this Ordinance on
the grounds that the music, dancing, or entertainment so permitted constitutes a detriment to the
public health, safety, or welfare, or violates any Municipal Ordinance, Articles, Bylaws, or Rules and
Regulations.
Section 204.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

The Municipal Officers are hereby authorized, after public notice and hearing, to establish
written Rules and Regulations governing the issuance, suspension, and revocation of Special
Amusement Permits, the classes of permits, the music, dancing, or entertainment permitted under each
class, and other limitations on these activities required to protect the public health, safety and welfare.
These Rules and Regulations may specifically determine the location and size of permitted premises, the
facilities that may be required for the permitted activities on those premises, and the hours during

which the permitted activities are permitted. Such Rules and Regulations shall be additional to and
consistent with all sections of this Ordinance.
Section 205.

PERMIT AND APPEAL PROCEDURES

205.1 Any licensee req uesting a Special Amusement Permit from the Municipal Officers shall
be notified in writing of their decision no later than thirty (30) days from the date his request was
received. In the event t hat a licensee is denied a permit, the licensee sha ll be provided with the reasons
for the denial in writing. The licensee may not reapply for a permit w ithin 30 days after an application
for a permit which has been denied.
205.2 Any licensee requesting a Special Amusement Permit and has been denied, or whose
permit has been revoked or suspended, may within 30 days of the denial, suspension or revocation ,
appeal th e decision to the Municipal Board of Appeals as defined in 30 M.R.S.A. section 2411. The
Municipal Board of Appeals may grant or reinstate the permit if it finds that t he permitted activities
would not constitute a detriment t o the public health, safety, or ·welfare, or that the denial, revocation,
or suspension was not based by a preponderance of the evidence on a violation of any Ordinance,
Article, Bylaw, or Rule or Regulation of the Municipality.
Section 206.

ADMISSION

A licensed Hotel, Class A Restaurant, Class A Tavern or Restaurant malt, spirituous or Vinous
liquor licensee who has been issued a Special Amusement Permit may charge admission in designated
areas approved by the Municipal Special Amusement Permit.
ARTICLE Ill
Penalty, Separability & Effective Date
Section 301.

PENALTY

Whoever violates any of the provisions of the provisions of this Ordinance shall be punished by a
fine of not more than Fifty Dollars ($50.00) for the first offense, and up to One Hundred Dollars
($100.00) for subsequent offenses, to be recovered, on complaint, to the use of the Town of West Paris .
Section 302.

SEPARABILITY

The invalidity of any provision of this Ordinance shall not invalidate any other part.
Section 303.

EFFECTIVE DATE

The effective date of this Ordinance shall be January 20, 1983.
ATIEST;

A TRUE COPY
Hugo A. Heikkinen
Clarence R. Reid
Gordon A. Doughty
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SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE FOR THE TOWN OF WEST PARIS, MAINE

Thr. purpo!i:.e of tt~is Ordlnanr.e sh~ll be to 1~:£.sure the cofJlfort 1 h\!.'t1llh 1 tin~ely 1
and
qP.Ol?ral ~1t?lfare nf the people,
to protect lhe environmc-nt, maintain ch~roc:t.E:'r und
to provide for the orderly development oi a sound and stable community in a manner
consistent with ll1e Compreh!nsive Plan.
~his Ordinanc~
also has the purpose of
providing uniform procedures and st.andards for obcsrvancp by the Plan11ing Boa1·d 1

other
of

officers of \he Town

•nd developer• in regulating

•ubdivlsion1 in tho Town

lilest Pflr i ~.

1. Thi1 Ordinance is 1dnp\ed pursuant to Home Rule Powers •nd consistent with
Titl~ 30, M.R.S.A., Sections 2!5!A and 4956 1 and as hereafter amend«d.

2. Thil Ordinance 1h1ll be known and cited as the
\he Town of West Paris, Maine'.
3. Upon adoption of this Ordinance,
Ordinances shall be repealed.

all pr1viou1

"Subdivision

Ordinanc1 for

Subdivision Regulations or

L The Plat1nin9 Board, hereafter l:no"n as the Boord for the l'o"n of lleH Paris,
•hall administ1r thl• Ordinance,
2. The provisions of this Ordinance shall apply to all of the land area of all
proposed subdivisions, as defined,as well ••the expansion of •11 previously
approved subdivision•, "' defined, loc1ted in the Town of West Paris.
Th• provi•lons of this Ordinanc• sh•ll nol apply to all subdivisions
approved prior to lhe adoption ol this Ordinance.
3. No person, firm, corporation or other legal entity may 1ell, lease, develop,
build upon or convey for consideration,
offer or 1gree to sell,
111se,
develop, build upon or convey for consideration any land in • subdivision
which h11 not received Board approval and which has not bo1n recorded in the
Registry of Deeds and with the Town Clerk of Weit Paris. No public utility,
water di1trict,
sanitary district or any utility company ol •ny kind shall
install servlcea to any lot In a subdivision which h•s not received Board
approval and which has not been recorded In the Registry of Deeds and with
the Town Cieri: of West Paris..
A Subdivision Plan reoorded without Board
approval shall be void.
Any person who violates any provision of this
Ordinance shall be fined a minimum of one hundr1d dollars 111001 and a
ma1lmum of Two Thousand Five Hundred dollar1 112,5001 for each violation.
Each day constitutes a •eparate violation,
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StibdiYi;:,,;ion

4 ' 1.BlM.tj,.,.?:, t i a tl 0 f ''""Q. P- y [! 1 0P.,,V!,£D. 1-~JJ. hj
!f ~on5lruction of the pubJjc
from the apprnval d,1\0,
the
rEi.ipply to the Board for i] new

Urdin~nre

f(,lf

lhi: Tonn of

We~;t

Pari~

1

M~ine

n Tw9..-.~Y. f:! i3 r' ~).

improvements mre not begun within two years
approval sh.ill laps" and tho applicant ;;f\al l
approval;
ne~pplit.ation for i1pprtJYl~l shall
statm the r~asons why construction was not begun and the reasons why the
applic.ant will be i'.lble to bPgin the ~ct)vit.y within l1~0 y1;?.;i.r~ from t.he
grant..ing of ii n12r1approvt.i.l1 if qranted.
ln addition 1 t'.lpprovf1l 5ht.1ll )t1psE
tH1 ili!Y approv~.id s.ubdivi~1jon plo:1t1
tJ-1i1l. hos not been 1ilt1d r1ilh the~ Rl?gistry
ol ()r;ed,, within thirty (:;.01 day$ of approval.
neapplica\ion lor ,Jpproval
may includt~ inf.ormi:lllon stibn'iittr.d in the inili~l t.1ppl ic~1tion by rr:-{err.ncrt.

5. All req1Jir-errients
~;hall be binding

A.

thl5 Ordinil.t)Ce on r:i.pprovod and registerrd
regardlr.~i; o{ transfer of own(.:!rship.

t)f

$ubdivi~inns

A subdlvlsion ~hL1ll mc~n the diYi5ion of t.\ tri'u::t or· parcel of
land or structure as defined in Title 30 1
M.ll.S.A.,
Ser.ti on 4956 and as
hereafter amended.
The term subdivision shall also intlude such developments
as
multiple-fomily dwolli"glsl,
shopping centers, condominiums, iridustrial
parke and campgrounds 1
where there are three or more structur~s or units
SubdlVi5iQ.!t

·~

involved.

lhe Town

hereby 1•ercise1 It• power as granlod 1n Title 30
to inr.lude lots of forty (401 Hr es or more o; lots
for .the purpose1 of defining •nd reviawlng s1.1bdi vision~.
M.R.S.A.,

ot Nest Paris

Section 4956 1

B.

Dwf?)linq Uni.,.\_ - "DwP.lling uni\" means any port of a structure whir.h through
sale or lease, is intended for human h1bllation.

C.

~'JLil,_n!don

lof .• prey)ously ,;\J;!proved_,subdi~,i);ionl, - Ei:punsion means the addi t.i on
of lots, strmtures or units to 1 previously approved subdivision or
tt1e
1ddition of land area to a prevlou•ly approved subdivl1ion,

1. land which,

ber.ause of 11isting land uses or Ja[k of
Ind unavailable for building purposes or for use,

d[[Osl,

is ioolated

2. Land shown to be In 1 floodway or ••designated in the Flood Boundary and
Floodw•y Map prepared by tho Federal l"suranca Administration.

3. Lind which is unsuitable for development In its natural state due to
topographical, drainage, or aubsoll conditions such a• but not limited to:
a. slopos greater than thlrty.-lhre.e parcenl 133/.)
organic soils
c, wetland soil•
d, poorly drained soi 11,
as determined by Oxford
Conservation District
e. land subject to rights of w1y
b.

County

Soil and

Water

Subdivision Ordindnce for the Town of West Paris, Maine
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Icon ti tiued)
I, land locatecl
"' t !": ~ Rep,our(e Pro\ ec ti on Oislrid
g. land ccJVt:red by $Urface w~ters
h. }Bnd ]Dtciled () l'l I I 11 e d or drained Gr t> 11 l Ponds.

Urij_~t-

"dwi;ilJing unitr•,
or~ portit)h of t1 slruc::ture=
parts of lht:i structure by
floor
lo ceiling
Wtllls i.71nd L'Ofll'ii!)o,lng 5 use opt'rilled by or· identifiE>d 85 a ,i;;ingl~ entity,
or· a.
lot or partic n th1,.~reo~ identified by (I ~pecifir u5e or l11"1provement~.
Unit shall mean

segr~gCltPd

{sepa.rlilecl}

r.ithf~r

d

from ot.hf;!r

1

1.

ll.~.hJll i s " i o Q___QJ Pr • l i m.Ln.e.!~~_d_ i v I s i on ..fllli.if3.ii.PJ2.
Prelimlnery Subdivi&lan Applications shall be submltl•d at • regularly
scheduled Bo•rd meeting to \h1 Chairman of the Board who shall Issue ta
the applicant 1 datod r•ceipt.
Upon receiving a Prelimin•rY Subdivi•l•n
Application, the Boord shall notify all abutters.
Within thirty 1301 days
from th• date of receipt, the Board ~hall notify the lpplicant in writing
either that the Preliminary Subdivision Application is complete or,
If the
Application is incomplete,
tho specific additional information needed to
mate a complete Pr1limin1ry Subdivision Application.
The applicant a&1um1s
all responsibility as to its cornpletr.ness.
Upon Board determination that
the application is complete, the Chairm1n of th• Board will l1sue to the
applicant a dated receipt.

2. fublic;.J:laari.!L'l..

In the evant that the Board determln•• to hold 1 public hearing on the
proposed subdivision,
it shall hold such public hearing within thirty 1301
days of hiving notified the applicant in writing that a complete Preliminary
Subdivi&ion Application ·h11 been received ind sh•ll cause notice of the
date, time and place of such hearing to be given to the subdivider,
all
property owners within one thousand 11 1 0001 feet of the boundaries of tha
subdivision and published in a newsp1p1r of gener•l circulation in the Town
of West Paris at l•••l two 121 time&;
th• date of the first publlc•tion
shall be at least seven 171 days prior" to the h••r·ing. The derision to hold
a public h••ring ii discretionary, and in making its decision, the Board m•y
consider the si•• and type of subdivision, the community impact, and whether
any writtan requests for such a hearing have been received. Public hearings
5hall be conductod in accordance with the procedure• in Title 30, M.R.S.A.,
Sedion 2411, Subsection 3 A, B, C, D, E.
3, Bo•rd Decision on the Preliminary Subdivision Plan
rl~;-B;;':l"rd sha"il,'-wlthin thl,rty 1.io1 days a'f 8 public hearing,
or within
sixty 160! day1 of having received a complete •PPlicot!on, ii no hearing i1
held, or within 1uch other time limit as may be mutually agreed to, issue I
registered letter denying or granting approval of the proposed Preliminary
Subdivi•ion Plan or granting •Pprov•l on such terms and conditions as it may
doem advl"able to satisfy the criteria contained In this Ordinance and in

pag~
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3.

lr.ontinuedl
Title 3(1 1
M.li.S.A.,
safuly 1 and generill wel
Jn t.~ll

in~tanCE'f:i,

Section 4'156 1
f~1re

.

be upon the subdivider,
In issuing lt:s dt~cislon 1
the l~o~rd shall mo!:~ ii 1~rilten finding oi f~~:t
est~blishing lhat lhti propn~t'd subdivision doer1 or
dot1t; not mr+et prc.vlEiDns
of this Ordi11ance ~1nd lit.JR .30, M.F:.S.A. j Section 4956.
Approval
of the Prellrriir1;:.ry Subdivision Pli:1n ~lld Applit:i:Jlion i r1 r1n 1~il.Y
((.)mniits or binds the 8oard t.o apprDYt:i thr:• Fln11l Subdivislon FI an Cl.O cl
Appllci:ilion.
4•

fan..lllli~1Lo n
The

B.

F ""·?~

following

F'r~limin~ry

tl!H burden uf proof !:ihall

fee(fil

sh i! l l

prior·

lo

the

subml 55i on

of

Subdivision F' I 81'1:

•·

f!R.Y..l...t!:!...J,g.f.. 1 hienty Five dollars 1!25.001 PH lot lor unit for· multiple"
dovelopmontl

b.

R1evi~.ll asu 0.~ account,
One Hundred dollar• 1$1001 per l<>t
lor unit
for multiple• development!
deposited
in
an
est:row
account
1st1blish1d by \hi Town,
which monlel may bl used by the Board to pay
for prof11sion1!
reviews and advice related to the
dev1loper·s
application,
as it deems nece!lsary.
The Board $hall provide the
applicant with notic1 of its Intent to spend any portion of thi1 account
which notice shall specify the purpose for the proposed e1penditures.
Those monios deposited by \ha developer and not &pent by the Board in
the cour11 of It• review •hall be returned to the devolop•r within
thirty 130J day,; •fter the Board r111ders its final dooision on th•
applicution.

Fi q~ l Su bJJi..Y i 5i on ......fuiJ!.l.i..i;,2..!J...9..'l

1. Sulu!!. issioQ of FirJ,•l Subdj_vision 6.llplicaj;ion
The applic•nt shall submit the original and four 141 copies of tho Final
Plan to the Board at a regularly 1cheduled Board meeting,
within on• Ill
year from th" da\11 of approval of the Prelimin«ry Plan, lhe Chairm•n of the
Board shall issua a dated receipt to th• applicant. The Final Plan shall be
drawn in ink on linen or polye1ler film suitable far recording in the O•ford
County 11egistry of Deeds, The Fitial Plari shall include all the information
requested in Section lV.C.:O.. , and will also include all changes recommended
by the Board in their approval of the Preliminary Plan.
Thore shall be l\o
other sub1tantial changes between th1 Preliminary Plan and the Fin•) Plan.
Within thirty 1301 days from the date of receipt of the Final Subdivision
Application, the Board shall notify \h1 applicant in writing eithar that th•
Final- Subdivision Applitation is, complete or,
if
\.he
Application i;;
incomplete,
the specific ad~itipnal information needed to make a complete
Final Subdivision Appl icolion.
Th• applicant assumos all ro•ponsibi l ity as
to it& compl•tene11.
Upon Board ~eterminatio11 that the Final Subdivision
application is complete,
a dated receipt will be jgsued lo tho applicant.

Subdivision Ordinance for the Town of W11t Paris, Main•

2.

pago 5

!"..f!lli.i;,.)l e a r i ~.Q.
In the event

that the Board

detern1in~s

to

hold

a

public hearing

on the

propo1ed >11bdivisi011,
it shall hold such publi< hEoring within thirty 1301
days of having notified
the applicont· in writing \.hat o conipleto Fino!
S1lbdjvision Pldn Application has been rgceived ~nd shall cause notice of the
d~ile 1 time rind place fJ1 st1ch heHring to b1~ givl:lr1
to the subdivlder
al I
prt.iperly 01.;ner::, 1>1ithin one thous().nd \l 1tlO(l) fr:.1el of
the boundi!.rie5
of
the
pr[JpO.sE:?d ~ubdivi~ion and publi£-hed int.\ nf!lris-)pi.1per of gl'.!'neral tirculation in
the Town rd Wool P•ri> .it least two (2) \im~1;
\l1E date of
th~
first
p~1blic~tlon shc:ill be o:J.t least seven (7) d8y~ prior l:o
the
hEl\rin9.
The
decision t~ hold a public hearing is discretionaryt
and in making it~
decision,
the Beard may consider the size and typo of subdivision 1
tl1e
community Impact,
and wh•th1r any written request& for such a he•ring have
been recoived.
Public heorings sholl be co11ducted in 8ccordanu wili1 ttn1
proc~dure~ in Title ~;o,
M.R.S.A. 1 SGc;lion 2411 1 Subsection 3 A1 P. 1 C 1 D 1 E.
3. !LP.a rd ...Peel si ..Q.n on t!J. !L.l~..L.SubdLy__i $ion Pj.)JL
The Board •hall, within thirty 1301 days of •public he•ring,or within 1i•ty
(60) day• of hoving received a complete application,
If no ho.ring is held,
or within such other time limit as may be mutually agreed to,
issue "

r1gist1red letter denying or granting approval Of tho propo1ed Final
Subdivision Plan,
or gronting approval on such terms 1nd conditions as it
may deem advisable to 1ati&fy th• crlteria contained in thl• Ordlnanc• ind
in Title 30, M.R.S.A,, Saeli on 4956, •nd lo preserve the public's health,
safety, and general welfare.
Jn all inst.rnce&,
the bl1rden of proof shall be upon the subdivider-.
In
11,uing It& deci1ion 1
\h1 Board shall maka a written finding of fact
establishing th1t the proposed subdivision doe1 or does not ma•t the
provision• of this Ordinance and Titla 30, M.R.S.A,, Section 4956.
Approval of the Prelimln•rY Plan and Application in no way comrnit1 or binds
lhe Board to approve the Final Plan.
4. Upon approval of the Subdivision Plan,
a majority of the Boord shall sign
all lour (4) copies of tho Subdlvi,,ion Plan. The original shall be filed by
the 1ubdivider with
the D•ford County R1gi1try of Deeds within thirty (30)
days or the Subdivision Plan shall bernm~ void.
One (11 copy shall be
retained by th• subdivider,
one (1) copy shall be retalnad by the Board,
and one Ill cnpy shall b" filed with the Seledm•n. The Board shall maintain
1 permanent record of their action on th1 Subdivision Plan.

c.

T~.l' SuJldiviJ;.ion .&.E..tll.tatlon
Thi
Subdivision Application shall consist of an application form
1nd
subdivision plan.
lhms marked "ith an "X" shall be required in ill instance»
Items !L'l.t marl:ed with an "X' ~-be required.
The application form 1hall be }urn~1hed by the Board and shall include the
following information.

Subdivislon Drdinti:t1t:e for

x

x
x

I.

.,

L •

3.

Sl~1tl-:-·~

Ii.

x

",;

.

W~5t

Parjs

1

Maine

Name and address of Own~r
l'ii!mt> and ,1drJr·eo.s ol Applicant· (j f other than owner I
If 1~ppllcttnt i$
a torpor~1tion 1
st~t(;I 1-1heth{~t the corporatlon
liti:.1 nsf~d

x

the Town of

to do bu~iness
f{egistratlon

in

Mi:!in!~i

(lnd

att.~(h

copy cif

Secr0l~1ry

1:s

of

Nctme ~nd i1ddrfi!f.•$ o) (~pµJjr,:t.1nt'5 aulhori:;:.i;~d rPprcsenlativr.
Nome! .:i.ddt"PSS o1nd number of f'\r:.•gis.tet{:id F·11Jfr:s-::::.ionL\l Enqint1r::ir, Land
~;;urv12yc.1r 1 or Pll~nner who preparci[j the pllln
Addr~~s to whjcJ1 all correspondence from the Board should bR sent
Wht1t
l nterf:'!.1t does the ~ppl i cant. havf:! in thl:!1 pttrcel
LL! be
s-ubdivid{,'d (opt.jon,land purr..hti5e contrl1ct 1 record ownership 1vtc, >?

x

6.

x

7.

x

What inlere&l do•s the applicant hive in 1ny property abutting tho
parcel to bo 1ubdivid•d?
9.
Stat~ HhRther
the subdivision covers the ~ntirs or tontigLtOus
holdings of the 1pplic•nl or not.
I (I • Proposed method of Perforrnanc• Guar1ntee
11. Application fee
12. Statement of Financial t:apabi l It y
13. Statam111t of T1chnic1l cap1bllity

x
):

x
x

X

X
X

8.

l.
•·
3.
4.

15.

Location of property:
Oool: and page (from f<e~ister of Deeds)
Copy of th• Proparty D•od (from Register of Deeds}
Location of property: Map and lot (Jrom Aosessor'o OIUcei
Map survey of tract to be subdivided,
tertified by' Registered
Land Surveyor, tied ta 11tabli1h1d roferenco points (attached to
•pplicatlon form}
Current zoning of prope.rty
E~i1llng waterbodies
E1l1ling Public and private rights of way ind easemonts
Acr11ge Of parcel to be subdivided
A soils report prepared by a Lic•nsed Sile Ev1luator, identifying
soil types a11d location of soil test area>.
Based on soil test
results, certain modifications of the 1ubdivision 11y be required
(attached copy of soils report to •pplicationl.
There sholl be•\
l•ast one Ill 1011 lmsl p1rform1d on e•Ch lot.
Name• of property owners abutting lho parcel to be 1ubdivldod •nd
on the oppositl side of any road from the p•rcel to b• subdivided
lshow on pJ,1tl
Indicate the nature of any restrictive cove11ant1 to be placed on
the deed•
Traflic Impact analysis
Hydrologic assessment
Statement of
water supply suitability frorn a well driller,
or 1 hydrageologi•t, or 'the Weit Paris Water District
Nacessary State and/or Federal Permits and da\1 of application

l /,.

(pl .. ,: li~tl
Any requests for waivers or variances must be

X

5.

X

6.

X

7.

X
I

B.
9.

x

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

x

in written form

pogo 7

Subdivision Ordinance for th• Town of Wall Paris, M1in•
3•

I..!li. QI rn 8 t j,E..Q..___Q.H~l.h_e~~ sLI bd i vJ,,, si 0 I'\ J~J-~.!l.
f'relimi ni:~ry Fin al
x x L Proposed name of 5ubdivi~ion

"_.,

Lot numbors

4'

Prc;ipotir:id lot llnes with a.pprDJ!imale dimenf..ions
Suggested loc~tions of buiJdings 1 subsurf~ce sewage disposal
sy~,tt~rr1~, and wells (show on pl~t}
l.ocation of permanent
or t~rnporary mar~er! adequately
J()cated lo enable \he E<oard to loc•t<• lots readily
and
appraioe the basic Jot loyou\ in \ho field !show on pl,1\l
Location of all porcels to be dodkaled to public us•,
t11e
condi\.ions of sud1 deditalion,
and the location of oll

x
x

x

x
J:

x
x

c

Y.

x

6.

x

x

7.

x

A,. •

"

,)

'

8.

X

X

9.

I

I

10.

I

X 11.

Dato, north point, graphic mop sc•l• le.how on pla\)

na\urol fe•tures or sit• elom•nts to be pre11rved
(shaw on
pl a\)
Proposed Association Bylaws
including roadways
!where
appl i cab! el
A locotion map, conslating of a U.S.G.S. Topogr•phical Map,
1howing \hi relation of th1 proposed subdivision to adjacent
propertie1 and to th1 general surrounding area. The location
map shell show all the"""' within Two Tho1.1>"nd 12,000l feet
of any property line of the proposed 1ubdivision !attach to
p 1 an) .

12.

Location and si•e of existing building•, watercourse&, and
other essenti•l exi1ting physical fe1ture1 lshow on plall
Location and si•• of any existing sawer•,
w1t1r m•in•,
culvert• •nd drains lshow on platl
Location,
names and widths of ony ••isling and propo1ed
1\r1•ts, highways, ea1ements, building lines, rights of way,
pans an<! other public open spaces;
or1d
lengths of all
straight line•,
\hi doflection of 1ngl11, radii length of
~Ltrves

13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

1

and rentral angles

of all curves1

and t~ngent

dlst1nces and bearings of all 1treets or other proposed
public ways proposed by the subdivider (show on plat!
Statement which Indicates how a privately owned road i i to
be maint;dned
Statement which 1tates who owns all privat1ly owned roads
Contour lines at lnt~rvals of either five 151, ten 1101 or
twenty 1201 feet in elevation,
as opecifled by the Board
Typical cro1a-s1ctions of proposed grading for roadways,
sidewalks,
and storm drainage facilities !attach to plan)
A soil erosion and sediment control plan
for construction
and for permanent control !attach to plan)
Suitable space to record on the approved plat plan the date
and t.onditions of approval, if any.
This spor.e shall be
1imilar to th• foJlowing 11ample1
Approved
Town of West Paris --------- Planning Board
Signed
----------------------------- Chairman
(spate for all
Date

Conditions

---------------------~-------

---------------------------------------------------------

members to sigr1)

Subdivision Ordinancf> for \he Town oJ Wes\ f'Mis,

pagf? 8

o.

lconl:inuedl
19.

a.

Any ather

in~orrnci.tion

Certjfiti:1t.iar. to thr Boctrd

o-f

on t.hr.

Jjneinci.;,l

pari;-,~~1

tD be

c~p..-:1bllity

subdivid£~d

or hondl119 to 1::-n=,l.ire

completion oi the pr·oject.
b.

StL1lement
und/01

Stal~ruent

c.

p~rrnil

d.

from lhe Fire Chie-1

i!S

lo

th~

;:i,v~1il~bility

of fire hydrant£,

fire ponds

iroro the Sewer ~nd/or Waler Di5lrict or company that they will
into the water di~trict syste~1

conn~ttion

Other information not indicated above,
application

as spacif lad by the Board on tho

A.

!1.\1.iiJl.L.Slrip - Th• Board m•y r~quire a bllffer strip, sui:h as n•lurol vegetation
when tho propo>ed subdivision will be located adiacent to • use where
separation is de•irable.

s.

!1."-.§..ement Orain.eJll_ - If lots are being <r••t•d to accommodat• structures with
basoments,the subdivider can be required to show that the bo11mant can be
drained by gravity to the ground 1urfac1.

C.

ConJprmanc. ~ with..J:ither 1~--B.ll!!l.~.lion..§. - The proposed subdivi>ion r,hall br.
in conformonte with all
pertinent Local,
State and Federal ordiniu1tes,
statutes, laws, and regulation$,
lf the proposed subdivision must be roviewed
by any stole agency in acrordance with the Site Location Act, Tith 38 M.H.S.A.
481 at seq
or any other applicabll State law,
th~
subdlvid1r must ••cur•
approval of the Baird of Environmental Protection or appropriate agency and th1
Town Planning Board.

D.

Cons.\.rllctio.n, Pra.bjbileJL - No <Jtility installation•,
no ditching, grading, or
ccn•truction of roads,
no grading
ol 11nd or lots,
and no con•truction of
bllildings sh;dl bo done on any part of th• subdivision until lhe subdivision
application has been prepared, submitted, reviewed, approved, and •ndarsed al
provided for by thil Ordin1nce,
nor until an oltestod copy of tho plan 10
approved and ondors1d has been recorded by the 1ubdlvid1r in the Ragistry of
.Deeds.
Plans for road construction,
grading a11d ditching sholild be r•viewed
by the Road Commi><ioner for his recommendation> prior lo Board approval.

E.

ll.i!;..s.!l<c.fa. .Si'l.i;.!!~e.L!J.2_ - The Board
cat('.h basins,
control

F.

1

E;ise"ment~.
~1t11iti~~;

may require the installation of ditches,
piping systems,. 'and _other appurtenances for the conveyance.,

or dispO!tial of 1Surface

waters~

- The Boord may require easements for saworage,

dr~inage,

or other

Subdivl&lon Ordinanc1 for \he Town ol Weit Pari•, Maine
G.

fedi_pe.nt_,;ui.d ErQ>ion I2ntr9J Pl.in - The [<oard may require the ;1ppl icont to
develop • sodiment and 1rosion control plan in compll•nce with the 1tandard• ol
the 01ford County Soil and Wat1r Conservation Di•trict.

H.

Gu l. . 9J~.l.i..!l!?..2,....L~Jif' v i e ~0.,.Jtn__§_~tPJ~ i v i s ~. .R,.!.:i~~Q.~~,t!.iti..~. l~.lJl n Lc \'!
l n r e v i e wi n g
an y
proposed subdivir1ion 1
lhe Bo11rd $hall consid£•r the crilr.riu set forth in th~~,
Gujdel)ne=... conttiin~d ir1 the Stibdivl5)(lrt L<.I\.'!~ litlE.i 30 1 M.R.S.A. 1
Sllction l!95t. 1
r...s ti.niPnded,
which a.rf.' inr.IudP.d ~15 t1n appE"ntli1: of this Ordinanc[!,
and before
granting t'lpproval shall determine th~il tt1ey ha.vi: been or will be mBl.

The burdon of proof shall bo upon the 1pplic1nt.

!. The lot silto,

width, depth, shape and orientation and the minimum 5~lback
lines shall be •ppropriate for the location of the subdivision and for the
type of development and use contemplated.

2. Whero individual,
on-•il• ••wago disposal systems 1r• to bl utilized, lh•
size of e1ch lot Bh•ll conform to the
'Town of West Pari1 Minimum Lat Siz•
Ordinance" or 1hall be ba11d upon soil characleriatics ind conform to A
Guide for Minimum Lot Size Determination contained in Appendi• F of the
State of Maine "Subsurface Wastewater Disposal Ru!11', Part II 1s arn•nded,
whichever is largest.
3. For Cluster developments, over1ll net density •h•ll not be greater than \he
density that would result from th• creation of individu•l, non-cluoter lots.
Such den1ities 1h1ll be calculated by dividing the total dev1lop•ble acreage
within the subdivision !including open 1p1c11 or common recre1tion1l araasl
by tha number of propo1ed units. Develop1bl1 acr11ge 1hall be determln1d by
subtracting 'Land Not Suitable for Development",
as defined in Section
11!.0. of this Ordinance, from tho total acr~age of the subdivision.

4. The lot size,
for multiple unit housing,
when disposal of wasl1s by
subsurface w<1ste disposal is used,
shall be In the same proportion as lor
single l•mlly residential units. For purpo111 of computing such proportions,
the amount of sewage generated by and the woste disposal r1quir11ent of such
land uses shall be:
a, single family residential unit, three hundred <300) gallons por day;

b. multiple unit housing,

one hundred-twenty 1120! gallons per bedroom

per

day.
J.

Driv!UJ.!U'.....Jnlr\!rtces. - Subdivisions with lots fronting on edsUng arterial and
collector 1tr•ots shall mlnlmi1e the number of driveways entering such street•.
The Board sholl r1quir1 •cces1 st~eets or oth1r accept•ble techniques to
minimize the number of dri•ew•y entrances upon such streets,

K.

Side>0tdh ·· The Board sn•ll have the authority to de<i9nat1
•h>ll ba roquirod,

whether sid•>ialf:.

page 1(1

L,

lUJ. .li.tL?J!c ··All utilities
waived by the Board,

11.

.!L. ~9..f.~-- Cu l _:_Q~::}~--~,,L.....~l r r: ~J..~" - [\Ea d -- on d or Cul ···de .,. ~,A [ =· t r ,~ 1~ t ~~ sh i1 l l b r~
provided al lhi:.• cloi;;.r.d end ~~lth a lurn-ar'tHJnd hl1vir1g .1 propt:-rt.y \ ir'1E rodiu;~ of

shall be insl•lled und(•rground

unless ,,pocifically

t!.f:.,~9-.: t 1 n
~t

1eH~~t

fet•l,

si~ty

\6(1)

{oP.l.

with

ha.~.i

The Hoard

r~dlus

t.\n outsidt> pc1voment

tht1 riqht. to rr.qulrf:i an

of

ec1bf.l'f1&nt

at

}E:i1sl

'forty

{~10)

to t-i:l.enO the:: rc·ad

beyond the Cui-de·,sac.
t~ ,

l. t1 .Q,,J~..,,,}:!.9L.~_.~.L},,..!':.,i~.b.. l e _:LQL..,,.ll. !:.V r~ l_QJ!J!-~I!...l
1 he I~ o1~1 r d s h it ,) l
i n n o l n :; t Cl n c: e
L1 p p r D v e
~uch portion;,1
of
any proposed sobdjvi£1on
that
11J"E.i located c;1n
"Land Not
StdttJble for D1:1vEllDpnient 1' f\\:1 clefined )t\ Section Ill.El. of tt1is Ordini:-..ncP,

O.

Q11on !'.~Q.eLP r·r_QY.L§.ions - The Board may '"quire
det;ign irn:::Jude a l~ndscape p}{1n that wlll ~how
trees,the rPpl¢1.i;:::srnent of trees iand veqeti:itiDn~

the

prt:sr.rv~1tion

o.f

s1;~t1iL"

.that
th~

a proposed stJbdivisior.
pres£rvation of e~:isting

graded contour!!!.,

stream~,

and

1 historic, or environmentally desirab!P i:i.reBs.

1. The Board m1y require that th• subdivider file with the Board 1 p1rform1nc1
quarante1 in an 1mount sufficient to defr1y all o•p•nses of the proposed
public improvements. This may bo tendered in tho form of 1 certili•d check
payablo to \h1 Trea1ur1r ol the Town of West Paris and l1su1d by 1 financial
ln•titutlon acceptable to the Town of W111 Paris,
or a performance bond
running to th• Town of Wait Paril and issued by a surety company acceptable
to the Town of W~st Paria.
Thi conditions ond amount of such c1rtified
Llrnc\: or- performance bond shal 1 be de\ or mined by lhe Pl inning [<o•rd of tho
Town of West P1ris with the •dvice of the v11riol1s ni1111idpal oflicen,
roncerneci.
Tha amount shall be at Jaast equal to the total cost of
furnishing,
installing,
rnnnecting,
and completing oil of the street
grading,
paving,
storm draln1g1 and utilities or other improvements
•peclfiod on tho pl•n within two (2} yoors of th" date of the certified
check er performance bond.
2~

The Board mt1y recommend

a manimum extensiot1

of

l1i1elve

(12)

months to the'

performance period wl1en th~ subdivider· can d~monstratef
to the
sat.lsfntlion of the Bonrd and the municipal officers 1
good l:·ijuse ior $L1(h
e1\1nsion.
Such r1commendatlon shall bo rel•rred to the Bo•rd of Seloctmen
for official action.
guaranta~d

3. Before a subdivider may b1 released from any

obligation requiring hio/her
guarantee of performance,
the Board will roqulre certification from th•
various municipal olficors to the effect that all improvements have been
satisfactorily completed in accordance. with all applicable standards,
!Stat.~, Federal and Local cod,l'·s, ordinances,
law~ and regulations).

4. Th• Board may,
at its discretion,
waive the requlr•m•nt of a performance
bond and recommend a properly e1ecutod conditional •graement with tho Town
of W11l Paris.
Such agreement,
If •••cuted with the Town of We.st Paris
shall be endor•ed in writing on the plan and •hall provide that the Board

Subdivision Ordinante for
~-

the

Town of

W~st

p ,1g e l l

Paris, Maine

<continued>
mtiy approve th{;' subdivision or ilny part ther·~o~,

on the condition thr<.t

lot in the subdivision may be sold and lhat th8re tan be no
any b1,.1ilding on an'f lot on

~i\.rei?t.

io the

~111bdivi5ion

in

improvr~rnents

12) y~ars

hilvE? b~en m.;id~
t.uch r.onditional i:i.gri:'t-m&nl.
G.

~ny

been certified in the manner !el fortl1
l'ljthin t~10

unt.ll

it shiill

paragraph three above
of

the

rio

construction cf

date r1f

that

have
~1

l

(J;:i:1tt1t.in9

eJ.Jl~J~,yj_=.ion§~.--~~R.C.. J'.!.Q.Q..!:~9.:~.'.~~-l No
c:hunges 1
Ottisures 1
modlflc~-;tions,
or
rvvisions $ht1ll bP. ffii;1.d'!:: in ~1ny sobdlvision plan cJflt'.?t' approval ha.r, been gi·.ien
by the [{oar·d and endorsed lr1 writing on the pl(1ni
unlets the plan is {irsl

r11ubmill•d ind th• Bo1rd approves •ny 1odificalion1.
In the evt>nt that th~ 1ubdividon plan i5 recorded without complying >1ilh thi$
requirn•••nt, lh• plan sh;ill be con5iderod null and void,
and the Hoard 1hal I
in&titute proceedings to have th1 pl•n stricken from the records of the
Selactmen and the Registry of Da•d1.

A.

~~j: Desi qn ·-~J)d Co11strurt.ion ··The design •nd constn1ction of all subdivision
1lreets ind road1 shill be in 1ccord•nce with th• Town"• road ordinance or with
the r1quir1menls of thi• Subdivision Ordinance whichover hos th• higher
st•ndard.

B.

Ll.£...§sificatjon of Streyts
1. Jn all n•w subdivisions,
1treet1 that are to be dedicated
shall b1 classified as providad in Subsection 2,

to public u&e

1,

The classification shall bl based upon the projected volume oi traffic
to b• carried by the 1lreel, stated in terms of the number of trips per
day.

b.

The number of dwelling units to be served by the street may be used as •
useful indicator of the nu•ber DI trlp1 but i1 not conclusive.

c.

Whenever a subdivi1iun street contlnu11 an 11i•ting 1treet that formerly
terminal1d outside the subdivision or it ii expected that a subdivision
&treet will be continued beyond the subdivision at •ome future time, the
classification of the street will be b111d upon tha street in it•
entirety, both within and outside of the subdivision.

2. The cla1sific1tlon of streets •hall be as !olloNI.
a.

§.!L~..@.i. - Private ways, which serva threo or more units, and public ways,
such as alleys, avenues, boule.vards, highways, and roads.

b.

t.rivat_ely Owned __- A street which is

not Intended

to

be dedicoted oo •

Town wa.y.

c.

!lLi.':'.!c!iitY"

-

A privately owned way which

oervo. no more than two units.

pnge

12

Subdivisi[.H\

d.

tl.L!l2...C_

~A

57-treet.

properties,
dw1?lling qnits

and is

ii;-,
t.r.1
provid~ e1c.ci:.1 ~15 to abutting
i.s dfrsigned to 5erve nol rnore l.hcin ten ()0)

sole funt:lion

Il s~rVRS">

or

r.>:p~ttt1 d

$i=Venty~·fivti

lc.1 or- dnes handle up lfJ

{75)

dtiy.

trips per
P,

l'lho~e

'
Ordinance
ior lhP. Town of West F'c.1-i£ 1 Mcilne

~,S~t:t-!_J:A i;ilrPr.t
prtipPrtip;;,
ll

~ihof.e
~-t'l"'/if~

~ol

E funcl.) on i
is dt~~,igi-12d

~.

to

pro.,,1 jrJe aCC1:"£5

,?.bull

lo

in~l

lo ser·-1'? at leo;;..t f.){:;-vGr. 1111 bu~
nn more
lhr:in 1or·ty···1ive l~~il d"NP.lling unit::,
cind :is exprr.led to or t:ICH?f:.
hJndle bE-ll'!t-f:n ~.{~vr:.irity-·,fi·1e (71:._,) i:ind l.1tJD hundred-f-iit,y \::so\ trip:;
p£·r

or

doy.
f.

~Jlll.gJ:tor., - A ctrect
"it10;.;:,1;:
principle f1.1nctiot1 lS t.D c: ..1rry tr~t·fic
b12tween mlnor cind lOCill street;$ r:Hld ;lrli;:::itiiil i.::;treWl5 but lhat may al~O
provide direct arress lo obul\ing propt•r\i<1s.

q,

BIJ.£!'.:J.JD~

- A mdJor street whu:;,e principal fur1ctlon j ; to,t:r1rry lr-a1fit:
into, out of, or •round the Town and carries high volume• ol traffic.

1. Bzi.~e. E'.

''·

The Aggregote base mat.rial sholl be sand or gr"el of hard durable
particles free from vegetative matter, lump• or ball• of clily and other
delet~rious substances.
Coll

Item:

1. Minimum width of right o I way
2. Minimum width of pavement/

....
4.
c
~-

6.
7.
B.
9.

l 0.
1).
12 w
13.
14 •

15.

\f eetl

travel width !lee\I
('l. l

Minime1m grade
(/.)
M~1. i m1..1m grade
For al l r 01:ids;
Ma:-:inium gr ode at intersection$ sh al 1
be two(2l perc~11t within fifty!50l feet
of i ntE"rsr.r.:ti on~
Minimum ong le of intersections idegroes I
Width of shoulders. ( f oet I
Miniml1m cont er l in e radii on CllfV~$ ( f ~et)
linchesl
Minimum r nad base
total
(inches)
sub ·'"base
upper bas• lindiesl
H8>:i mum stone Si Le in sub-base linchO'l
Maximum stone !:ii z ~ in upper ~b•S• linchosl
MinlrnL1rn road crown I inches per f ootl
Paving - minimum linchosl
Maxi mum b acl; and side slopes
For a 11 roads:
Mini mum elevation ol the finished road
'iur·{M:i;;e • h, l ) be t WO \2} !eel above t 11 e
SPtl'i:it'Jnal high water t ii bl•.

-

~ct

or'

local

Minor

PrjvatE:1

50

50

50

50

24
0.5

~ (l

0.5

20
0.5

t) • ~..

8

l (I

l(I

I c,

9 (I

9 (I

,_.
•

_,

9(1
_,

n I c..

15(1

24

~

"

2(1

"

9 (I

'

t! (1

I

15(!
18

(I (i

6
6

18
12
6
6

' ...c 1
-·

3.5

.,
._:,, c

3,5

1/ 4
2
! :'.I 1 l

lI4
2

1I 4
2
{31 l l

lI4
n/a

lB

(3/

12
6
6

l)

16
l (I
6

,,,

6

( 311)

Subdivir;ion Ordinanre for the To"n of West P"sls, Maine
D.

Sl:Qf.!!L.fu:il.i.O..!~ ~Adequate

the

dong1r

:=.ubdivid~r

1

of

drainage lar.iliti•s d1&ll be
llooding/erosion
and shall b1 the

subject to the approvi!.l

t1f

th~

pago 1 ;:
provid~d

so as to

r~spnnsibility

reduc~

of

Uie

Board.

A.

Whtre the Board finds that 01\raordinary ind unn~ces11ry h1rdship1 m1y result
from strict compliance with this Drdin1nce or where there aro special
circumstances ol a particular plan,
it may waive 1ny part of thlo Ordinance
provided that 1uch waiv•r will not h1v1 the affect of nullifying the purpo1e of
this Ordinance, the Comprehen•ive Plan, tho Shoreland Zoning Ordinonce, or 1ny
oth~r ordlnance.

D.

In granting any waiver, the [<oard shall require such r.ondltions a5 will, in it.s
judgements, secure substantiolly the objectives of the requirements so w1ived.

A.

Should any section or provision of this Ordinanca be declared by 'the courts to
be invalid,
such decision ahall not inv1lid1te any other section or provi•lon
of this Ordinance, and to this end, the provisions of this Ordinance are hereby
declared ta ba severable.

[L

Th•· effective date of lhis Ordinance is

c.

This Ordinance shall not repeal 1
annul,
or In 1ny woy impair or remove the
nec1ssity of compliance with any o\hor rule, regulation, by-law, permit, or
provi1lon of Jaw.
Where lhi• Ordinance Imposes a higher standard for the
prcmotiorn and protection of health and safety, the provi1ion1 of \his Drdlnanc1
shall prevail.

D,

A certified copy of this Ordinance

1hall bo

filed with the County Reg\Btry of

Deeds,

Thi• Ardlnon<o m•Y b• •mondod
<i.e. Town Meotingl.

through • voto

of tho legi•l•tiv• body

of tho Town

•

Ordin~nte

Subdlvision

p uge 1 4

for the

To~tl

o-f Wt:st

Par)~,

An i!!ppe~l
ma.y bi;.'
teil:en
\.'1itl1ln thirty (~~(!) days ~rom
tht~ no,:1,rd'~ cjeci::. ic.1n
i:1ppJir.1'lliCHI by .::1ny n~1.rly lo ~·)1Jp£~rior Court in ~ccordtiOC:E;· ~lilh f\u]e Hl)t~ of ll\t>
nul <:1 t o-f Cl vl l PrOt't:"(/l\rP.

Mciine

D\1

thP.

Hain1~·

Af· PS:ltnl.J. . .h:

As noted in tho ln1ormation Paphlet entitled:
"Maine Planning and L•nd Use Laws 1988"
Distributed by tho Office of Cornprehen&lve Planning,
Moine Department of Economic and Community Development

When promulgating any 1ubdivi1ion r1gulatinns and when reviawing •ny •ubdivision
for approval, the plairning board, agency or office,
or the municipal officers,
shall 'onsidrer the following criteria and before granting opprovill shall d~termin~
tho! the propo>•d subdivision•
A,

In rnal;itig thic determill"tion
land above see1 levEl and it~
the flood plains, the nature of soils and subsoils and their
ability to adequ•l•ly support w11te di•po&1l;
th• slope of
the land ind its
effect nn effluents; the availability of strean15 for di<posal of effluents;
and the applicabl• atate and local health •nd water resources r1qulations;
~Jill

not ro>ult in undue w•ter or air polh1tion,
le~$l

it shall ct
relation lo

B.

C.

CDnsider:

Has sufficient water
suhdi vi ~ion i

'fhP.

availabl~

ele'1~tion

oi

for the reasonably

{ores~~able

Will not cau::.e an unreasonctble burden or1 an !!!1.isting

~1ater

needs of the

supply 1 i·f one is to

be utili<ed;
D.

E.

Will not calls• llnreo$Onable &oil erosion or redciction in tho capacity of the
land to hold w1ter &D that• dang•rous or unhealthy condition may ••ault;

Will

not

cauae unreasonable highway

conditions with

r~spect

to

u~e

of

or public road congeation
or unsafe
the highway• or public roads exi1ting or

proposed;
F.

Will provid• for adequot• sew1ge wa1te dispo1al;

G,

Will not cause unroasan•bla burden on the 1bility of a municipality
of 1olid w11te ••d 11wage if municipal ••rvice& •re to b• utill•ed;

to diopose

Subdivision Ordinance for th• Town of West Paris, Main•
Appendi

1~

A:

page ! 5

<contl riuedl

I.

\!!ill nol hi:~ve
an undue ~dvers-,~ eff.ect on ·the- scenjr. or nal1.,1rd] beauty o-f
the
areil. 1 aeslhetics 1 h)-;i.lorii;:: sites ()r· rt\re
~ind
it·replac:ei.1ble nt1lurcil ar~1t1~.' er
ftny publ~c rights for p1·1y!:.ittil or ·-1i~.l1t•l zicce~:s tc1 t!1e shorelin~i";

J.

ls iri conformanc~ with a duly adopt~d subdivision regulation or ordinance 1
comprehen5ive p\8ni df.'.velopmr.nt pl~n 1 or leir1d u!:lt: plc:1n 1 if ciny.
In 111£;,king
this d~terminution 1
the f11unlc~pul r·r='"'1ir.wing a.\Jthority lS outhorj.:;~d ta
intcrpr~t

thes~

ordinances and plans;

K.

The subdivider he1 adequate lin•ncial and technical capacity to meet the
stetod standards.

1bove

L.

Whenever situated in whole or in part, "ilhin 25(1 feet of •ny pond, lake, r·iver
or tidul waters, will not adveneiy affed the quality of such body of water or
unroa1onably •ffecl the shoreline cf such body of waler.
Furthermore, when lots in • subdi•i•ion have frontage on an outst1ndlng riv1r
segment. as defined in subsection 1-A,
the proposed subdivision plan •-11•1 l
require princip1l structures to have • combined lot shore frontagl and setb•ck
from the normal high water mark of 500 leal, To avoid circumventing the intent
Of lhls provision,
whenever a proposed 1ubdivl1ion adjoins 1 1horel1nd strip
narrow1r thin 250 feet which is not lotted,
the proposed subdivision shall bl
reviewed al if lot lines e>:tend to t11e shore.
These frontage and setback
provi1ion1 shall not apply either within 1r1as zoned as general development or
it1 equiv1lent under 1horel1nd zoning, Tille 12, section 4813, or wilhin area•
areas designated by ordinance as dens1ly developed.
Thi determination of
which areal are densely developed shall bl based on a finding that,
as of tho
affective date of this Act,
11isting development meets the requirements of
•ubsection l.

M.

Will not, 1lon1 or in conjunction with existing activltle1,
the quality or quantity of ground water.

N.

The ·subdivider will d1termine,
basod on the Feder1l Emergency Hanag1ruont
Agency's Flood Boundary •nd Floodway Mops ind Flood lnourance Rate Maps,whelher
th• subdivision is in • flood-prono areo,
If the 1ubdivislon, or any part of
11 1 i• in such an aroa the subdivider will determine the
!OD-year flood
elevation and flood hazard boundaries within the subdivision.
Tho proposed
subdivl•ion plan 1hall lnclud1 a condition of plat approval requiring thal
princip•l structures in the subdivision shall bo constructed with their lowest
floor, including the basement,
at lea1t one foot above the lOO-y11r flood
elevation.

/\rticl~

Shall an ordinance entitled "Subdivii<ion 01,:dinancc for the 'l'Own of West p 3 ris,

2G. l

M(1ine 11 be amended as follows?~
~?...'2__~lI

A.

0 Definitions
Subdivision - A subdivision shall ml•n the division of a tboct or parcel of
r;;nd(),:-;;::ructuie ••defined in Titlo 30 1 H.R.S,A., Section 4956 ond as "
hereafter omend~d. The tci:m subdivision shall oloo inclu::lo •Uch dovolopmi;nt•
os mult.iple-,fomily dwelling(s), sh0ppin9 conters, condominiums, industrial

parks and camp9rounds 1 whore the.re ~rti thre'c or rrore. i>tructures or W\its involved.
~ . 1rJH5._..'J: ow n-~-0:-f.........Vlo &t--P-0 l'-i~h o r--0 by--..o :.:..o-H-4·.r. -o H-t,.c~powo.~,.;i,-G-.i:,f~:-~-nt..od-J'.,..n.....,.U,t,;....,lrQ..~,J...O,.....,~

.--1· I , R-.-S.,., ·~,.,.-.-S<) G-t-io 11-·4-9~-6·-)-t.l)--i-ne-l,ll-<;i.,0.-~. -0-t.·G...-..Q,f--f,e-r~t-y--·°"-4~)~:i.·e-t'-e Q....-{+-i==---;-i",,.o-t:-e,-...-a-e"'~l-o,t-"J-··~
~[ Q,);....---t, Ii G-p\u:-po Go G-.......o i ..,Q-0.{~i-n-i.() 9~~~ n d---t-O-Y-i-<ti,.,i'irri9~~c...u t.Q.i.vJ-&-i:-On-6~

Article 2G.2

Sl11ll 1n ordinance entitled •subdivision Ocdln1nca for the ToYn al West Pori•,

__

l•\t1inet 1 be (]J1\cn<lcd d$ follows?:

.Sec ti...........on VJ ,
c.

l.

Minin1um I>.ood Const<uction Standards for Subdivisions Biif.;CS

o.

1.

z.

3.
~.

5.

6.
7.
0.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

M.
15.

f(o;id s

,.-,-~--

~·he /\9gregate bose material shall be sand or grovel of hard durable
pnrcicles free from vegetotive matter, lumps or balls of clay and other
deleterious substonces.
Collcctot l,.OCAl Hi nor P;ri11,atG
Item:

Mi11imu1n width of right of way (feet)
Minimum width of puvement/
travel width (feet)
Minimum grade (\)
Mo'1111urn grade (\)
ror all ro11ds1
N•Ximum grade at intersections shall
be two (2) percent within fifty (50) feet
of intarsections
Minimum on\JlO of intersections (degrees)
\Hdth of shoulders (feet)
l·linimum conter line radii on curves ((eet)
l•linirnum road base • total (inches)
'
aub•baG• (inchos)
upper-base (inches)
Mnximuln· stone size in sub-base (inches)
Mai<imum stone i;ize in upper-base (inches)
Minimum road crown (inches per foot)
Paving • minimum (inches)
Max in1um bacl\ and side slopes
for <>11 roads 1
Mininuini elevation of the finished road
surfoce shall be two (2) feet above the
seasonal high water table.

50
24

50
20

50
20

-$0-

-?£-

-o.....r..-

o.s

o.s

o.s

B

10

10

4;)-

90
3
150
24

90

90

-%-

3
150

3
15 0

-tOO-

19

~l{,-

19

12

10
12

6
6

6

6

-<;.-

6

3. 5

t/4

3. 5
1/4

G
J. 5
1/4

..-}·.+
-if+-

2
(3/l)

2
(3/l)

2
(3/l)

""',,.....

-t"...,;.-

~

--t3f'l+

n.1

Shall an ordina.nc€.~ e.1~titlf:!d ' Subdivis.ion Ord in~nc:e f'oi.'. the Town of West' iJari.s·,
1

Mf.line

___

Se(.:' t ion VJ. •

,...._..,,,~_,,,.,,

l..

11

be amended as foll<.)WS'?;

--

Ho.11d
. s

,__,~---··

~)-~~.E.
The. AggL·egate base matel':".ial shall he sand or. gri;'l.vcl of h.:i.rcl durahl.e
pt11:·ticlHz ftee £i::om vc.getat:.ive m1:1tt(~r, lumps or b.;;1lls of clay and ot.he~

a.

deletorious substances:
l

tern•

1.

Minimum width of eight Of way (feet)

2.

Min.i.mum wicJth of pavement/

travel width (feet)
Mio.i1m~m

3.
4.
5.

gr.;1de {i)
Max i111um grade ( i)
Foi: alJ roads:
Maxj.mu111 9rade at intersections shall
b~~ two (2) percGnt within fifty {50) feet

6.

Minimum angl.e Of intersections (degre~!s)

7.

Width of shoulders (feet)

so

50

so

24
0.5

20

o.s

20
(). 5

0

10

10

90

90

90

3

3

1$0

150

3
l~ 0

1.4
l8
6

w

of intersections
8.
9.

10.

u.

l2.

D.
lA.

is.

Mini.mum center lint\ radii on c~n::·ves {feet)
Hinim1,)lft road base - total.
(inches}
sub~bas.e (inches)
upper~tJase (inches)
Maxi1\1um· stone si.ze in sub~base. (inches)
Maximum st.one size in \lpper-base (inc;:he$)
r'1iniro\Hn ~oad c:i:-own (inches per foot}
Paving ~ mini.mum (inches)
Maxim\lm b~ck and zide slopes
for all. roads~

·'9&_,.,,..._
··~-ee-···

l.2

10
12

6
6

6
6

3.5

3. 5

~

1/4
2

1/4

2

2

·if-1,,,,,,,._.

( 3/ l.)

(3/1)

(3/1)

-{·'>f'-B-

6

J, 5
l./ 4

··~--

-1-&--fr'-{,-

Article 26. l

Shi!.l.1 an ordinance

1~nti.tled

11

Subdivision o r d inance
·
for the 'I'own of West P.iJ.:tis,

M1'!.li.ne 11 be amended \!'.IS follows?:

Definitions
A.

J

TOWN OF WEST PARIS
TRANSFER STATION RULES & REGULATIONS
HOURS ,.., WEDS & SAT 8:00 to 4:00/ SUN 8:00 to 12:00 noon

MANDATORY CLEAR OR WHITE TRASH BAGS ONLY
TRANSFER STATION STICKER REQUIRED

1.

HOUSEHOLD TRASH - Regular household trash, coffee grounds, Styrofoam, food waste,
garbage, grease, plastic bags/film, bubble wrap and bubble envelopes, etc.

2.

METAL - Empty paint cans, ranges, ovens, tire rims, storm doors, metal shelving,
metal roofing, refrigerators*, freezers* (both w/ doors removed), air conditioners*, etc.

4.

DEMOLITION DEBRIS - WOOD/DEMO PERMIT REQUIRED Available at the Town Office
Construction debris, sheetrock, insulation, window frames and glass, plaster, paneling, roof
shingles. For more info see Rules for Wood Demo Disposal.

5.

WOOD ...., WOOD/DEMO PERMIT REQUIRED. Available at the Town Office
Painted and unpainted wood, particle board, posts, plywood, flooring, wooden doors, and
wood furniture.

6.

*TIRES - No rims, No tractor or skidder tires.

7.

UNIVERSAL WASTE-Televisions, computer monitors, towers and keyboards, fluorescent
bulbs, etc.

8.

ZERO-SORT RECYCLING,.., RULES ON SEPARATE SHEET

,.., *FEESTIRES: Passenger & Regular sized Pickup tires (under 20")- $2.00
Big Truck tires (over 20") - $15.00
Loader & Skidder Tires (and the like) - $350.00
APPLIANCES: Refrigerators, Freezers & Air Conditioners - $15.00
FURNITURE: Couches & Chairs - $s.oo
Mattresses & Box springs - $7.00

WOOD/DEMO FEES AND RULES ON BACK
Revised 05/16

TOWN OF WEST PARIS
RULES for WOOD & DEMOLITION DEBRIS DISPOSAL
PERMIT REQUIRED FOR ALL LOADS OF WOOD & DEMOLITION DEBRIS
Obtained from the Town Office

1.

Each permit good for one load only, regardless of size.

2.

Permits must be obtained before dumping load.

3.

A load is considered what will fit Oevel w/ sides) into the bed of a pickup truck, but not
to exceed more than 100 cubic feet of material.

4.

Wood or demolition debris must be in pieces no larger than 2 feet by 4 feet in size.

5.

West Paris residents or businesses may obtain up to four permits per year.

6.

Of the four permits, homeowners are entitled to two free permits for their own personal,
Non-commercial use. The additional two permits will cost $25 .00 each.

7.

West Paris businesses, landlords and other commercial or industrial enterprises are strongly
encouraged to obtain a private dumpster service, however they may obtain up to the
maximum (4) number of permits for $so.oo each.

8.

Permits are available at the Town Office during normal office hours only.
Permits for weekend dumping must be obtained before i:oopm Friday.

9.

Permits are valid to December 31st of the current year and are non-transferable.

FACTOID
West Paris pays an average of $s3.oo per load!
Please Note: Level pickup sized loads or smaller only.
Oversized loads will be rejected or require two permits.

TRANSFER STATION HOURS, RULES & REGULATONS ON FRONT

